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The weight loss industry has come under fire from the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) 

in recent years due to consumer claims that many firms, marketing weight loss products, are 

using advertisements in an attempt to deceive consumers. Illegitimate weight loss claims have 

created so much concern that a White Paper call-to-action to investigate misleading weight loss 

advertisements has been filed.    

 Despite recent interest, little attention has been garnered concerning the understanding of 

why consumers respond to potentially misleading weight loss claims.  Intuitively, an 

understanding of why consumers fall prey to weight loss claims may aid academics, 

practitioners, and policy makers as they make important decisions relative to the weight loss 

industry and its practices. This study fills that void by applying a theory of visceral influences 

(TVI) to the context of weight loss advertising.  

 Loewenstein’s TVI was developed to aid in explaining why consumers make decisions 

contrary to their long-term self-interest. Visceral influences are drive states that have a direct 

hedonic impact, have an effect on the relative desirability of various goods and activities, and 

consequently, have a strong influence over the decisions consumers make.  Common visceral 

cues (cues associated with any reward linked to a visceral factor) include proximity of reward, 

vividness of reward, and visual priming. 

 To adequately test TVI in the context of weight loss advertising, a two step approach was 

used. First, advertiser intent was assessed through content analysis of weight loss advertisements. 

Second, composite advertisements were created from the content analysis to assess subject 



response to visceral cues common in weight loss advertising. MANOVA results show that the 

presence of visceral cues affected subjects’ thoughts, buying impulse, affective reaction, 

intentions, and product evaluation. 

 This research makes the following contributions. First, it addresses an area of public 

policy where there is a need for research to shape future legislation. Second, it provides an initial 

empirical examination of the effects of visceral cues on subjects’ providing a foundation for 

further application and theory building. Third, it reveals that visceral cues effects are moderated 

by an individual’s level of involvement with a reward. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 Decision-making is a multifaceted process where individuals identify alternatives and opt 

for the one they believe is correct for accomplishing a specific goal (Gomez-Belderrain et al. 

2004). Based upon the rational consumer model, there is usually more than one correct action to 

choose from, and the decision-maker will weigh the probabilities about which choice will be 

optimal based upon the potential benefits and consequences associated with possible outcomes 

(Hastie and Dawes 2000). Despite the extensive use of rational choice models, such models 

explain minimal variation in human behavior. Decision-making is inherently dependent on affect 

(emotions, moods, and feelings experience by people [Mowen and Minor 2006]) which explains 

a sizeable portion of variation in human behavior (Simonson et al. 2001). Thus, decision-making 

also depends on factors such as emotional (Bechara, Tranel, and Damasio 2000; Murphy et al. 

2001; Rubinsztein et al. 2001) and visceral (Loewenstein 1996). In the spirit of affect research in 

consumer behavior, an attempt is made in this dissertation to develop an understanding of 

previously unaccounted for factors impacting decision-making. 

When consumers respond to advertisements there are often conditions leading to 

responses based upon gut reactions to advertising stimuli (Loewenstein 1996). In particular, the 

stimuli appear ever-present in advertisements for products/services which aid consumers in 

obtaining a reward or achieving a goal (Langenderfer and Shimp 2001). Stimuli such as 

proximity of reward (message indicating that reward/goal can be obtained in a specified time 

frame), visual primes (photos of real people using the product/service and receiving 

reward/achieving a goal), and vividness of reward (vivid message provided to intensify emotions 

associated with outcome) may serve as cues activating a gut level reaction by the consumer. 
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In the context of weight loss advertising, the FTC appears to be mounting evidence 

consistent with the use of stimuli by advertiser�, as described above, to ignite a gut level response 

by the consumer. The use of such cues by weight loss advertisers may be in response to and 

taking advantage of the growing obesity problem. In the United States, approximately 61% of all 

adults are overweight or obese (FTC 2005, 2002; HHS 2001; NIH 1998) and expectations are 

that the obesity crisis is only going to worsen. This disturbing trend has led to an explosion of 

weight loss remedies and products (FTC 2003; Klassen, Wauer, and Cassel 1991). In 2006, U.S. 

consumers spent more than $38 billion on weight-loss products and programs (Daggett and 

Rigdon 2006). In a one year timeframe, spending on weight loss products dramatically increased 

by another $8 billion increasing the total to $46.3 billion in 2007 (Warren and Steiner 2007).  

Accompanying this rapid growth, contemporary practices of the weight loss industry 

have raised some serious ethical questions. A large percentage of weight loss advertising uses 

claims that are potentially misleading (FTC 2005, 2003, 2002; Klassen, Wauer, and Cassel 

1991). These claims may further contribute to the obesity problem by creating unrealistic 

expectations causing consumers to stay away from legitimate weight loss aids and programs. 

Because of the severe implications illegitimate weight loss products have for consumers� and 

their battle with obesity, it is important to evaluate the weight loss industry and its practices. 

However, to determine whether consumers can be potentially misled by weight loss advertising, 

research is needed on both advertiser intent and consumer response to weight loss advertising.  

 Little consumer research has examined the consumption of weight loss products and most 

literature pertaining to health-related products focus on product labeling and the flow of health 

related information (Burke, Milberg, and Moe 1997; Burton, Bates, and Huggins 2006; Feick 

Herrmann, and Warland 1986; Roe, Levy, and Derby 1999), trends in health claims (Calfee and 
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Pappalardo 1991; Klassen, Wauer, and Cassel 1991), and customer compliance to health related 

services (Dellande, Gilly, and Graham 2004). Additional research has examined government 

regulation of health claims (Caswell et al. 2003; Vladeck 2000), but little research has examined 

consumers� cognitive processing of health claims in advertising.  

 Consumer fraud and misleading advertising also remains an under-researched area of 

marketing. While there are many books and available publications about consumer fraud in the 

mass media (Langenderfer 1998), there remains a void of empirical data supporting consumer 

fraud. Common law defines fraud as any illegal activity, encompassing any conduct that includes 

material misrepresentation facilitating proximate injury (LaFave and Scott 1972). Consistent 

with this definition, consumer fraud is �any intentional deception that results in injury to 

consumers� (Langenderfer 1998, p. 5). Deception is an intentionally misleading falsehood. 

Hence, those who commit fraud intentional mislead their victims. Advertising provides a 

medium where misleading claims may be made linguistically; they may be made about ideas, 

goods, or services; they may be false without misleading, and misleading without being false 

(Gardner 1975; Garfinkel 1983; Harris, Dubitsky, and Thompson 1979; Hyman 1990; Preston 

1976; Rotfeld and Rotzoll 1980; Russo, Metcalf, and Stephens 1981).  One organization, the 

American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) has become infamous for their fight against 

consumer fraud (see AARP studies 1994-1997). The AARP provides regular bulletins on their 

websites and investigate consumer fraud cases on a regular basis. The AARP�s interest in 

consumer fraud stems from the demographic focus of the organization.  In addition, consumer 

behavior literature has mainly focused on consumer fraud from the perspective of the elderly or 

the young and naïve (e.g., Friedman 1998; Lee and Soberon-Ferrer 1995; Mathur and Moschis 

1995). More recently, the FTC (2004) began investigating consumer fraud among adult 
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consumers. The FTC surveyed over 2,500 randomly selected adult consumers to learn more 

about the extent of consumer fraud and to enhance knowledge of fraud victims. The survey 

results suggest that nearly 25 million adult consumers are victims of consumer fraud annually via 

real estate scams, advanced loan scams, credit card insurance and repair scams, health care 

product scams, among other prevalent scams (FTC 2004). Of the 25 million people defrauded 

annually approximately 8% took action to notify an official source such as a governmental 

agency or the Better Business Bureau (FTC 2004). Understandably, the lack of complaining by 

defrauded consumers makes fraud opportunities even more appealing to those who are only 

concerned with acquiring the almighty dollar regardless of the consequences for the victims. 

In accordance with the 2004 FTC consumer fraud study, it appears swindlers, scammers, 

and those attempting to mislead consumers focus on a wider range of demographics than merely 

the older or younger cohorts (e.g., Burke, Milberg, and Moe 1997; Johar 1995; Langenderfer and 

Shimp 2001).  An industry with demographic-wide appeal, such as the weight loss industry, 

provides an ideal context for investigating potential consumer fraud. In response to persistent 

weight problems, Americans have turned to weight loss products/services to take off the pounds, 

whether to supplement a diet and exercise plan or as a substitute for exercise and healthy eating 

(FTC 2005). However, many people potentially become victims of empty promises and clever 

advertising tactics. The weight loss industry is burdened by lawsuits and accusations of blatant 

deception stemming from promises of shedding unwanted pounds quickly with little effort (FTC 

2003).  The FTC (2005) states that false and misleading claims remain persistent in weight loss 

advertising and these claims are indicative of the industry�s deceptive practices. Thus, the weight 

loss industry provides an ideal context for examining advertising practices and adult consumer 

response to potentially misleading advertising.  
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Research Questions 

Of particular interest to marketing and public policy is why consumers respond to 

potentially misleading weight loss claims. Due to the seriousness of the obesity crisis, 

aggressiveness of advertising in the weight loss industry, and the historically relaxed regulation 

of weight loss supplements, this is an area of research where academic and practitioner 

contributions are necessitous. This dissertation addresses that gap and uses the theory of visceral 

influences (TVI) (Loewenstein 1996) to explain consumers� response to potentially misleading 

weight loss claims, in addition to, assessing advertiser intent through content analysis of weight 

loss advertisements.  TVI suggest that certain advertising cues can have an attention narrowing 

effect, inhibit cognition, and lead to suboptimal decisions based upon gut reactions. 

Consequently the main research questions are: 

1. Do visceral cues in weight loss advertising occur and interrelate in accordance with TVI? 

2. Does the evocation of higher levels of visceral influence lead consumers to focus more on 

information related to reward components of an advertisement? 

3. Do visceral cues in advertising cues evoke greater visceral influence causing consumers 

to make decisions, lacking cognitive deliberation, based upon gut reactions to the visceral 

cues?  

4. Is there another variable (level of involvement) which may moderate the effect visceral 

cues have on consumer response to an advertisement?  

Research Goals 

 The dissertation has five main goals. First, the dissertation reviews the literature 

pertaining to the FTC and its ongoing investigation into deceptive advertising claims. 

Second, the current study seeks to apply TVI to the context of weight loss advertising. Third, 
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this study assesses advertisers� intent by juxtaposing TVI and a content analysis of current 

weight loss advertisements, addressing Research Question 1. Fourth, the dissertation 

assesses consumer response to weight loss advertisements by using composite advertisements 

(developed from the content analysis) through two experiments designed to assess consumer 

response to weight loss advertising. The first experiment assesses the use of cues to summon 

visceral influence in the audience, addressing Research Questions 2 and 3. The second 

experiment assesses the moderating effects of involvement with a reward, addressing 

Research Question 4. Fifth, the dissertation discusses results and implication as they pertain 

to academics, practitioners, and legislators.  

Research Design 

The research design portion of the dissertation provides tremendous opportunity for 

advancing marketing literature pertaining to the prevalence and effects of cues in weight loss 

advertising by combining two widely accepted methodologies in the area of consumer research. 

First, this study uses content analysis for confirming weight loss advertisers� use of visceral cues 

as suggested by TVI. In addition, composite advertisements developed from the content analysis 

are used in two experiments designed to assess consumer response to cues common in weight 

loss advertising. This two stage process allows the simultaneous assessment of both advertiser 

intent and consumer response, providing a unique contribution to the field of marketing. The two 

stage approach investigates weight loss advertising from dual perspectives enhancing the 

implications of the dissertation considerably. 
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Managerial and Academic Contributions 

 The dissertation makes several contributions including; empirically testing TVI and the 

use of visceral cues in weight loss advertising, combining both the assessment of advertiser 

intent and consumer response in the same study, and the assessment of why consumers may be 

susceptible to potentially misleading weight loss advertising.  Each contribution is discussed in 

more detail as follows.  

 

Theory Testing 

 Visceral influences are drive states that have a �direct hedonic impact� and affect the 

�relative desirability of different goods and actions� (Langenderfer and Shimp 2001, p. 768; 

Loewenstein 1996, p. 272). TVI (Loewenstein 1996) states that when a person is experiencing 

high levels of visceral influence decision making is based upon a gut reaction instead of 

cognitive deliberation.  Furthermore, many factors resulting in visceral influence can potentially 

be manipulated by scammers (e.g., greed, fear, physical pain, vanity) (Langenderfer and Shimp 

2001). Despite past arguments made by both Loewenstein (1996) and Langenderfer and Shimp 

(2001) for the effect visceral influences have on scamming vulnerability, there is little or no 

empirical evidence in support of the theory. 

 For academics, the empirical examination of TVI provides much needed evidence for 

initial theory testing and further theory building. Why consumers respond to potentially 

misleading advertising is an area of research where a lot of development is still needed 

(Langenderfer 1998). In a typical advertisement, there are cues that provide evidence of whether 

or not consumers should be cautious about the claims made. Empirical evidence will give insight 

into which advertising cues ignite the strongest visceral influences that may override cognitive 
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deliberation and hinder an individual�s ability to recognize illegitimate cues. Furthermore, the 

successful validation of this theory spans boundaries and has implications for academics across a 

range of disciplines including marketing, psychology, sociology, criminology, and neuroscience.

 For marketing and public policy practitioners, the empirical examination of TVI may 

provide a basis for developing more stringent laws regarding the type of cues which can be used 

when advertising reward-based products/services (the cues examined in this study are thoroughly 

discussed in Chapter 2).  Moreover, TVI has implications for any promotional medium and its 

use or misuse. TVI likely explains why certain sales people or direct mail strategies create more 

impulsive consumer responses. 

 

Assessing Advertiser Intent 

A content analysis of weight loss advertisements not only allows for the assessment of 

advertisers� intent but it also allows for theory testing and building (Phillips and McQuarrie 

2002; Spears 2003, 2001). First, TVI can be tested against the weight loss advertisements to see 

if the advertising cues exist as theory says they should. Second, the content analysis provides the 

opportunity to examine if the proposed constructs (proximity of reward, vividness of reward, and 

reward priming) interrelate as suggested by TVI. In addition, from the content analysis 

composite advertisements are developed for use during the experimentation stage of the 

dissertation. The use of composite advertisements permits the juxtaposition of TVI and current 

weight loss industry practices.  
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Assessing Consumer Response 

 Obesity is one of the most prevalent health issues of the 21st century. As technology 

facilitates a more sedentary lifestyle, accompanied by a love for foods rich in fat and sugar, 

obesity remains at the forefront of our society�s public policy agenda. Currently, obesity costs 

U.S. individuals more than $100 billion per year (FTC 2005). The obesity and growing waistline 

problem has facilitated the creation of an entire industry of weight loss products, services, and 

remedies. However, these products/services appear to be making little or no progress in the fight 

against obesity. The weight loss industries potential lack of efficacy in the fight against weight 

loss may result from too many too good to be true weight loss products/services. Despite 

aggressive law enforcement action and the dissemination of educational material warning 

consumers of too good to be true weight loss promotions, the prevalence of potentially 

misleading weight loss advertising persists with remarkable success (FTC 2005). 

 Consequently, as the weight loss industry has grown and waistlines continued to expand, 

the number of lawsuits against firms in the weight loss industry has increased more than ten fold 

(FTC 2002). Consumers growing waistlines have facilitated growing dissatisfactions as weight 

loss products/services fail to remove unwanted pounds.  A growing number of retrospectively 

dissatisfied consumers have created a call for concern about the way weight loss products are 

marketed and advertised. To understand why the FTC�s regulatory and educational efforts have 

failed so far, and why so many consumers feel deceived, it is important to identify what are the 

underlying reasons consumers respond to weight loss advertisements and what factors influence 

their decisions.  
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Why Consumers are Susceptible to Misleading Advertising 

 Existing theories of persuasion seem inadequate to account for consumer vulnerability to 

misleading advertising (Langenderfer 1998). Pertaining to why consumers are susceptible to 

scams and other forms of misleading advertising, most literature has focused on characteristics of 

individuals such as age, scam knowledge, interpersonal network, etc. (Langenderfer and Shimp 

2001). However, TVI offers a different perspective. It suggests that people who intend to mislead 

consumers design advertisements that focus consumers� attention towards the reward component 

aspect of any advertising message. Consumers� who are experiencing higher levels of visceral 

influence which can be evoked by the advertisement will likely develop a strong urge to obtain 

the product/service and its reward. For example, in the context of this study, weight loss 

advertising is the area of concentration. If weight loss advertisers are attempting to mislead or 

deceive consumers, then in accordance with Loewenstein�s theory they will likely try to focus 

consumers� attention towards weight loss reward components of an advertisement emphasizing 

achieving weight loss in a temporally proximate time frame.  

Evidence, compiled by the FTC (see FTC weight loss studies) and the AARP (see 1994-

1997 AARP reports on consumer fraud) suggests that the apparent inability of consumers to 

recognize misleading advertising is a widespread phenomenon despite an abundance of 

information that should aid consumers in distinguishing legitimate from illegitimate claims. TVI 

emphasizes the emotional intensity consumers may feel when exposed to a reward, short 

circuiting rational decision making and rendering efforts to increase consumer knowledge 

pointless. Visceral influences may explain why consumers still fall prey to misleading 

advertising in an environment characterized by a wealth of information in addition to cues 

available in the communication itself that should make consumers wary.  
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Dissertation Overview 

The residuum of this dissertation is organized in the following manner. In Chapter 2, the 

FTC weight loss advertising studies, misleading advertising and consumer vulnerability, along 

with the foundations of TVI are discussed. Then, TVI is applied to weight loss advertising in 

conjunction with the persuasion process and the proposed model is introduced. Construct 

definitions are provided concurrently with explanations of how the constructs interrelate. 

Theoretical foundations are presented and hypotheses are developed through a review of the 

literature. The content analysis performed to establish advertiser intent is conferred in Chapter 3. 

Chapter 4 provides a detailed description of the experiments conducted to assess advertiser 

intent. Chapter 5 will provide a discussion of the dissertation�s theoretical and practical 

implications along with conclusions, limitations, and suggestions for future research.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW, MODEL OVERVIEW, AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT 
 
 This chapter covers the FTC claims of deception in weight loss advertising, misleading 

advertising, the conceptual background of TVI, and the development of hypotheses. 

 

Federal Trade Commission Studies 

 Beginning in 2002 and continuing through 2006, the FTC sponsored a series of studies in 

cooperation with Bureau of Consumer Protection (BCP) and the Partnership for Healthy Weight 

Management (PHWM) concerning advertising practices of the weight loss industry. These 

studies collectively represent the largest and most thorough previous attempt to collect and 

analyze weight loss advertising. These studies focus on growing concerns about deceptive 

advertising practices and consumer susceptibility to weight loss fraud. The basis for these studies 

was the growing concern that the weight loss industry was more interested in thinning 

consumers� wallets rather than thinning consumers� waistlines.  

 The U.S.�s growing obese population has led to a $40+ billion dollar weight loss 

product/service industry (Warren and Steiner 2007). Obesity is more prevalent than ever and has 

long-term health consequences. These consequences alter individuals� life courses in an enduring 

way (Ferraro and Kelley-Moore 2003) causing obesity to come to the forefront of health issues 

in the U.S. Therefore, more consumers are likely to search for information about weight loss and 

the obesity crisis. In this search, advertising plays a pivotal role in communicating information 

about weight loss to consumers. However, the purpose of advertising appeals is to convince 

consumers to behave in a desired manner (Albers-Miller and Stafford 1999; Chandy et al. 2001; 

Copeland 1924). Since current advertising is more permissive towards advertisers than protective 
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towards consumers, advertisers often act in advertisers� best interest instead of the consumers� 

best interest (Attas 1999). If weight loss advertisers act in their own best interest and mislead 

consumers, then weight loss appeals may be contributing to the problem of obesity by 

misinforming the consumer about the truth associated with the amount of time and effort needed 

for weight loss.  The FTC classifies potentially misleading weight loss advertising into seven red 

flag categories:  

1. Customer Testimonials 

2.  Before/after Photos 

3. Rapid Weight Loss Claims 

4. No Diet or Exercise Required 

5. Long/term Permanent Weight Loss Claims 

6. Clinically Proven/Doctor Approved Claims 

7. Natural/Safe Weight Loss Claims 

 Among the red flag categories, the FTC�s content analysis of weight loss advertisements 

shows that the first three (customer testimonials, before/after photos, and rapid weight loss 

claims) are prevalent (see TABLE 2.1) and seem to appear together in the same advertisements 

as summarized below. 

TABLE 2.1 

Trends in Weight Loss Advertising 

Testimonials, Before/After Photos, Rapid Weight Loss 
Claims   

Percentage of Ads 
(300) 

Consumer Testimonials 65% 
Before/After Photos 42% 
Rapid Weight Loss 57% 

From Weight Loss Advertising: An Analysis of Current Trends, FTC Staff Report, 
September 2002  
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Testimonials, Before/after Photos, Rapid Weight Loss Claims 

 Rapid weight loss advertisements use outlandish claims to market weight loss products. 

These advertisements often incorporate before/after photos along with consumer testimonials of 

losing 30, 50 and even 100+ pounds in only a few months or even weeks (FTC 2005, 2003, 

2002).  Many of these claims suggest that people can lose in excess of eight to ten pounds per 

week guaranteed (FTC 2002). These claims may be unachievable using the products advertised. 

In addition, according to the medical profession, even if an individual was to adhere to the most 

extreme diet, the individual could only expect to lose three to five pounds per week (Bray and 

Gray 1988; FTC 2003).  Additionally, if one were to achieve such rapid weight loss, there are 

likely adverse effects to one�s appearance and health. Health side effects of rapid weight loss 

include fatigue, nausea, development of gallstones, and even constipation or diarrhea (Higgins et 

al. 1993).  Appearance side effects of rapid weight loss include loose and sagging skin, unsightly 

stretch marks, and even rashes and infection from where the loose skin folds over (Gallagher 

2004).  Even if weight loss advertisement claims are not misleading, they still may not be telling 

consumers the whole story. 

 Testimonial advertisement claims often consist of relative percentages of weight loss 

which may mislead consumers (FTC 2003). An ad stating that �in clinical studies people lost 

200% more weight per week� might mean that people lost 1 lb per week compared to ½ lb per 

week (FTC 2003). These advertisements typically do not give consumers enough information 

about the clinical or medical studies to allow consumers to investigate the claims. In addition, the 

FTC has challenged the efficacy of the key ingredients.  

 The consistent use of customer testimonials along with rapid weight loss claims and 

before/after photos in the same advertisements warrants further consideration. An analysis of the 
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interrelationships between these three variables will likely provide insight into why these claims, 

red flagged by the FTC, successfully convince consumers to try the product/service. Before 

venturing into TVI and its explanation of these variables, a brief review of misleading 

advertising and how it pertains to weight loss advertising is performed to understand the FTC�s 

concern with these types of claims. 

 

Misleading Advertising and Weight Loss Claims 

 Much like cigarette smoking or alcohol abuse, false or deceptive advertising practices of 

weight loss products put society at risk (FTC 2002). The main fear associated with advertising 

practices in the weight loss industry is that the promotion of unrealistic expectations and false 

hopes doom current weight loss efforts and make future attempts less likely to succeed (FTC 

2002). The FTC (2002) claims that in its sample of 300 weight loss advertisements, 40% are 

almost certainly false and 55% are likely false. Yet consumers continue to purchase and use 

weight loss products/services that may not live up to expectations.  

 Despite the FTC�s barefaced classification of a large percentage of weight loss 

advertising as misleading their studies lack hard data supporting consumer susceptibility and a 

clear explanation of what constitutes misleading advertising. In marketing literature, misleading 

advertising is defined as �the discrepancy between the factual performance of a product and 

consumers� beliefs generated by the advertisement� (Gaeth and Heath 1987, p. 43). Preston and 

Richards (1993) also found that the influence of misleading advertising on consumer beliefs was 

central for defining what is truly misleading. In general, the consumer is considered to be a 

reasonable person (Attas 1999). A reasonable person should be able to recognize advertisements 

capable of creating a false impression. Therefore, only if it is anticipated that exposure to the ad 
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leads consumers to hold false beliefs is an advertisement considered truly misleading or 

deceptive (Attas 1999). The FTC (2002) state that claims made by weight loss products are often 

meaningless and difficult to evaluate and may harm consumers.  However, an extensive study 

has not been undertaken to determine if weight loss advertisements are a source of false beliefs. 

 Most prior research on misleading advertising has largely identified the specific types of 

claims that lead consumers to make erroneous judgments (e.g., Burke, Milberg, and Moe 1997; 

Cohen 1969; Grunert and Dedler 1985; Johar 1995; Shimp 1978; Shimp and Preston 1981; 

Snyder 1989) and whether or not consumer judgments resulted from being misled and caused 

some form of consumer harm (Dugan 1989). Misleading claims research in marketing literature 

includes incomplete comparisons (see Barone et al. 1999) or implied superiority claims (Darke 

and Ritchie 2007). The majority of research on misleading advertising has focused on describing 

claims which may be considered misleading while little research has been dedicated to 

understanding information processing and why consumers are susceptible to being misled. There 

are six articles which have explicitly identified information processing in relation to misleading 

advertising; Cohen (1969), Olson and Dover (1978), Gaeth and Heath (1987), Burke et al. 

(1988), and Johar (1995). 

Cohen (1969) addressed the issue of why consumers are susceptible to misleading 

advertising. Cohen (1969) stated that the behavioral man reacts to information based upon 

his/her attitudes, habits, traits, and feelings instead of relying solely on his/her intelligence.  

Therefore, the FTC needed to shift its focus from the economic man who makes decisions based 

upon intelligence to the behavioral man whose decisions are influenced by a multitude of factors 

including affect.  
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Olson and Dover (1978) were the first to empirically examine consumers� information 

processing of misleading advertising. They examined the effects of misleading advertising on 

attitudes, behavioral intentions, and purchasing behavior in a before and after product trial. Their 

study consisted of an experiment where participants where exposed to a misleading 

advertisement for a coffee product. They found that misleading advertising did affect attitudes 

and purchase intentions but after product trial the misleading advertising had a diminishing 

effect. 

Gaeth and Heath (1987) examined the information processing of misleading 

advertisements in old and young adult consumers. Using a series of experiments, they examined 

consumers cognitive processing of misleading advertising. The main research goals of their 

studies were to evaluate: (1) susceptibility to deception in advertising, (2) the ability of 

consumers to discriminate between legitimate and illegitimate claims, and (3) the responsiveness 

of individuals to training on common forms of misleading advertising. The results of the studies 

showed that young adults were less susceptible to deception from misleading advertising when 

participants were allowed to assess the advertisement in its presence. However, when the 

advertisement was no longer available for assessment there was no difference in susceptibility.  

Their results showed that training relative to scamming practices did reduce susceptibility to 

deception via misleading advertising. 

 Burke et al. (1988) empirically examined two different types of potentially misleading 

claims for pain relievers: expansion implication (ambiguous claim only) and inconspicuous-

qualification (qualifying statements accompanying an ambiguous claim). They found that both 

style of claims resulted in false beliefs than claims which simply emphasized the truth or 

provided no performance claims.  
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Johar (1995) was one of the first to examine the effects of moderators in consumers� 

information processing of misleading advertisements. Johar (1995) examined the moderating 

effects of involvement on consumer susceptibility to misleading advertising. In the first 

experiment, Johar (1995) found that consumers highly involved in processing an advertisement 

are likely to be misled by incomplete-comparison claims-suggesting that a product is high 

quality without clear referent of comparison (e.g., Tom�s aspirin gets rid of headaches better) 

(Shimp 1978). In the second experiment conducted, Johar (1995) found that consumers less 

involved in processing the advertisement were more likely to be misled by inconspicuous-

qualification claims-qualifying information related to an ambiguous claim (e.g., Tom�s aspirin is 

the most effective pain reliever; more effective than comparable pain relievers).  

 

Conclusion 

While the literature provide more insight into the types of claims and a potential 

moderating factor that may lead consumers to hold false beliefs much more research is needed 

on why certain types of claims have a higher propensity for misleading consumers. The current 

opportunity in the weight loss industry for analyzing claims classified as misleading by the FTC 

will hopefully provide more insight into the why. 

 To reiterate, despite the FTC�s claims that weight loss advertising practices are a threat to 

consumers through deceptive advertising practices, there is no empirical evidence to support the 

FTC�s declaration that these advertisements lead consumers to hold false beliefs. In addition, 

there is no evidence that false claims by weight loss product advertisers� causes consumers to act 

in a way that is harmful. These fissures in the understanding of consumers cognitive processing 

of weight loss advertisements warrant further consideration. To determine if consumers are 
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vulnerable to potentially misleading weight loss advertisements, TVI�s impact on persuasion is 

examined and a framework is subsequently developed.  

 

Visceral Influences and Behavior 

Impulsivity, Hyperbolic Discounting, and a New Theory of Visceral Influences 

Impulsivity 

Sociologists and psychologists have persistently studied impulsivity relative to its 

resultant behaviors such as drug addiction, suicide, aggression and violence (e.g., Hollander and 

Stein 1995; Plutchik and van Praag 1989). Schneider and Lysgaard (1953) were among the first 

to recognize that in certain situations, individual�s current decisions may result from a propensity 

to discount the future. Impulsivity has been characterized by this propensity to discount the 

future and definitions of impulsivity are reflective of the discounting of temporally distant 

events.  

 Murray (1938) defined impulsivity as an inclination to react swiftly without reflection. 

Others have defined impulsivity as human behavior without ample thought (Brussel and 

Cantzlaar 1967), behavior with no thought at all (English 1934), and �a tendency to respond 

quickly to a stimulus without deliberation and evaluation of consequences� (Gerbing, Ahadi, and 

Patton 1987, p. 357). With its influence from psychological and sociological roots, consumer 

behaviorists have aligned their definitions to this line of thought (e.g., Beatty and Ferrell 1998; 

Rook 1987). One of the most comprehensive definitions was given by Barratt and Patton (1983) 

who defined impulsivity as acting without adequate reflection, spur of the moment reactions, 

taking risks and trying to get things done quickly.  This definition was one of the first to add an 

important element to the definition of impulsivity, the risk taking notion (Hyungil 2002). The 
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risk taking notion is particularly relevant to consumers� decision making since consumers 

purchasing behavior may result in financial, physical, time, social or other types of risk (Conchar 

et al. 2004).  

As a function of the definition of impulsivity, research on impulse buying has focused on 

its negative consequences (Spears 1998). Research related to impulsive purchases date back 

more than 55 years and emphasizes the breadth of impulsive purchasing across the U.S. 

population (e.g., Applebaum 1951; Baumeister 2002; Clover 1950; Katona and Mueller 1955; 

Kollat and Willet 1967; Luo 2005; Peck and Childers 2006; Rook 1987; West 1951). Consumers 

who make impulsive purchases likely surrender to their instantaneous impulses to purchase as 

opposed to waiting, searching, planning and delaying the purchase until some future period in 

time (Spears 1998). The hyperbolic discounting perspective builds on the premonition of 

Mowrer and Ullman (1945) who stated that smaller, but more immediate rewards may be more 

important than temporally delayed negative consequences.  

  

Hyperbolic Discounting 

 Hyperbolic discounting is a utility theory which offers a rationale for why people 

experience impulses that contradict their own perceived self-interest (Ainslie 2005).  It is one of 

the foundational theories used to explain dispositional impulsivity. In general people prefer 

smaller more immediate payoffs, to larger delayed payoffs when the smaller payoffs are 

temporally forthcoming (Ainslie 1974; Green, Fry, and Myerson 1994). However, when both 

payoffs are more distant in time, there tends to be a preference for the larger despite the fact the 

time lag between the larger and smaller reward remains the same (Ainslie 1974).  Hyperbolic 

discounting has often been used to explain impulsive human behaviors such as drug addiction 
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(Bickel and Johnson 2003) and has been verified by hundreds of experiments which show that 

humans and animals alike, show hyperbolic discount functions which are predicted to facilitate 

impulsive behavior (e.g., Ainslie 1991; Chung and Herrnstein 1967; Mazur 1987; Winston 

1980). In general, it shows that when rewards are involved, people typically prefer present 

consumption over future consumption.  

For consumer decisions, impulsivity is defined as �buying spontaneously unreflectively, 

immediately, and kinetically� (Rook and Fisher 1995, p. 306). Despite past literature supporting 

the use of hyperbolic discounting to explain consumer impulsivity, the hyperbolic discounting 

perspective fails in three areas related to impulsivity. First, it does not explain why certain drive 

states such as sexual desire, fatigue, hunger, thirst, and emotional states are commonly associated 

with impulsive behavior (Loewenstein 1996, 1999). Hence, it fails to account for reward-specific 

deviations in impulsivity (Loewenstein 1996).  Second, it does not explain why sensory appeals 

(sight, smell, sound, or feeling, of a desired object) create an appetitive response resulting in 

impulsive behavior (Loewenstein 1996). Peck and Childers (2006) recently confirmed the power 

of sensory appeals and their effect on impulsive behavior. Peck and Childers (2006) examined 

touch-related factors, both environmental (cues encouraging sensory exploration) and individual 

(physical touching) and found that touch-related factors increased the likelihood of making an 

impulsive purchase. Lurie and Mason (2007) also confirmed the power of sensory appeals as 

described in this excerpt. 

�By mimicking the act of touching and feeling products, interactive virtual reality 
may be better substitutes for haptic experiences than textual information. This is 
likely to increase consumers� confidence in their choices and lower the proportion 
of physical search relative to online search,� (p. 163). 

 
Third, the hyperbolic discounting perspective predicts that short time delays always 

produce impulsive behavior, assuming the specified conditions of the theory are met. 
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Loewenstein�s (1996) TVI differs because it predicts that impulsivity only occurs if short time 

delays produce an appetitive, or in other words, visceral response (gut reaction to visceral 

stimuli). Hence, TVI not only predicts dispositional impulsivity but also situational impulsivity. 

 Loewenstein (1996) cites seminal research by Walter Mischel and his associates 

(recapitulated in Mischel 1974; Mischel, Shoda, and Rodriguez 1992) as providing evidence for 

TVI as a more accurate and complete theory of impulsivity. Mischel and his associates examined 

the determinants of delayed gratification in children. In Mischel�s body of work it became 

apparent that intra-individual variability existed in relation to intertemporal choice (relative value 

people assign to two or more rewards at different points in time). Mischel and his associates 

conducted their experiments by placing children in a room by themselves and teaching them to 

call for the experimenter by ringing a bell. Once summoned, the experimenter showed the 

children an inferior and superior reward. The experimenter then told the children that they could 

receive the superior reward if they could wait for the experimenter to return.  In conducting these 

experiments, they found that while waiting the mere presence of either an inferior or superior 

reward produced the same level of impulsivity, the presence of either the inferior or superior 

reward made it more difficult for the children to wait for the delayed reward. These results are 

inconsistent with the hyperbolic discounting perspective, which predicts that the children would 

wait in the presence of the delayed reward. The visceral influence perspective offers an 

explanation for this phenomenon since, as subsequently discussed it predicts that any sensory 

contact with the reward (sight, sound, smell, or physical proximity) intensifies desire.   
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Theory of Visceral Influences 

  Loewenstein (1996) developed TVI to explain why individuals participate in behavior 

conflicting with perceived self-interest. Loewenstein (1996) developed this theory based upon 

his past work on intertemporal choice and the psychological struggle between desire and 

willpower (see Hoch and Loewenstein 1991). Often people participate in behaviors that are 

contrary to their perceived self-interest in the full knowledge that they are doing so, frequently 

resulting in a feeling of being out of control (Loewenstein 1996). The root cause of these 

behaviors may be attributed to visceral factors which are �drive states such as hunger, thirst, 

sexual desire, moods and emotions, physical pain, and a craving for a drug one is addicted to� 

(Loewenstein 1996, p. 272). Visceral influences are defined by a direct hedonic impact and an 

effect on the relative attractiveness of different goods and actions (Loewenstein 1996). 

Therefore, the triggering of visceral influence leads people to focus on activities that provide 

enough arousing stimulation to alleviate the intensity of the visceral influences. Visceral 

influences intensify emotions and create urges strong and powerful enough to virtually preclude 

decision making (Loewenstein 1996).  

 Most recently, Garg, Wansink, and Inman (2007) provide evidence for the influence that 

visceral factors such as moods can have on decision making. They examined incidental affect 

and its influence on consumers� food intake. Their study showed that when people watched a sad 

movie they consumed 30% more than when they watched a happy movie. Furthermore, their 

study showed that mood inducing cues can result in behavior which facilitates moods that induce 

or prevent consumption behaviors. Consequently, their study unknowingly provides evidence for 

both the power of a visceral factor and the use of cues to induce visceral influence. 
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There are two main assumptions of TVI. First, visceral influences have an attention-

narrowing effect which precludes all other goals except those that alleviate the visceral factor 

(Loewenstein 1996). Visceral influences cause people to ignore or disregard other goals and to 

focus on the goal driven by the visceral factor (Langenderfer and Shimp 2001; Loewenstein 

1996). In essence, as visceral influence strengthens, attention and motivation is focused on 

activities and forms of consumption that are related to the visceral factor (Loewenstein 1996) - 

e.g., vain people spend time and money on maintaining and improving their appearance. 

Consistent with the first assumption, in criminology literature it has long been suggested that 

decisions that are made rapidly, as a reaction to sudden impulse, may be less vulnerable to the 

influence of threats than decisions that are arrived at over longer periods of time (Andenaes 

1966; Zimring and Hawkins 1973). Visceral influences intensify emotions associated with an 

outcome and as people experience this heat of the moment impulsivity, they tend to focus on 

taking actions aimed at satisfying these intense cravings.  

Second, people underestimate, or even disregard, visceral influences experienced in the 

past, will experience in the future, or are experienced by other people (Loewenstein 1996). This 

occurs due to the speed visceral influences occur and then dissipate. Visceral influences are a 

short-term temporary state strictly associated with a specific visceral factor. Consequently, 

people looking back on past behavior or viewing others� behavior attribute decisions to 

dispositional factors such as discipline and motivation rather than attributing behavior to visceral 

factors (Nordgren, van der Plight, and van Harreved 2006). For example, Nordren, van der 

Plight, and van Harreved (2006) found that attributions about others� behavior differed when 

made by people experiencing fatigue versus people who were rested. People experiencing fatigue 
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were more likely to attribute others failures to fatigue while adequately rested individuals were 

more likely to attribute failure to a lack of motivation. 

Furthermore, people often underestimate the influence of visceral factors on future 

behavior. For example, a person planning a diet likely will not be cognizant of the pain of hunger 

while trying to adhere to the diet�s regimen until they are currently experiencing the pain of 

hunger.  To restate the implications of the second assumption people in a cold state (not currently 

experiencing visceral influence) underestimate the power of a hot state (high levels of visceral 

influence) (e.g., Hsee et al. 2003; Mano 2004; Van Boven and Loewenstein 2003). 

The influence of hot and cold visceral states on behavior and perceptions of behavior is 

one of the most empirically tested and confirmed components of this innovative theory 

(Loewenstein 2005). For example, in a study conducted by Hsee et al. (2003), participants were 

presented with two potential prizes: the first prize consisted of four dinners with an increasing 

sequence of values (total value $135); the second prize consisted of four dinners with a 

decreasing sequence of values (total value $145). Exactly half of the participants were asked to 

predict which set of dinners they would enjoy more, and the other half were asked which set they 

would choose. Of the participants in the preference state, 68% favored the ascending-in-value 

dinners. In contrast, of the participants asked to choose between prizes, 49% chose the 

ascending-in-value dinners. Hsee et al. (2003) attribute this difference to hot and cold states. 

When people were asked about choice, more weight was assigned to colder value attributes. 

Furthermore, when people were asked to predict preferences, more weight was assigned to the 

hotter pleasure attributes.  Intense forms of this pleasure-induced myopia (Heyman et al. 2004) 

can result in impulsive decisions that ignore cold considerations (Loewenstein 1996; Mano 

2004). 
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Carmichael and Piquero (2004) again, examined the influence of hot and cold visceral 

states in the context of criminal offenses. They examined how perceived anger influenced 

individual perceptions of formal and informal sanctions along with assault intentions.  They 

found that heightened perceived emotional arousal causes people to make rational choice 

considerations where much more weight is placed on immediate benefits than on long-term 

formal or informal consequences.  Hence, they found that during hot states (heightened 

perceived emotional arousal) individuals were more likely to perceive thrill from engaging in 

forms of assault than in cold states (no perceived emotional arousal). Consequently, thoughts 

about future consequences received less weight in the minds of individuals experiencing a hot 

state than individuals experiencing a cold state.  

Ditto et al. (2006) examined the effect of hold and cold states and people�s risk-taking 

behaviors. In this study, two experiments were conducted using different stimuli. The first 

experiment consisted of participants playing a game and risking time to win chocolate chip 

cookies.  A control group was shown a picture of a cookie while the measurement group saw and 

smelled the actual chocolate chip cookies. As expected, participants in the measurement group 

were less sensitive to risk information than participants in the control group who were shown a 

picture. In the second experiment, male condom users were assigned to two groups. The control 

group consisted of participants who read a scenario where a couple was deciding to have sex 

without a condom. The measurement group consisted of participants who were shown a video 

where a couple was deciding to have sex without a condom. Again, as predicted by TVI, the 

measurement group was more likely to express a greater likelihood to participate in unprotected 

sex than the control group.  
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In addition to the studies discussed above, support for the effects of hot and cold states 

was established in the following studies. Van Boven and Loewenstein (2003) found that 

individuals predictions of how others will behave depends on whether or not a person is 

currently under the influence of a hot or cold visceral state. Ariely and Loewenstein (2006) 

performed a series of experiments where sexually aroused participants found a wide range of 

sexual stimuli and activities more appealing, were more willing to engage in morally 

questionable behavior to achieve sexual gratification, and were more willing to engage in unsafe 

sex than participants who were in a neutral state. Loewenstein, Nagin, and Paternoster (1997) 

showed that when experiencing sexual arousal (hot state) from viewing an adult film, 

participants were more likely to predict more aggressive future sexual behavior. Vastfjall, 

Garling, and Kleiner (2004) demonstrated that current mood effects both anticipated emotional 

reaction and experienced emotional reaction. 

Read and Loewenstein (1999) established that people who were currently experiencing 

pain but were provided a distraction were more willing to accept pain for money in the future. 

Nagin and Pogarsky (2004) found that people who commit acts of force and fraud often 

experience intense attention-narrowing tendencies during hot states of emotional arousal. 

Nordgren, van der Plight, and van Harreved (2006) showed that when people experience fatigue 

(hot state) they attribute behavior to visceral influences but when not experiencing fatigue (cold 

state), they attribute behavior to attributional (motivation, willpower, etc.) factors. Finally, Read 

and van Leeuwen (1998) revealed that when people were currently experiencing hunger (hot 

state) they made advance choices resulting in the selection of junk food and when not 

experiencing hunger they made advance choices resulting in the selection of healthier snacks.  
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This surfeit of literature lends support for TVI and the power visceral influences can have 

on decision making and attributions about decisions made both in the past and in the future. An 

area of TVI that remains under-researched is the use of visceral cues (almost any cue associated 

with a reward) by scammers and other persuasive-minded individuals to influence individuals� 

decisions (Langenderfer and Shimp 2001). Consistent with TVI, the apparent goals of most 

scams are to narrow one�s focus towards the scam�s reward and to intensify emotions associated 

with the reward, thus moving a person from a cold state to a hot state (Langenderfer and Shimp 

2001; Loewenstein 1996). Inherently, those who attempt to mislead recognize that as emotional 

intensity increases, so too does its direct effect on behavior (Carmichael and Piquero 2004). 

Visceral factors that can be manipulated by scammers, salespeople, and advertisers include, but 

are not limited to, greed, fear, pity, pain and vanity (Langenderfer and Shimp 2001). Con men 

are skilled at evoking emotions associated with vanity, greed, fear, pity and other emotions that 

can eclipse deliberation and override normal behavioral restraints (Loewenstein 1996). The 

ultimate goal of any conman is to increase the probability that any given consumer will give in to 

impulsivity and make a decision lacking cognitive deliberation (Langenderfer and Shimp 2001). 

Thus, it is reasonable that misleading appeals are made to influences, such as visceral factors, 

that can lead to impulsivity. 
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TABLE 2.2 

Visceral Influences Summary of Literature 

Visceral Influence Literature 
Researcher (s) Category Contribution Method 

Loewenstein 1996 Psychology Conceptual development of TVI Conceptual
Loewenstein et al. 1997 Criminology Hot-cold empathy gap and 

predicted sexual aggressiveness 
Experiment

Adam (1998) Psychology Theoretical underpinnings of 
visceral perception and internal 
cognition 

Conceptual

Read and van Leeuwen 
1998 

Psychology Hot-cold empathy gap and future 
food choices 

Experiment

Loewenstein 1999 Psychology Using visceral influences to 
explain addictive behaviors 

Conceptual

Read and Loewenstein 
1999 

Decision 
Sciences 

Hot-cold empathy gap and 
willingness to experience pain 
for money 

Experiment

Read et al. 1999 Psychology The tendency to delay virtues but 
immediate vices 

Experiment

Loewenstein 2000 Economics The value in studying immediate 
emotions in behavior economics 

Conceptual

Katkin et al. 2001 Psychology Link between gut feelings and 
visceral cues 

Experiment

Langenderfer and Shimp 
2001 

Marketing Visceral influence and its 
application to scamming 
vulnerability 

Conceptual

Hsee et al. 2003 Psychology Visceral influence and future 
decisions 

Experiment

Loewenstein et al. 2003 Psychology Effects of visceral factors in 
intertemporal choice 

Conceptual

Van Boven and 
Loewenstein 2003 

Psychology Hot-cold empathy gap and 
predicted sexual aggressiveness 

Experiment

Carmichael and Piquero 
2004 

Criminology Hot and cold states and the 
propensity to commit crimes 

Experiment

Fong et al. 2004 Health Support for visceral influences, 
the frequency of feelings of 
regret among smokers 

Experiment

Gomez-Beldarrain et al. 
2004 

Neuroscience Decision making and visceral, 
psychological, and social factors: 
an investigated into decision 
making impairment 

Experiment

(table continues) 
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Table 2.2 (continued) 
Heyman et al. 2004 Psychology Immediate emotions and 

attention narrowing effects 
 

Experiment

Mano 2004 Psychology The effects of hot visceral states 
vs. cold states 

Conceptual

Nagin and Pogarsky 2004 Criminology Attention narrowing effects of 
hot states and crimes of passion 

Experiment

Vastfjall et al. 2004 Criminology Current mood and anticipated 
emotional reaction 

Experiment

Loewenstein 2005 Psychology Consequences of hot-cold 
empathy gaps for medical 
decision making 

Conceptual

Ariely and Loewenstein 
2006 

Decision 
Sciences 

Hot-cold empathy gap and 
predictions about sexual decision 
making 

Experiment

Ditto et al. 2006 Decision 
Sciences 

Hot-cold empathy gap and risk-
taking behaviors 

Experiment

Lynch and Zauberman 
2006 

Marketing Potential of theory of visceral 
influences for marketing and 
public policy 

Conceptual

Nordgren et al. 2006 Psychology Hot-cold empathy gap and 
retrospection on past behavior 

Experiment

Bell et al. 2007 Marketing Adaptation of decision making 
models to account for rapid-
affective responses 

Conceptual

Nordgren et al. 2007 Psychology Visceral influences and 
evaluation of impulsive behavior 

Experiment

Li 2008 Psychology Effects of appetitive stimuli on 
temporal orientation 

Experiment

 

Conclusion 

 Unlike its predecessors, TVI provides a theoretical basis for predicting when, how, and 

why a person may experience an impulsive reaction. Limited to strong desires stemming from 

lust, hunger, and fatigue the body of literature on visceral influences and the process of inducing 

a hot visceral state provide a solid foundation for exploring the effects visceral cues have on 

consumer response to advertising. The subsequent section examines visceral influence and 

consumer vulnerability. 
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Visceral Influences and Consumer Vulnerability 

 The next component of this dissertation establishes a rationale for why visceral influence 

may lead to consumer vulnerability. Visceral influence potentially leads to consumer 

vulnerability because it tends to produce consumers� decisions lacking cognitive deliberation 

(Langenderfer and Shimp 2001). Under the influence of visceral factors, consumers� 

consumption choices are motivated by instinct and gut feeling, and careful analysis is abandoned 

(Langenderfer and Shimp 2001).  �Vulnerability refers to a susceptibility to injury or being taken 

advantage of by another person� (Smith and Cooper-Martin 1997, p. 4).  People can be taken 

advantage of when they possess characteristics which put them at a disadvantage in an exchange 

relationship (Andreason and Manning 1990). The influence of visceral factors potentially makes 

adult consumers vulnerable, a group that has been disregarded as vulnerable in past marketing 

literature (FTC 2004; Smith and Cooper-Martin 1997). While the vulnerability of children (e.g., 

Martin and Kennedy 1993) and the elderly (e.g., Lee and Soberon-Ferrer 1997) is well 

documented, adult consumers have generally been considered invulnerable (Smith and Cooper-

Martin 1997).  However, many recent cases have shown that adult consumers are also vulnerable 

due to many social, environmental, physical, and cognitive factors (e.g., FTC 2004; Lee and 

Soberon-Ferrer 1997; Smith and Cooper-Martin 1997). The influence of visceral factors may put 

consumers at a cognitive disadvantage, thus making them vulnerable to misleading or deceptive 

advertising claims.  

 Visceral influence defined as the power of visceral factors affecting a person behavior 

(Loewenstein 1996) can possibly cause people to focus on different aspects of advertising 

messages. This shift in focus will likely be strongest for any purchase that invokes goal-approach 

motives (Lynch and Zauberman 2006).  If consumers are experiencing low levels of visceral 
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influence then they should examine the non-reward aspects of messages, looking for cues which 

tell them that the advertisement maybe deceptive or lead them to further investigate the claims in 

the advertisement to ensure that they are valid (Langenderfer and Shimp 2001).   Non-reward 

components include information about the company/brand, credibility of factual/nonfactual 

evidence, and credibility of bait rewards (substandard, over-priced, or falsely represented) 

(Langenderfer and Shimp 2001).  Consumers who focus on the non-reward aspects of a message 

are more likely to recognize scam cues (Langenderfer and Shimp 2001).  

 When people are experiencing high levels of visceral influence they will likely focus 

more on the reward aspect of the weight loss advertisement.  As consumers focus on the reward 

aspect of the advertisement, they disregard any information which may help them to distinguish 

legitimate and illegitimate claims (Langenderfer and Shimp 2001). This effect is strongest for 

visceral sin (e.g., drugs, sex, and food) or hedonic consumption choices and leads to higher 

levels of situational impulsivity (Lynch and Zauberman 2006). Thus, visceral influence increases 

consumer vulnerability due to the power of the reward associated with a visceral factor.  

 Furthermore, TVI explains why the most widely used tactics to combat deceptive 

practices, such as educating consumers, has been ineffective in reducing consumer vulnerability 

to reward-based scams (Langenderfer and Shimp 2001).  With reward-based scams those who 

are deceived once are likely deceived again (AARP 1996a, 1996b; Easley 1994). Since TVI 

states that people under high levels of visceral influence will be less likely to cognitively 

deliberate it may explain why educational programs fail to deter consumers from being victims 

of deceptive practices. Under visceral influence, it is likely that consumers have only their self-

control, not levels of knowledge, to combat their behavioral impulses. Hence, disseminating 
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knowledge to consumers will likely not have much of an effect since self-control likely separates 

victims from non-victims of practices aimed at evoking visceral influence (Langenderfer 1998). 

 

Conclusion 

 Appealing to consumers desire to lose weight, weight loss advertisers, attempting to 

mislead, may recognize that communicating weight loss reward is the key to appealing to 

potential victims. Weight loss reward includes losing the desired amount of weight in a timely 

effortless manner. Perceptions of physical and mental efforts produce an aversive sensation 

referred to as fatigue or even exhaustion (Loewenstein 1996). Visceral influence likely decreases 

the desirability of tasks that require further increments of effort or are temporally delayed 

(Loewenstein 1996). Understanding which stimuli evoke the greatest chance of an impulsive 

response, creators of potentially misleading advertising campaigns may use visceral cues-

virtually any cue linked to a reward (Loewenstein 1996)-that trigger consumers� visceral 

influences, hoping that the consumers� will make a suboptimal decision and purchase their 

product. Based on this argument, the goal of weight loss advertisers attempting to mislead is to 

raise levels of visceral influence increasing consumers focus on the reward components while 

simultaneously decreasing the probability that they will examine non-reward components. The 

subsequent section discusses potential visceral cues in weight loss advertising and develops 

hypotheses accordingly for both advertiser intent and consumer response. 
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Development of Hypotheses 

Visceral Influence and Advertisers� Intent 

An important precursor to assessing consumer response is determining advertiser intent. 

As precedingly discussed, while the FTC is making claims that many weight loss advertisements 

are attempting to mislead or deceive consumers, there is a lack of empirical support for such 

claims.  Scam artists cost American consumers over $100 billion annually (AARP 2006). At the 

start of the 21st century, the FTC recently came out with its dirty dozen scams. Among the list 

health and diet scams are ranked as the fifth most prevalent scam consumers are likely to come 

in contact with. The FTC states that most of these scams consist of drugs that let you lose weight 

without exercising or changing your diet and herbal formulas that liquefy your fat cells so that 

they are absorbed by your body. Despite efforts by the FTC and the AARP to investigate and 

inform consumers about potential scams, consumers continuously are taken advantage of by 

deceitful scammers through scams ranging from real estate scams to health-related scams. 

Furthermore, while the FTC and AARP are spending a considerable amount of effort and money 

towards combating scams, little academic attention has been paid to this multi-billion dollar 

industry. Hence, little is known about the reasons why scammers� strategy and tactics work for a 

sizable portion of the population. 

This study investigates advertiser intent in the weight loss industry through content 

analysis. As discussed in the following sections, based on TVI there should be several common 

variables in advertisements aimed at misleading consumers. The FTC�s (2002) initial content 

analysis revealed some common trends that appear consistent with visceral cues described by 

TVI: the use of rapid weight loss claims, before/after photos, and customer testimonials. 

Through content analysis, weight loss advertisements are examined to develop an understanding 
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of how the variables interrelate to influence consumer decision making and increase the 

likelihood that a consumer�s decision is based upon gut reaction rather than cognitive 

deliberation.  The use of content analysis to examine how well TVI explains advertiser intent 

provides valuable insight into the communication strategy used by weight loss firms addressing 

Research Question 1: 

Do visceral cues in weight loss advertising occur and interrelate in accordance 

with TVI? 

This is necessary because theories neither identify how their abstract constructs can be 

represented in real-world situations nor identify the level(s) that uncontrolled theoretical 

variables will assume in a given application (Calder, Phillips, and Tybout 1981).  The application 

of a theory involves using the theory to design an intervention (in marketing a product, price, 

communication strategy, etc) predicted to have an effect in the real world (Calder, Phillips, and 

Tybout 1981). Hence, during the content analysis, the relationships between the variables 

specified by the theory and other variables established through exploratory research are assessed. 

Based upon the information provided by the content analysis, a composite weight loss 

advertisement is developed to test the theoretical relationship between the variables specified and 

their effects on consumer response to weight loss advertising. One of the goals of this 

dissertation is the application of TVI to weight loss advertising. As stated by Calder, Phillips, 

and Tybout (1981) �when theory application is the goal, falsification procedures are required to 

assess the scientific status of the theory� (p. 204). Falsification procedures allow anything to be 

done that will make certain that there is a rigorous test of a theory (Calder, Phillips, and Tybout 

1981). For this reason, content analysis is used to develop composite advertisements to facilitate 

the maximization of internal, construct, and statistical conclusion validity.   
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The content analysis of weight loss advertisements is conducted using the TVI model as a 

theoretical basis for understanding the role that visceral cues, i.e. proximity of reward, visual 

primes, and vividness of reward, play in aiding weight loss advertisers in facilitating an 

impulsive response from consumers.  Content analysis is unique since it allows a researcher to 

establish evident advertising intent as well as evident audience (Kassarjian 1977; Spears 2001).  

Spears (2001) established content analysis as a tool for both theory testing and theory 

building. Spears (2001) performed a content analysis of 222 promotional advertisements and 

used the time and evaluation outcome model (TOV) as a theoretical basis. From this content 

analysis, Spears (2001) showed how time can be effectively used in promotional advertisements 

to shift consumers focus towards losses. Correspondingly, with a practical framework, meaning 

can be derived through content analysis and common advertising practices and can be linked to 

more abstract psychological constructs (Spears 2001). In essence, content analysis provides 

researchers with the ability to confirm what is predicted by a theoretical model (Kolbe and 

Burnett 1991; Spears 2003, 2001) through the examination a domain�s content. In accordance, 

visceral cues as described by TVI are juxtaposed with common weight loss advertisements. 

 

Cues in Weight Loss Advertising 

TVI conceptualizes the potential use of visceral cues by scammers to facilitate consumer 

decision making based upon gut reaction rather than cognitive deliberation by directing attention 

towards the reward and intensifying emotions associated with the reward. Thus, the visceral 

factor of influence is weight loss and the emotions associated with a more socially desirable 

physique. To intensify these emotions and direct attention, it is expected that the three prevalent 
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cues rapid weight loss claims, before/after photos, and customer testimonials interrelate in the 

following manner. 

Based upon TVI, intense emotions associated with a visceral factor can create a visceral 

response, based upon a cognitive reaction, with little or no cognitive deliberation. Often the most 

intense emotions are associated with achieving a goal or receiving a reward. To intensify the 

visceral influence or emotions associated with an award, advertisers can forward the reward in 

terms of time, space, or other sensory perceptions. For weight loss products/services often the 

goal is to lose weight in the most immediate time frame. However, many medical experts state 

that this is not the best practice for long-term health and viability (e.g., Bray and Gray 1998). 

Despite this evidence, many weight loss products/services take advantage of consumers desire to 

lose weight in a temporally proximate manner and position their products in advertisements 

accordingly.  

David Schlundt at Vanderbilt University�s Department of Health Psychology recently 

compared weight loss claims (see TABLE 2.3).  Across the different weight loss supplements the 

range of weight loss potentially achieved with the use of the products/remedies range from five 

pounds a month to 30 pounds in 30 days. The most frequently occurring advertised ratio of 

weight loss is 1 pound per day (FTC 2002).  However, medical evidence shows that on average 

the most an individual can lose without adverse side effects is 3 to 5 pounds per week maximum. 

In January 2007, the FTC fined four weight loss supplement manufacturers for making false 

weight loss claims, including the popular TrimSpa. Despite the apparent lack of concrete support 

for the claims, the products are still available and consumers still continue to purchase weight 

loss products/remedies that make claims beyond what has been scientifically proven.  
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TABLE 2.3 

Internet Rapid Weight Loss Claims 

Product Name Weight loss Claim Type of Product 
Herbalife 10-30 lbs per month  Protein drink and herbal supplements 
Shape Plus 5 lbs per month  Herbal supplement/chromium picolinate  
Phytoshape 14 lbs in 14 days  Unknown 
Diet Magic 30 lbs in 30 days  Herbal supplement 
Fasting Center 
International 1 lb per day for 20 days Juice fasting 
Deb Marketing 3-10 lbs in 3 days Herbal supplement/chromium picolinate 
Beverly Hills Diet 15-20 lbs weight loss Eating plan 
AOQILI 25 lbs in 30 days Soap that washes away body fat 
Suddenly Slender 6-12 inches 1st application Body wrap with distilled water and herbs 
Slim-N-Fit 30 lbs in 4-8 weeks Unknown 
Fabulous Figure 3-4 lbs per week Multi ingredient nutritional supplement 
Aspen Group 15 lbs in 7 days Multi component weight loss plan  
Schlundt, David, T. (2006) Is there Any Magic: Weight Loss Facts and Fiction. Accessed 
October 3, 2006 [available at http://www.vanderbilt.edu/AnS/psychology/health_psychology/ 
magicweb.htm]. 

 
Weight loss product/remedy marketers recognize that consumers respond to certain types 

of appeals. What appear to be particularly effective are appeals that forward the reward of weight 

loss to a more temporally proximate time frame. Even though, the average person may know in 

the back of their mind that the advertised weight loss claims are not feasible, they still may be 

unable to resist as weight loss advertisers appeal to consumers viscerally through the hedonic 

enhancement of temporally forwarded weight loss reward.  TVI proposes that people will opt for 

more immediate rewards when under the influence of a visceral factor (Loewenstein 1996). If the 

choice is between immediate consumption and consumption at a later period of time, people 

experiencing high levels of visceral influence will opt for the more immediate reward, even if it 

is smaller or inferior. When under visceral influence people give much greater weight to 

immediately experienced visceral factors than to delayed visceral factors (Loewenstein 1996). 

Potentially recognizing this behavioral phenomenon, weight loss advertisers� frequently use 
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weight loss claims that promise weight loss in a time frame that is optimistic considering the 

proximity of weight loss supported by the medical field. Therefore: 

H1: Weight loss advertisements that include (exclude) a main headline 
emphasizing weight loss achievement will be more likely to include (exclude) a 
proximate weight loss claim in the caption.  
 
Through content analysis it is expected that weight loss advertisers, cognizant of people�s 

reaction to proximate rewards, advertise weight loss products with more temporally proximate 

results because the power of the weight loss reward will be so great for some consumers that 

they will disregard the feasibility of such a weight loss reward. Furthermore, weight loss 

advertisers strengthen the hedonic appeal of temporally proximate weight loss through 

before/after photos and vivid customer testimonials.  

The use of visual primes, such as before/after photos, may intensify the emotions 

associated with weight loss reward through sensory contact, thus intensifying a consumers� 

desire to consume the product and receive the weight loss reward. Visual primes can create an 

appetitive response through sensory contact. As a result, consumers under the influence of a 

visceral factor experience intense cravings that are difficult to resist. Thus, when proximate 

weight loss reward is accompanied by visual primes in the form of before/after photos of people 

who have allegedly used the product/remedy then the advertisement will have a greater 

propensity for eliciting an appetitive response. It is expected that the content analysis will reveal 

that before/after photos are most prevalent for advertisements with statements of temporal 

proximate weight loss. Therefore: 

H2: Advertisements with (without) a proximate weight loss claim in the caption 
will be more (less) likely to include before/after photos.  
 
In addition to before/after photos, vivid customer testimonials may also be a useful tool 

for intensifying the emotions associated with weight loss reward. Intense immediate emotions 
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arising from future events are certainly linked to some mental image or representation of those 

events (Loewenstein 1996). Vividness has long been shown to influence consumers� behavioral 

decisions (Loewenstein 1996; Nisbett and Ross 1980; Tversky and Kahneman 1973). The more 

vivid mental images or representation of future events are, the greater detail in which they are 

recalled (Miller et al. 1987), the more weight they receive in the mind of consumers (Bell and 

Loftus 1985), and the greater the emotional response ( Loewenstein 1996; Miller et al. 1987). 

Consequently, vivid information facilitates the creation of mental images or representations that 

intensify immediate emotions associated with thinking about an outcome (Loewenstein 1996).  

In weight loss advertising, based upon TVI, weight loss advertisements attempting to 

focus consumers on weight loss reward will also use vivid messages along with visual primes to 

intensify emotions associated with potential weight loss.  Such vivid information is likely 

communicated through customer testimonials which talk about the negatives associated with 

being overweight and how the diet supplement or remedy liberated them from their previous 

overweight self.  Often these customer testimonials indicate frustration about previous failed 

weight loss attempts and how they felt nothing could ever work for them. And miraculously the 

product/remedy they are endorsing is the best thing to ever happen to them, taking the pounds off 

with relative ease and requiring little or no effort.  The customer testimonials often appear to be 

from housewives, businessmen, teachers, physicians or other spokesperson that the audience can 

relate to. They are used as a model that is shown failing time and time again and eventually 

achieving success through the newly discovered miracle product. It is expected that such vivid 

testimonials will accompany weight loss advertisements that focuses consumers on weight loss 

reward and use before/after photos. The content analysis is expected to reveal that in addition to 

before/after photos, customer testimonials are used to focus and maintain consumers� attention 
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on weight loss reward and to intensify the emotions associated with their own potential weight 

loss. Therefore: 

H3: Advertisements with (without) a proximate weight loss claim in the caption 
will be more (less) likely to include customer testimonials. 
 

 

Consumer Response to Visceral Cues in Advertising  

 As discussed, visceral factors may have a strong influence on behavior and it appears that 

many misleading advertisements include visceral cues (Langenderfer and Shimp 2001). The 

degree to which visceral cues are used in advertising is still a mystery. However, three visceral 

cues seem most prevalent in misleading advertising for triggering visceral influences.  These 

cues are proximity of reward, visual priming, and vividness of reward. The cues will be tested to 

answer Research Questions 2 and 3. 

Does the evocation of higher levels of visceral influence lead consumers to focus 

more on information related to reward components of an advertisement? 

Do visceral cues in advertising evoke greater visceral influence causing 

consumers to make decisions, lacking cognitive deliberation, based upon gut 

reactions to the visceral cues, thus positively impacting their affective reaction?  

 

Proximity of Reward 

 Visceral influences narrow a person�s attention towards receiving the reward associated 

with the visceral factor. Attention of a person under an intense emotional state, such as that 

induced by a visceral factor, is focused inwardly and often restricted to the present and not the 

future (Bouffard, Exum, and Paternoster 2000). In other words, visceral factors cause �a good-

specific collapsing of one�s time perspective towards the present� (Loewenstein 1996, p. 275). 
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This present orientation merely applies to goods connected to the visceral factor and only to 

tradeoffs between the present and some other point in time (Loewenstein 1996).  Therefore, 

people under the influence of a visceral factor will make decisions based upon the proximity of 

reward.  

Proximity of reward is associated with perceived physical or temporal proximity of an 

object linked with the visceral factor (Langenderfer and Shimp 2001; Loewenstein 1996). 

Perceived proximity can result from short time delays, physical closeness, or sensory contact 

(sight, smell, sound, or feeling, of a desired object) (Loewenstein 1996). However, when dealing 

with weight loss, timeframe in which the weight loss may be achieved is most relevant but also 

may be enhanced by visual primes providing sensory contact (discussed later). In weight loss 

advertising, indicators of weight loss proximity intensify the influence of the visceral factor on 

decision making (Langenderfer and Shimp 2001). In the context of weight loss, consumers under 

visceral influence will prefer weight loss advertisements indicating temporal proximity compared 

to advertisements not indicating temporal proximity.  

Furthermore, under visceral influence, consumers often opt for even smaller and more 

immediate reward if the choice is receiving the reward immediately or receiving the larger 

reward at a later point in time (Loewenstein 1996). This is because people, in general, give more 

weight to immediately occurring visceral influences than to delayed visceral influences. The 

strength of the visceral factor makes immediate rewards more attractive despite the fact that the 

immediate reward may be smaller or inferior than the delayed reward. For weight loss products, 

consumers under visceral influence will likely be more responsive to weight loss advertisements 

which promise rewards in short time frames compared to advertisements which may promise 
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much larger weight loss reward in a much longer time frame. This effect is further enhanced 

when an immediate reward and a delayed reward are juxtaposed (Loewenstein 1996).  

 Compounding the issue of proximity, in today�s world of ever increasing time 

constraints, it has become increasingly difficult to partake in activities that help people to 

communicate their desirable physical qualities (Valois, Desharnais, and Godin 1988).  Therefore, 

people are potentially more responsive to weight loss advertisements that promise the reward of 

weight loss in more proximate time. This is similar to the hyperbolic discounting perspective 

where impulsivity is often associated with short time delays (Loewenstein 1996). Hence, the 

desire to lose weight automatically increases when it appears that the goal of losing weight can 

be achieved immediately or in a relatively short period of time. This desire to lose weight is 

intensified by visceral influences associated with weight loss making immediate weight loss 

more desirable despite the fact that immediate weight loss may result in less total pounds lost and 

may have adverse side effects.  Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporally proximate weight loss 

reward in weight loss advertising evokes greater (lesser) visceral influence on decision making, 

thus increasing the likelihood of a visceral response. Therefore: 

H4: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke fewer (more) total thoughts among subjects. 
 
H5: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke more (fewer) reward thoughts among subjects. 
 
H6: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke fewer (more) non-reward thoughts among 
subjects. 
 
H7: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke stronger (weaker) buying impulse among 
subjects. 
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H8: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the 
product among subjects. 
 
H9: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke greater (lesser) purchase intention by subjects. 
 
H10: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the 
advertisement among subjects. 
 
H11: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke greater (lesser) perceptions of product 
effectiveness among subjects. 
 
H12: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke greater (lesser) weight loss goal commitment 
among subjects. 

 
 

Visual Priming  

 The extant literature spanning across several disciplines, including psychology, 

sociology, and marketing, priming has been noted for having a strong influence over behavior 

(e.g., Bargh et al. 2001; Bargh and Chartrand 1999; Chartrand and Bargh 1996; Dijksterhuis et 

al. 2005; Higgins 1996; McKee et al. 2006; Small, Lerner, and Baruch 2006; Stajkovic, Locke, 

and Blair 2006). Priming has been shown to facilitate goal directed behavior (Bargh and 

Chartrand 1999; Dijksterhuis et al. 2005; Stajkovic, Locke, and Blair 2006) and ascertain an 

automatic association and activation of goals with features of an environment which they have 

been frequently pursued (Fitzsimmons and Bargh 2003). In addition, priming emotions has been 

shown to trigger causal attributions. Small, Lerner, and Baruch (2006) found that regardless of 

whether sadness or anger was primed, both primes resulted in more individual attributions rather 

than situational attributions. Thus, emotionally charged primes may lead to causal attributions to 

be made about the individual rather than the situation. People viewing before/after photos in 
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weight loss advertisements will likely attribute the weight loss to the individual and his efforts to 

use the weight loss product instead of other circumstances which may have facilitated the weight 

loss. 

  Visual primes of people with ideal physiques have been shown to influence people�s 

behavior concerning weight loss. For instance, Mills et al. (2002) found that restrained eaters 

(deliberate effort to combat the urge to eat to lose/maintain weight) were most susceptible to 

idealized body images portrayed by the media. Extending this research, McKee et al. (2006) 

found that pictures depicting stronger body images had the ability to elicit stronger expectations 

about smoking as an appetite suppresser and weight management tool for restrained eaters. 

Hence, visual images of people losing weight may be effective as priming cues for weight loss 

products. In a similar light, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recently announced its 

plans to perform a study on the use if upbeat images in TV drug advertisements (Associated 

Press 2007). The FDA is concerned that the use of upbeat images maybe distracting consumers 

away from information containing warnings and drug risks. 

 Priming cues defined as sensory exposure maybe the strongest visceral cue (Loewenstein 

1996). Priming creates a sense of impulsivity and lack of self control (Loewenstein 1996). 

Priming elicits visceral cravings- intense and overwhelming desires associated with a visceral 

factor (Loewenstein 1996, p. 272). Priming cues elicit visceral cravings as a result of the 

perceived proximity of a reward. When people see the prime, they experience a form of sensory 

contact (sight, sound, smell, etc) and experience an appetitive response (Loewenstein 1996; 

Siegel 1979). Primes can lead to cravings so intense that they drive a wedge between perceived 

self-interest and behavior (Loewenstein 1996). In recent literature, goal priming has been show 

to influence behavior (Chartrand and Bargh 1996; Dijksterhuis et al. 2005). The complete route 
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from goal activation and goal setting to goal completion can advance with no conscious 

awareness (Dijksterhuis et al. 2005). Therefore, merely priming a weight loss goal is enough to 

have people engage in weight loss behavior.  

 Marketers instinctively use principles of priming on a frequent basis (Mowen and Minor 

2006). Marketers use priming stimuli in advertising to influence consumers to behave in a 

desired manner. Priming stimuli in advertising create urges or cravings which intensify 

consumption drive states (Mowen and Minor 2006). Therefore, the desire to consume a 

product/service increases in the presence of priming stimuli. As discussed above, an example of 

a potential visual prime in weight loss advertising is a before/after photo. Sixty-five percent of 

weight loss advertising uses customer testimonials that include before/after photos (FTC 2002). 

These visual primes appear emotionally charged and potentially lead consumers to attribute the 

weight loss to the individual�s use of the product. This prime may result in the elicitation of 

stronger expectations of weight loss associated with the weight loss product/service. For today�s 

consumers, the priming cue of before/after photos, may serve as visceral cues which intensify the 

urge to lose weight. Priming cues (no priming cues) in weight loss advertising should evoke 

greater (lesser) visceral influence on decision making, shifting consumers attention towards the 

reward components of a message and providing sensory appeal. Therefore: 

H13: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke fewer (more) total thoughts among subjects. 
 
H14: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke more (fewer) reward thoughts among subjects. 
 
H15: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke fewer (more) non-reward thoughts among subjects. 
 
H16: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke stronger (weaker) buying impulse among subjects. 
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H17: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the product among subjects. 

 
H18: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke greater (lesser) purchase intention among subjects. 
 
H19: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the advertisement among subjects. 
 
H20: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke greater (lesser) perceptions of product effectiveness among subjects. 
 
H21: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke greater (lesser) weight loss goal commitment among subjects. 

 
 

Vividness of Reward  

 Vividness is the �representational richness of a mediated environment as defined by its 

formal features; that is, the way in which an environment presents information to the senses� 

(Steuer 1992, p. 81). Vividness helps present something in a clear and striking manner.  

 Vividness can intensify immediate emotions associated with thinking about an outcome 

rather than simply increasing the subjective likelihood of the outcome (Loewenstein 1996).  

Vividness contributes to a simulated feeling of direct experience (Coyle and Thorson 2001; 

Steuer 1992) and to feelings of intrinsic enjoyment and self-reinforcement (Coyle and Thorson 

2001). Therefore, vividness likely intensifies the emotions associated with thinking about 

receiving a reward. Vivid information in advertising creates a feeling of direct experience with 

the advertised product in consumers� minds. Immediate emotions arising from potential events 

are without doubt connected to vivid representation of those events (Loewenstein 1996). 

Vivid information also receives more weight in the minds of consumers than pallid 

information thus the vividly presented information leads to greater detail in which the 

information is recalled (Bell and Loftus 1985; Loewenstein 1996). Vivid information causes 
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people to remember achieving a goal with relative ease or imagine achieving a goal with ease 

(Loewenstein 1996). In addition, the greater the detail and the ease of creating vivid mental 

images the greater the emotional response as a result of the vivid information (Loewenstein 

1996; Miller et al. 1987) 

 Vividness effects on judgments are mediated by inferential, affective and attention 

processes (Bell and Loftus 1985).  Vivid information typically improves inferences about the 

credibility of the communicator; it also has a stronger affective impact because of its imaginable 

attributes. Vivid information causes consumers to focus specifically on the vividness and pay 

little attention to other information (Bell and Loftus 1985). Furthermore, when consumers have 

low resources vividly presented information are much easier to process than non-vivid 

information (Keller and Block 1997).  

 Often in weight loss advertising, vivid customer testimonials about rapid weight loss are 

given. Consequently, weight loss advertisers� are potentially using the vivid messages to increase 

a consumer�s desire to lose weight. These illustrations create vivid images in the mind of 

consumers, potentially facilitating thoughts about their own potential weight loss. These vivid 

testimonials create a feeling of direct experience with the product and create the notion in the 

mind of consumers that they have actually experienced the advertised results of the product.  

Many weight loss advertisers key in on this visceral cue that may cause consumers to behave in 

an irrational manner.  

 The use of customer testimonials to create vivid images goes beyond the traditional use 

of spokespersons to establish credibility.  In advertising source effects literature, source 

credibility is composed of source expertise and source trustworthiness (Mowen and Minor 2006; 

Ohanian 1991). In this sense, source credibility is �a communicator�s positive characteristics that 
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affect the receiver�s acceptance of a message� (Ohanian 1990, p. 41). Celebrities, experts, and 

customers are used as spokespersons to increase perceptions of valid assertions and perceptions 

of trustworthiness.  The distinction in the use of customer testimonials for vividness effects vs. 

establishing credibility can be explained by showing how consumers� attention is directed. When 

using customer testimonials to establish credibility, it is hoped that consumers� focus their 

attention towards the source�s positive characteristics used to establish credence. By using 

credible sources, advertisers can reduce the number of cognitive responses in consumers, thus, 

inhibiting counter-arguing (Mowen and Minor 2006). In contrast, when using customer 

testimonials for vividness effects, the goal is to focus consumers� attention towards the message 

designed to facilitate the development of vivid images associated with a reward. Vivid customer 

testimonials are often employed to attract and hold attention, increase the likelihood of being 

placed in long-term memory, and increase the likelihood that consumers will perceive personal 

relevance from the message (Mowen and Minor 2006).  Vivid customer testimonials often give a 

high degree of detailed, specific information about people, actions, and situations (Mowen and 

Minor 2006).  

 In scamming vulnerability literature, Langenderfer and Shimp (2001, p. 774) suggest 

that: 

�Vividness of a proposed reward can be augmented by suggesting to the scam 
target that another person- who purportedly is very similar to the target in terms of 
occupation, age, life-style, or their identifying characteristics- recently had good 
fortune of availing themselves of the opportunity and are experiencing 
considerable aggrandizement.�  
 

Similar testimonials are used in weight loss advertising accompanied by vivid descriptions of the 

achieved weight loss. Weight loss advertisements that include vivid messages cause consumers 

to imagine the ease of weight loss when using the advertised product, thus, producing an 
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exaggeration of the outcome associated with using the weight loss product. In this instance, 

vividness makes it easier to imagine the advertised weight loss through the availability heuristic. 

The availability heuristic occurs when people estimate the probability of an outcome based upon 

how easy it is to imagine the outcome (Tversky and Kahneman 1973). As a result of both 

emotions and ease of imagining outcome, vividly described and emotionally charged possibilities 

are perceived as being much more likely than possibilities which are harder to imagine in one�s 

mind, creating a corresponding cognitive bias in the mind of consumers�.  

Vividness of reward in weight loss advertising should evoke greater (lesser) visceral 

influence on decision making, shifting consumers attention toward the reward components of the 

message and intensifying emotions with weight loss. Therefore: 

H22: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke fewer (more) total thoughts among subjects. 
 
H23: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke more (fewer) reward thoughts among subjects. 
 
H24: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke fewer (more) non-reward thoughts among subjects. 
 
H25: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke stronger (weaker) buying impulse among subjects. 

 
H26: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the product among subjects. 
 
H27: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke greater (lesser) purchase intention by subjects. 
 
H28: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the advertisement among 
subjects. 
 
H29: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke greater (lesser) perceptions of product effectiveness among subjects. 
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H30: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke greater (lesser) weight loss goal commitment among subjects. 

 
Visceral Cue Interrelationships 
 
 As discussed throughout the conceptual development of the three visceral cues the 

visceral cues appear to interrelate to create a powerful emotionally charged rapid response. The 

temporal proximity of reward enhances perceptions of receiving the reward in near proximity. 

Temporal proximity of reward is reinforced through sensory contact with the visual prime and 

through the emotional intensity generated by the vividness of reward. In the weight loss 

advertising context, it is anticipated that the strongest effectives will occur when consumers are 

exposed to advertisements that contain the three operationalized visceral cues: temporal 

proximity of weight loss, before/after photos, and customer testimonial. Therefore: 

H31: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising will 
evoke fewer (more) total thoughts among subjects. 
 
H32: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising will 
evoke more (fewer) reward thoughts among subjects. 
 
H33: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising will 
evoke fewer (more) non-reward thoughts among subjects. 
 
H34: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising will 
evoke stronger (weaker) buying impulse among subjects. 

 
H35: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising will 
evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the product among subjects. 
 
H36: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising will 
evoke greater (less) purchase intention by subjects. 
 
H37: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising will 
evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the advertisement among subjects. 
 
H38: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising will 
evoke greater (less) perceptions of product effectiveness among subjects. 
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H39: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising will 
evoke greater (less) weight loss goal commitment among subjects. 

 
 

Visceral Factors and the Persuasion Process 

 The elaboration likelihood model ELM (Petty and Cacioppo 1986) was devised to 

exemplify the decision-making path to belief, attitude, and behavior change (the persuasion 

process). In the ELM model the persuasion process starts when the consumer receives a message. 

Depending on factors such as the message content, consumer�s psychographics, and the situation 

which the message is presented, the consumer processes the communicated message under a high 

or low involvement condition. The term involvement refers to the consumer�s perceived personal 

relevance of the information presented in the message (Petty and Cacioppo 1986).  

 Depending on involvement, belief and attitude change take either the central or peripheral 

route to persuasion (Petty and Cacioppo 1986). Under high involvement conditions, attitude and 

belief change occurs via the central route to persuasion. In the central route, the consumer has the 

motivation and ability to process the information and is likely to deliberate on the message, 

developing multiple cognitive responses. Also in the central route, the consumer focuses on 

central cues when evaluating the message. Central cues are ideas that center on the quality of the 

arguments developed in the message. In the peripheral route (low-involvement) to persuasion, 

the consumer spends very little time deliberating on the message while focusing on peripheral 

cues. Peripheral cues include factors such as source effects, mere number of arguments 

presented, and the context within which the message is presented.  

 In the persuasion process, it is likely that the influence of visceral factors depends on the 

involvement a consumer has with a reward (Langenderfer and Shimp 2001). This involvement 

with a reward, goal, or outcome can be as simple as an interest in receiving the reward, achieving 
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the goal, or experiencing the outcome (Ainslie 2005). �Interests based upon rewards are very like 

interests based on goals within a society, those factions that are rewarded by (have an interest in) 

the goal that names them (e.g., a sobriety interest or drinking interest within the person, like the 

petroleum interest, or the arts interest in a society� (Ainslie 2005, p. 637).   

It is vital to clarify the importance of conflict to the interests described here since they 

will likely become ambiguous among the various factors affecting decision making.  In scenarios 

where rewards, goals, or outcomes can be achieved there may be varying alternatives which 

create conflicts. These conflicts can result from variations in temporal proximity or trade-offs 

between competing desires. When presented with various alternatives for receiving a reward, 

whichever option assures the greatest discounted reward at a given moment determines a 

person�s move at that moment (Ainslie 2005).  For example, a person attempting to diet will be 

enticed to try diet plans which make promises of highly proximate weight loss over scientifically 

proven methods of increased energy expenditure, decreased energy intake, or both. The 

prospective long-range reward is achieving weight loss in a manner that will further promote 

good health and aid in keeping weight off, the prospective short-range reward is losing the 

weight so that one can fit into a new bathing suit purchased for a spring break trip. For an 

individual, the series of moves over time determines which faction eventually gets its way 

(Ainslie 2005).  When pursuing a reward, the value of the immediate rewards can and often do 

take precedence over delayed rewards. Hence, involvement with body weight will be examined 

in conjunction with the visceral cues to answer Research Question 4: 

Is there another variable (level of involvement) which may moderate the effect 

visceral cues have on consumer response to an advertisement?  
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Under the ELM, (Petty and Cacioppo 1986) people who have an interest in weight loss 

should elaborate on the message communicated through weight loss advertising and take the 

central route to persuasion, thinking about the message rationally.  However it is likely that the 

effect of this type of involvement with weight depends on a person�s degree of visceral influence 

(Langenderfer and Shimp 2001). A person who experiences low levels of visceral influence is 

more likely to rationally choose to eat healthy and exercise to lose weight. People experiencing 

high levels of visceral influence may resort to weight loss products and services that provide 

more immediate results despite potential negative consequences. However, people experiencing 

extreme levels of visceral influence may even develop eating disorders to lose weight such as 

anorexia or bulimia because the desire to lose weight is so powerful that the severe health 

consequences associated with eating disorders is disregarded and the visceral factor prohibits 

rational decision-making.  

When a person has low involvement with a reward, possibly because of little interest in 

receiving the reward, their elaboration likelihood should be relatively low (Langenderfer and 

Shimp 2001). In any case, when involvement is low peripheral cues will take precedence. One 

might assume that when involvement is low that the probability of detecting an illegitimate claim 

is high since the individual is unlikely to elaborate on the details of the advertisement and its 

message(s). However, consumer vulnerability to misleading claims is likely counteracted by the 

lack of interest in obtaining the reward. Hence, visceral influences have a minimal effect under 

low involvement conditions (Langenderfer and Shimp 2001) due to the lack of interest in the 

reward. Consequently, it is anticipated that no significant differences will exist in the low 

involvement condition. 
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FIGURE 2.1 

 Visceral Cues and the Persuasion Process Model 

 

In a high involvement/low visceral influence condition, advertisements should be 

processed according to the ELM (see FIGURE 2.2). Therefore, consumers will examine all 

components of the message including the reward and non-reward components. In this path, 

consumers will be more apt to recognize cues that give them insight into the legitimacy of the 

advertisement and its claims. Dissimilarly, in the high involvement/ high visceral influence 

condition, advertisements will not be processed according to the ELM since high levels of 

visceral influence shift one�s attention towards the reward. Cognitive resources in this path 

should be devoted to only the components of the message directly related to the reward. As an 

individual under the high involvement/high visceral condition focuses attention towards the 
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reward component, this attention-narrowing effect decreases the probability an individual will 

pick up on any cues that may provide insight into the legitimacy of the advertisement. Therefore: 

FIGURE 2.2 
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For subjects with high involvement with body weight, visceral cues are predicted to 
generate the following effects. 
 
H40: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke fewer (more) total thoughts among 
subjects. 
 
H41: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke more (fewer) reward thoughts among 
subjects. 
 
H42: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke fewer (more) non-reward thoughts among 
subjects. 
 
H43: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke stronger (weaker) buying impulse among 
subjects. 
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H44: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the 
product among subjects. 
 
H45: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues evoke greater (lesser) purchase intention among 
subjects. 
 
H46: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the 
advertisement among subjects. 
 
H47: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke greater (lesser) perceptions of product 
effectiveness among subjects. 
 
H48: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke greater (lesser) weight loss goal 
commitment among subjects. 

 
In contrast, for subjects with low involvement with body weight, visceral cues are 
predicted to not generate significant effects on the dependent variables. Therefore: 
 
H49: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in number of total thoughts 
among subjects. 
 
H50: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in number of reward 
thoughts among subjects. 
 
H51: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in number in number of non-
reward thoughts among subjects. 
 
H52: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in buying impulse among 
subjects. 

 
H53: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in attitudes toward the 
product among subjects. 
 
H54: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in purchase intention by 
subjects. 
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H55: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in attitudes toward the 
advertisement among subjects. 
 
H56: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in perceptions of product 
effectiveness among subjects. 
 
H57: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in weight loss goal 
commitment among subjects. 
 

 

Measuring involvement with body weight  

Netermeyer, Burton, and Lichtenstein (1995) produced a seminal article on vanity and its 

relation to various constructs in consumer behavior literature. While they examined various 

aspects of vanity, one particular dimension of vanity relevant to this study is concern for physical 

appearance. 

As much as 40% of adult American women and 24% of adult American men attempt to 

lose weight annually with the majority of them citing improving self-image as the primary reason 

(NIH 2007). Many of these people may or may not be overweight or have physical or emotional 

health problems caused by their weight; in reality, some of these individuals have normal or even 

low weight (NIH 2007). Concerns about one�s outward physical appearance compel an 

individual and facilitates the development of products and services ranging from clothing to 

cosmetic surgery to appeal to consumer motivations (Solomon 1992). Often people pursue 

activities to improve their physical appearance despite repetitive warnings from the medical 

community (e.g., using tanning beds) (Ralston 1992; Schrof 1992). For these people, physical 

vanity is a powerful motivating force increasing their level of involvement with activities aimed 

at enhancing physical appearance (Netermeyer, Burton, and Lichtenstein 1995).  
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Weight loss products/services can provide vain consumers with consumption that appeal 

to their physical appearance vanity. Purchasing and using weight loss products addresses an 

individual�s concern for physical appearance. In turn, weight loss product consumption choices 

may heighten an individual�s perception of his/her physical appearance. Just like a swindler who 

appeals to a person�s greed to relieve them of precious dollars (Langenderfer 1998), weight loss 

advertisers may recognize that heightened levels of physical vanity provide the necessary driving 

force to further increase the likelihood of a visceral response, intensifying emotions and focusing 

the consumer towards weight loss reward. It is anticipated that concern for physical appearance 

will serve as a viable indicator of involvement with body weight. 

 

Chapter Summary 

 As indicated, the ability of visceral cues to trigger visceral influence is anticipated to 

have a threefold impact. First, as the visceral cues summon higher levels of visceral influence 

people�s attention should be focused on the reward components of the advertisement. After 

immediately viewing a weight loss advertisement, individuals who have been exposed to visceral 

cues should have less total thoughts about the advertisement due to the power of the visceral cues 

to override cognitive deliberation. In contrast, individuals who view advertisements with visceral 

cues will deliberate more. However, exposure to visceral cues should increase reward thoughts 

reward and concurrently reduce non-reward thoughts while an absence of visceral cues will have 

the opposite effect. 

Second, as the use of visceral cues raise visceral influence levels; emotions associated to 

weight loss should be heightened. Consequently, individuals should have more positive emotions 

and a heightened sense of their own ability commit to and obtain the weight loss reward. In 
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addition, visceral cues should generate stronger expectations among individuals. In particular, as 

suggested by McKee et al. (2006) expectations should be highest when before/after photos are 

included.  

Third, the impact of the increased levels of visceral influence should lead to a stronger 

impulse to purchase the weight loss product, thus buying impulse and purchase intentions should 

be higher for consumers who view weight loss advertisements. The inclusion of the moderator 

involvement with body weight should interact with visceral cues in a way that people�s 

motivation to obtain weight loss reward is higher for high involvement conditions than low 

involvement conditions. Subsequently, TVI and ELM do not conflict each other. Instead, ELM 

merely dictates, during high visceral influence conditions, whether an individual is focusing 

almost solely on reward components of a message or whether a person is likely to also examine 

non-reward components. The high involvement condition is predicted to magnify the impact of 

included or excluded visceral cues while the low involvement condition is predicted to have no 

effect. 

Of course, this model remains to be tested and validated. One aspect of the model that 

supports its validity, however, is that weight loss advertisers appear to tailor advertisements in a 

way that the model predicts is effective. They appear to use viscerally oriented rewards. They 

appear to use before/after photos to provide sensory contact and customer testimonials to 

enhance the hedonic appeal of the temporally proximate weight loss reward. 

 The validation of this model will provide some evidence of the FTC�s fears, consumers 

may be falling prey to misleading weight loss advertising purchasing weight loss products/ 

services that not only may not provide promised results but may also be contributing to the 

obesity epidemic by wasting individuals� time on efforts that are likely doomed to fail. Such 
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validation will have implications for practitioners, academics across several disciplines (e.g., 

marketing, psychology, criminology, sociology), and legislators. 
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CHAPTER 3 

    STUDY I 

 Chapter 1 established the research questions of interest and specified the contributions of 

the study of visceral influences and weight loss advertising for academics, public policy, and 

decision makers. Chapter 2 provided a detailed explanation of the FTC�s examination of weight 

loss advertising, TVI, consumer vulnerability, and misleading advertising. In addition it 

presented the theoretical framework (Loewenstein 1996) and development of hypotheses based 

upon TVI. 

 Addressing hypotheses H1-H3, Chapter 3 relates the research designs employed to gather 

empirical data on visceral cues used by weight loss advertisers. The content analysis performed 

on a sample of weight loss advertisements is successively discussed. The goal of the data 

collection and analysis in this chapter is to establish the relationship and to develop a better 

understanding of the idiosyncrasies of visceral cues in weight loss advertising. 

 

Content Analysis: Assessing Advertiser Intent  

Content analysis is a scientific, objective, systematic, quantitative, and generalizable 

synopsis of the content of communications (Kassarjian 1977). This dissertation assesses 

documentary evidence about the intent of weight loss advertisers. The content analysis was 

performed by allowing undergraduate students at a Southwestern university to collect weight loss 

advertisements for extra credit. Consistent with Calder, Phillips, and Tybout (1981), Lynch 

(1999), Spears (2003, 2001) it is acceptable and desirable to collect data through students or any 

other homogeneous group for empirical analysis when the goal is theory testing. The goal of the 

content analysis portion of this study is to assess advertiser intent through the application of TVI 
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in the context of weight loss.  The undergraduate students were given the following instructions 

for collecting advertisements: 

Here are the specifics about the advertisements I want you to collect. 
 
 Students, please bring to class weight loss advertisements in print form from 
magazines, newspapers, websites, direct mail, and in-store promotions.  
 
Note: Please do not bring advertisements for non-weight loss dietary supplements 
or other non-weight loss products. The desired weight loss products include 
weight loss supplements (e.g., herbalife, relacore, etc.), eating plans/replacement 
meals (e.g., Beverly Hills Diet), and weight loss applications (soaps, creams, 
body wraps, etc.)  
 
Please limit advertisements to only those from past 12 months.  
 
Thank You for Your Assistance 

 
 The undergraduate students were directed to collect recent advertisements (past 12 

months) from print material including magazines, newspapers, websites, direct mail, and in-store 

promotions. Following Grau, Roselli, and Taylor (2007) and Spears (2003), advertisements used 

for this study were limited to full page and double page advertisements to control for advertising 

budget. Double page advertisements were counted as one advertisement. Following Grau, 

Roselli, and Taylor (2007); Stevenson and McIntyre (1995); Taylor and Stern (1997); and 

Wilkes and Valencia (1989) duplicate advertisements were included in the sample to provide a 

more accurate picture of the overall exposure of the general public to advertisements with 

visceral cues. The collection of print weight loss advertisements is supported by the content 

analysis performed by the FTC in 2002 (see TABLE 3.1). In the FTC�s (2002) content analysis 

of weight loss advertisements (collected from magazines, tabloids, newspapers, televisions, and 

radio), they found that print media contained 208 of the 300 distinct advertisements. 
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TABLE 3.1 

Weight Loss Advertisements by Media Source 

Media Source Number of Distinct Advertisements in Sample 
Magazines 127 
Tabloids 30 
Newspapers 44 
Television 31 
Radio 61 
FTC (2005), 2004 Weight-Loss Advertising Survey. Washington, D.C.: Federal 
Trade Commission 

 
 The advertisement collection by the students resulted in 1,487 weight loss 

advertisements. After initial scanning of the advertisements, it appeared that advertisements from 

websites often included links to before/after photos and customer testimonials. Furthermore, web 

advertisements introduced a level of interactivity unavailable in print advertisements and often 

were printed on more than two pages. These confounding issues led to the exclusion of web 

advertisements for the study. 

The advertisements were further scanned and sorted to remove any advertisements from 

the web, exact duplicate advertisements (e.g., same advertisement on same page of same 

magazine), incomplete advertisements (e.g., one page of multiple page advertisement, torn 

advertisements with missing information), advertisements more than 12 months old at time of 

data collection, or advertisements which violated the full page/double page limitation set forth 

for this study.  The sorting and removal process resulted in 372 usable advertisements of which 

35 were removed and used for training leaving 337 advertisements for the main study. 

 

Content Analysis Training and Reliability Assessment 

In accordance with Kolbe and Burnett (1991), to avoid researcher bias two independent 

paid coders, unaware of the nature of the study�s hypotheses, were trained to content analyze the 
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coding scheme (see Appendix A) developed for the study. After the coders were taught the initial 

coding scheme, they independently practiced coding on a subset of approximately 35 

advertisements that were removed from the study�s main sample (Kolbe and Burnett 1991; 

McQuarrie and Mick 1992). As recommended by Kolbe and Burnett (1991) for the training 

subset, inter-rater reliability was assessed, items were revised, and a coding guide with detailed 

operational definitions of each variable and category was developed before coders were allowed 

to begin coding for the main study.  Any disagreements were resolved through consultation with 

the primary researcher. Inter-rater reliability for the subset of 35 ads was computed using 

Perrault and Leigh�s (1989) index of reliability. Inter-rater-reliability for the training session 

ranged from 0.59 to 1.00. Revisions were made to the coding sheet based upon the outcome of 

the training session to clarify any ambiguous, incomplete, or misunderstood categories or items. 

Following the training session, the coding guide was developed and each coder was provided a 

copy of the coding guide (see Appendix A) and given an allotment of the advertisements to code. 

 

Description of Visceral Cues Coding 

The three primary visceral cues proximity of reward, visual priming, and vividness of 

reward were coded as follows. Proximity of reward defined as the temporal proximity of weight 

loss advertised was coded as a two categorical variables. The first variable captures the use of the 

wording �fast�, �rapid�, �immediate�, �quick� or �accelerate� in the caption. The second 

variable captured numeral expressions of the weight loss reward and had five levels: expressed in 

pounds, expressed in inches, expressed in time, expressed as a percentage, other, and not 

applicable. Visual priming defined as the use of before/after photos in weight loss advertisements 

was coded as a categorical variable with three levels: before/after photo, photos of individual or 
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individuals body parts, and no photos. In addition to the use of before/after photos, various 

aspects of the before/after photos were coded and are subsequently discussed in the results and 

discussion portion of the dissertation.  

Vividness of reward defined as the inclusion of vivid customer testimonials to intensify 

emotions associated with weight loss was coded as a categorical variable with two levels: 

customer testimonial and no customer testimonial.  In addition, the number and types of 

customer testimonials were also coded and are subsequently discussed in the results and 

discussion portion of the dissertation.  

 

Hypotheses Testing: H1-H3 

Hypotheses H1 through H3 assert the following: 

H1: Weight loss advertisements that include (exclude) a main headline 
emphasizing weight loss achievement will be more likely to include (exclude) a 
proximate weight loss claim in the caption  
 
H2: Advertisements with (without) a proximate weight loss claim in the caption 
will be more (less) likely to include before/after photos.  
 
H3: Advertisements with (without) a proximate weight loss claim in the caption 
will be more (less) likely to include customer testimonials. 
 
H1 is tested through cross tabulation using chi-square to determine if there are significant 

differences in the use of temporal wording and numerical expressions in weight loss achievement 

headlines versus other headline types. H2 is tested through cross tabulation using chi-square to 

determine if there is a significant difference in the prevalence of before/after photos in weight 

loss advertisements with proximate weight loss claims versus weight loss advertisements without 

proximate weight loss claims. Additionally, H3 is tested through cross tabulation using chi-

square to determine if there is a significant difference in the prevalence of customer testimonials 
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in weight loss advertisements with proximate weight loss claims versus weight loss 

advertisements without proximate weight loss claims. Significance levels are set at the 0.05 

level. 

 

Main Study 

 Two independent coders coded the 337 weight loss advertisements for visceral cue and 

supplemental variables. Following Tse, Belk and Zhou (1989), Gross and Sheth (1989), and 

Spears (2003), a subset of the advertisements were coded by both coders; hence, Coder 1 coded 

100% of the advertisements (337 advertisements) and Coder 2 coded 60% (202 

advertisements) of the advertisements. Inter-rater reliability, or percentage of agreement between 

coders, was again calculated in accordance with Perrault and Leigh (1989). Inter-rater reliability 

for the main study ranged from 0.89 to 1.00 exceeding the established 0.80 standard set forth by 

Kassarjian (1977). Any disagreements were resolved through discussion between the coders. 

 The 337 advertisements were collected from 54 different magazines, newspapers, or 

direct mail covering a wide range of target audiences. A broad range of magazines was sought 

for inclusion in the sample to examine the general publics� overall exposure to weight loss 

advertisements. These media were published within the one year time frame of June 2006 

through May 2007. Advertisements used from these media were all one or two page full color. 

Two page advertisements were counted as one advertisement. More than one advertisement was 

used from a media given that it was not the exact same advertisement from the exact same page. 

Of these advertisements, 219 (65%) were for Weight loss supplements including pills and liquid 

formulas. One hundred five advertisements (31%) were for meal plans and weight loss 

regimens making up the second largest group. The remaining advertisements were for surgical 
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procedures (2%; e.g., bariatric surgery), weight loss applications (1%; e.g., creams, soaps), and 

paramedical weight loss remedies (1%; e.g., hypnosis).  

TABLE 3.2 

Content Analysis Inter-rater Reliability 

Category Inter-rater Reliability 
1. Fast, Rapid, Immediate, or Accelerated in Caption 0.995 
2. Temporal Weight Loss Statement in Caption 0.946 
3. Appeal Type in Caption 0.897 
4. Sexual Appeal Type in Caption 0.988 
5. Gluttony Appeal Type in Caption 0.966 
6. Sales Promotion Type in Caption 0.957 
7.  Use of the Word Secret 0.970 
8. Type of Photos 0.996 
9. Model Pose in Before/after Photos 0.981 
10. Model Tanning in Before/after Photos 0.981 
11. Model Hairstyle in Before/after Photos 1.000 
12. Skin shown in Before Photo 0.981 
13. Skin shown in After Photo 0.977 
14. Skin shown in non-before/after photo 0.993 
15. Model in bikini in after or individual photo 0.995 
16. Change in Hair Color for Before After Photo 0.977 
17. Hair Color Blond in After Photo 0.965 
18. Gender of Model 0.997 
19 Customer Testimonial Included 0.980 
20. Number of Customer Testimonials 0.980 
21. Type of Customer Testimonial 0.891 
22. Type of Weight Loss Product 0.994 
23. Type of Disclaimer 0.955 
24. Exclamation Points 0.965 
25. Media Type 1.000 
26. Name of Magazine/Newspaper 1.000 
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TABLE 3.3  

Content Analysis Media 

Magazine/Newspaper 
Number of 

Ads Magazine/Newspaper
Number of 

Ads 
Best Body 2 Men's Health 6 
Bridal Guide 2 Men's Journal 1 
Cooking Light 1 Modern Bride 2 
Cosmo Men 1 More 1 
Cosmopolitan 26 Muscle & Body 12 
Country Home 1 Musclemag 11 
Dallas Morning News 12 Nature's Plus Store 1 
Elle 1 OK!Magazine 3 
Examiner 1 Oprah Magazine 3 
Experience Life 1 Oxygen Magazine 36 
Family Circle 4 Parenting 3 
Family Fun 1 Parents 2 
First 6 People 12 
Fitness 21 Playboy 1 
Fitness RX 25 Prevention 3 
Fitness RX for Men 5 Redbook 5 
Flex 9 Self 11 
Glamour 12 Shape 17 
Hairs How 1 Southern Living 2 
Health 1 Star 3 
In Touch 14 Total Health Magazine 2 
Life and Style 2 Unknown 4 
Looking Good Now! 6 US Weekly 22 
Lucky 3 Weightwatchers 1 
Mairie Claire 2 Woman's World 3 
Maxim 3 Womansday 1 
Men's Fitness 2 Women's Health 4 
Total Number of Ads 337 

 
TABLE 3.4 

Weight Loss Product Types 

Product Type Number of Ads Percentage of Ads 
Weight Loss Supplement (e.g., pills, liquid formula) 219 65% 
Meals/Weight Loss Regimen (meal/exercise plans) 105 31.1% 
Surgical Procedure (lapband/liposuction) 5 1.5% 
Weight Loss Application (creams, body wraps) 4 1.2% 
Paramedical (hypnosis) 4 1.2% 
Total 337 100% 
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Hypothesis H1: Weight Loss Achievement and Proximity of Reward 

 There were 250 advertisements with a weight loss achievement statement in the caption 

and 87 without a weight loss achievement statement in the caption. Proximity of weight loss 

reward was examined through three indicators: numerical expressions of weight loss (WEIGHT); 

numerical expressions of weight loss timeframe (TIME), and the inclusion of the temporal 

wording fast, immediate, rapid, quick, or accelerate (SPEED).  Of the 250 advertisements, 94 

(38%) included SPEED, WEIGHT, and TIME together, 67 (27%) included WEIGHT only, 32 

(13%) included only SPEED and WEIGHT, 13 (5%) included only WEIGHT and TIME, 14 

(6%) included SPEED only, and 3 (1%) contained only SPEED and TIME. SPEED was also 

included in the caption for 21 advertisements which did not include a statement of weight loss 

achievement. These primarily occurred since the names of several weight loss brands contain 

temporal wording (e.g., slimfast, rapidslim, slimquick, etc.). 

 In total, 223 (89%) of the 250 advertisements with a statement of weight loss 

achievement contained at least one of the three reward expressions while only 27 (11%) of the 

250 advertisements did not (χ2 = 193.087; p = 0.000). 156 (62%) of the 250 advertisements with 

a statement of weight loss achievement contained either SPEED or TIME as indicators of 

temporal proximity while only 94 (38%) of the 250 advertisements did not (χ2 = 140.305; p = 

0.000). Of the 94 advertisements which did not contain SPEED or TIME, 67 (71%) did contain 

weight.  The exploratory portion of the content analysis shows that the 67 advertisements 

indicating only WEIGHT contained other indicators enhancing temporal proximity of reward as 

successively discoursed. 

First, advertisements with only WEIGHT included more weight loss pounds (µ = 57.13 

lbs) than advertisements with SPEED or TIME expressions (µ = 30.09 lbs). ANOVA results 
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reveal that this difference is substantial (F (1, 243) = 32.759; p = 0.000). Second, advertisements 

with only WEIGHT included more exclamation points (µ = 8.54) than advertisements with 

SPEED or TIME expressions (µ = 4.89). ANOVA results show that this difference is also 

substantial (F (1, 243) = 36.873; p = 0.000). Third, 42 (63%) of the advertisements containing 

only WEIGHT in the caption contained the wording call now, act now, call today, or start today 

while only 23 (28%) of advertisements with SPEED or TIME expressions contained the wording 

(χ2 = 25.463; p = 0.000).  

 The results provide support for H1 which predicted that weight loss advertisements 

including a weight loss achievement headline were more likely to include temporal proximity of 

weight loss reward expressions in the caption. Results show that (70%) of the weight loss reward 

expressions explicitly contain either a SPEED or TIME temporal expressions and that 42% 

contain the combination of SPEED, WEIGHT, and TIME. In contrast, only 11% advertisements 

included a statement of weight loss achievement and did not include any proximity of reward 

expression. Furthermore, when only WEIGHT was included the amount of weight loss increases 

by an average of 50%. The larger reward appears to be further temporally enhanced through a 

considerable increase in exclamation points and the use of time pressure wording telling 

consumers to act now.
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TABLE 3.5 

Weight Loss Achievement and Proximity of Reward Cross Tabulation 

  Caption: WL Achievement Appeal 
Proximity of Reward in 

Caption Included Excluded Total 

Mean 
Weight 
Loss lbs 

Mean Weight 
Loss Timeframe 

(weeks) 
Mean # 

of !s 
Call/Act 

Now 
SPEED, WEIGHT, TIME 94 0 94 31.79 10.69 4.66 23 

WEIGHT Only 67 0 67 57.13 NA 8.54 42 
SPEED, Weight  32 0 32 48.85 NA 5.72 8 
WEIGHT, TIME  13 0 13 59.62 20.58 5.62 5 

SPEED Only 14 21 35 NA NA 4.41 12 
SPEED, TIME  3 0 3 NA 10.67 4.33 1 

All Reward Expressions 223 21      6.31 91 
No Reward Expressions 27 66 93 NA NA 3.38 21 

Total 250 87 337         
Chi-Square = 193.087; Asymptotic. Significance = 0.000         

SPEED refers to ad caption containing the wording fast, immediate, rapid, or accelerate 
WEIGHT refers to numerical expression of weight loss in the caption 
TIME refers to ad caption containing a numerical expression of timeframe for weight loss 
Call/Act Now refers ad caption containing the wording call now, act now, call today, and start today 
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Hypothesis H2: Proximity of Reward and Visual Prime 

 One hundred ninety-six (58%) of the 337 advertisements contained a visual prime in 

the form of before/after photos. Of the 196 advertisements containing before/after photos, 187 

(95%) were associated with advertisements containing a proximity of reward expression (χ2 = 

196.773; p = 0.000). Only 57 (23%) of the 244 advertisements containing temporal expressions 

did not contain before/after photos. All 57 of these advertisements did contain a photo of an 

individual or an individual�s body parts. Merely, nine advertisements (11%) without proximity of 

reward expressions contain before/after photos. Weight loss advertisements with the proximity of 

reward expression combination of SPEED, WEIGHT, and TIME, had the greatest frequency 

with 87 (93%) of the 94 advertisements containing before/after photos. Weight loss 

advertisements with only WEIGHT had the highest percentage with 64 (96%) out of the 67 

advertisements containing before/after photos. TABLE 3.6 shows a complete breakdown of 

advertisements containing before/after photos. Of the 196 advertisements containing before/after 

photos, 157 (80%) of the advertisements displayed a female model in the photos while 17 (9%) 

displayed a man only. Twenty-two (11%) of the advertisements displayed both a man and a 

woman in the before/after photos. The exploratory portion of the content analysis illustrates the 

hedonic appeal of the before/after photos on several parameters as discussed in the subsequent 

paragraph. 
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TABLE 3.6 

Proximity of Reward and Visual Prime Crosstabulation 

  Before/after Photos 
Proximity of Reward in Caption Included Excluded Total 

SPEED, WEIGHT, TIME  87 7 94 
WEIGHT Only 64 3 67 

SPEED, WEIGHT  19 13 32 
WEIGHT, TIME  9 4 13 

SPEED Only 8 27 35 
SPEED, TIME  0 3 3 

All Reward Expressions 187 57   
No Reward Expressions 9 84 93 

Total 196 141 337 
Chi-Square = 196.773; Asymptotic Significance = 0.000 

SPEED refers to ad caption containing the wording fast, immediate, rapid, quick, or 
accelerate 
WEIGHT refers to numerical expression of weight loss in the caption 
TIME refers to ad caption containing a numerical expression of timeframe for weight loss 

 
First, 100 (51%) of the before photos exposed more than 50% skin while 140 (71%) of 

after photos exposed more than 50% skin. Of the 140 after photos showing models exposing 

more than 50% skin, 119 (85%) showed the model in a bikini. Second, 174 (89%) of the 

advertisements containing before/after photos showed a utilitarian slice of life pose in the before 

photo and a provocative glamour model pose in the after photo. The slice of life pose is defined 

as showing the person in an every day life situation while the glamour model pose is defined as a 

photograph which emphasizes the attractiveness and sexuality of the model. Third, 186 (95%) of 

advertisements with before/after photos showed the model with unkempt hair in the before photo 

and professionally styled hair in the after photo. Finally, 120 (61%) of the advertisements with 

before/after photos show the model un-tanned in the before photo and tanned in the after photo.  
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TABLE 3.7 

Before/after Photos Model Characteristics 

Model Gender Frequency 
Male 17 
Female 157 
Both 22 

Total  196 
Percentage of Skin Shown in Before Photos  Frequency 

Less than 50% 83 
Exactly 50% 13 
More than 50% 100 

Total 196 
Percentage of Skin Shown in After Photos Frequency 

Less than 50% 45 
Exactly 50% 11 
More than 50% 140 

Total 196 
Model in Bikini in After Photo Frequency 

Yes 119 
No 77 

Total 196 
Model Pose in Photos Frequency 

�Slice of Life� Before/ �Glamour Model� After 174 
Same for Before/After Photos 22 

Total 196 
Model Hairstyle in Photos Frequency 

Unkempt in Before Photo/ Professionally Styled in After Photo 186 
Same for Before/After Photos 10 

Total 196 
Model Tanning in Photos Frequency 

No Tan in Before Photo/ Tan in After Photo 120 
Same for Before/After Photos 76 

Total 196 
 

The content analysis results show support for H2 which predicted that weight loss 

advertisements emphasizing temporal proximity of weight loss were more likely to include 

before/after photos. Seventy-seven percent of the advertisements with proximity of reward 

expressions also contained before/after photos while only 10% of advertisements without 

proximity of reward expressions contained before/after photos. The difference in frequency was 
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sizable and significant (p = 0.000). In addition, the 57 advertisements with proximate expressions 

which did not contain before/after photos did contain a photo of an individual or individual�s 

body parts.  Exploratory findings expose the hedonic nature of the before/after photos used in the 

weight loss advertisements lending further support for the use of before/after photos as visual 

primes.  

 

Hypothesis H3: Proximity of Reward and Vividness of Reward 

 Of the 337 advertisement, two hundred six (61%) contained customer testimonials. 

Of the 206 advertisements containing customer testimonials, 190 (92%) were associated with 

proximity of reward expressions while only 16 (8%) were not associated with proximity of 

reward expressions (χ2 = 168.671; p = 0.000).  The proximity of reward expression containing 

SPEED, WEIGHT, and TIME contained the highest frequency with 89 of the 94 (95%) 

advertisements including customer testimonials. Advertisements containing only WEIGHT had 

the second highest frequency with 61 (91%) of the advertisements containing customer 

testimonials. When examining the number of testimonials, advertisements with proximity of 

reward expressions averaged 1.44 testimonials per advertisement while advertisements without 

proximity of reward expressions averaged 0.34 testimonials per advertisement. ANOVA results 

indicate the difference is significant at the 0.05 level (F (1, 336) = 32.201; p = 0.000). Proximity 

of reward expressions containing only WEIGHT had the highest average number of testimonials 

per advertisement (µ = 2.04) while expressions containing SPEED, WEIGHT, and TIME had the 

second highest average (µ = 1.65). The exploratory portion of the content analysis exposed the 

nature of the customer testimonials as sequentially explained.  
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TABLE 3.8 

Proximity of Reward and Vividness of Reward Crosstabulation 

  Customer Testimonial 
Proximity of Reward in Caption Included Excluded Total

Average # of Customer 
Testimonials 

SPEED, WEIGHT, TIME  89 5 94 1.65 
WEIGHT Only 61 6 67 2.04 

SPEED, WEIGHT  19 13 32 0.88 
WEIGHT, TIME  11 2 13 1.08 

SPEED Only 10 25 35 0.49 
SPEED, TIME  0 3 3 0.00 

All Reward Expressions 190 54   1.44 
No Reward Expressions 16 77 93 0.34 

Total 206 131 337   
Chi-Square: 168.671; Asymptotic Significance = 0.000  

SPEED refers to ad caption containing the wording fast, immediate, rapid, quick, or 
accelerate 
WEIGHT refers to ad caption containing a  numerical expression of weight loss  
TIME refers to ad caption containing a numerical expression of timeframe for weight loss 

 
 One hundred fifty-three (74%) of the 206 customer testimonials contained a 

testimonial of weight loss achievement. Eighty (39%) of the testimonials included a testimonial 

making an ego-boost claim from losing weight. Sexual allure testimonials were evident in 74 

(36%) of the testimonials and statements claiming miracle weight loss were included in 37 (18%) 

of testimonials. Gluttony, energy-boost, and effortless weight loss testimonials were all included 

in less than 15% of the testimonials.    

TABLE 3.9 

Customer Testimonial Types 

Customer Testimonial Type Frequency Percentage 
Weight Loss Achievement 153 74.3% 
Ego-boost 80 38.8% 
Sexual Allure 74 35.9% 
Miracle Weight Loss 37 18.0% 
Energy Boost 25 12.1% 
Effortless Weight Loss 22 10.7% 
Gluttony 13 6.3% 
Total Number of Testimonials 206 
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 Data analysis results show support for H3 which predicted that weight loss 

advertisements emphasizing temporal proximity of weight loss were more likely to include 

customer testimonials. With more than 92% of the advertisements with proximity of reward in 

the caption containing customer testimonials and only 17% of advertisements without proximity 

of reward expressions containing customer testimonials, the difference in frequency was highly 

significant (p = 0.000). Exploratory results reveal a typology of customer testimonials commonly 

found in weight loss advertising ranging from weight loss achievement to gluttony. This 

typology lends further support to H3 by providing a synopsis of the hedonic nature of appeals 

used in customer testimonials to reinforce proximity of reward.  

 

Chapter Summary 

 The content analysis results overwhelmingly support hypotheses H1-H3. The three 

visceral cues occurred together in more than 168 (75%) out of the 223 possible advertisements. 

As hypothesized, a temporal proximity of weight loss headline is frequently used and typically is 

accompanied by before/after photos and customer testimonials. Furthermore, the exploratory 

portion of the content analysis provided rich information pertaining to the hedonic appeal of and 

interrelationships between the visceral cues.  

Chapter 3 established advertiser intent while chapter 4 discusses experiments used 

to assess consumer response to visceral cues. For the ensuing experiments, data from the content 

analysis was used to develop composite advertisements. In addition to information collected for 

the manipulations, disclaimer information was also coded in the content analysis for inclusion in 

the composite advertisements. Disclaimer information was included for the experiments to 

provide subjects with cues associated with illegitimacy of claims made in the advertisements. 
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Disclaimers suggesting that results will vary (50.1%), diet and exercise is required (44.5%), and 

statements have not been evaluated bf the FDA (32.9%) were the most prevalent. TABLE 3.10 

shows the complete list of disclaimers and their corresponding frequency while TABLE 3.11 

provides a summary of hypotheses testing for chapter 3. 

TABLE 3.10 

Disclaimer Types 

Disclaimer Type Frequency Percentage 
Results Not Typical/May Vary 169 50.1% 
Diet and Exercise Required 150 44.5% 
Statements Not Evaluated by FDA 111 32.9% 
Not Intended to Treat or Cure Disease 110 32.6% 
Individual Has Been Remunerated 84 24.9% 
Read Label Before Use 78 23.1% 
No Product Can Spot Reduce 39 11.6% 
Do Not Use if Pregnant 30 8.9% 
Consult Doctor Before Use 26 7.7% 

Total Number of Advertisements 337 
 

TABLE 3.11 

   Study I Summary of Hypotheses Testing 

Hypotheses Results 
H1: Weight loss advertisements that include (exclude) a main headline 
emphasizing weight loss reward will be more likely to include 
(exclude) a proximate weight loss claim in the caption.  

Supported 
(p<0.000) 

H2: Advertisements with (without) a proximate weight loss claim in 
the caption will be more (less) likely to include before/after photos.  

Supported 
(p<0.000) 

H3: Advertisements with (without) a proximate weight loss claim in 
the caption will be more (less) likely to include customer testimonials. 

Supported 
(p<0.000) 
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CHAPTER 4 

   STUDY II 

Chapter 4 discusses the pretests, pilot studies, and main experiments for Study II. 

Sample frames, experimental design, manipulation checks, data collection, analysis techniques, 

and results are successively discussed. The goal of the chapter is to investigate consumer 

response to visceral cues and to assess the moderating role of involvement with a reward. 

 

Experimental Design: Assessing Consumer Response 

Sample Frame 

 As the goal of the dissertation is effects application to assess the status of TVI, a 

homogeneous sample was solicited as suggested by Calder, Phillips, and Tybout (1981).  When 

testing theory, a homogeneous sample can be beneficial since heterogeneous samples can render 

small effects insignificant (Lynch 1999). Moreover, when the goal is theory testing, external 

validity has more to do with the conceptual development and the inclusion of any important 

moderators than what is in the method section (Lynch 1999). As suggested by Lynch (1999), a 

convenience sample was solicited void of atypical levels of background factors. The pretests, 

pilot studies, and main studies were performed on the convenience samples of undergraduate 

students anticipated to have typical levels of background factors. Persuasion knowledge is the 

only foreseeable background factor of the undergraduate students that is atypical of some weight 

loss advertising targets. Higher levels of persuasion knowledge are anticipated since 

undergraduate business students are solicited. However, this is expected to work as a constant 

and bias all of the means downward and not negate the effects of the manipulations.  
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Experimental Procedure 

Proximity of weight loss reward, visual prime and vividness of reward all have two levels 

and are all manipulated factors. Pilot Study I is a 2 (Proximity of Weight Loss Reward: 

Temporal Weight Loss Headline vs. Non-temporal Weight Loss Headline) x 2 (Visual Prime: 

Before/after Photo, No Before/after Photo) x 2 (Vividness of Reward: Vivid Text, Non-vivid 

Text) between subjects design.  Pilot Study II is a 2 (Involvement with Body Weight: Low; 

High) x 2 (Visceral Cues: Included, Excluded) between subjects design. Involvement with body 

weight is captured using Netermeyer, Burton and Lichtenstein�s (1998) concern for appearance 

scale and is a measured on a 7-point Likert scale and reduced to high and low levels based 

upon a median split. Visceral cues is a manipulated variable with advertisements containing the 

three visceral cues vs. advertisements not containing visceral cues.  

To strengthen the effectiveness of the manipulations three pretests were conducted. 

Subsequently, two pilot studies were then conducted to assess and improve ad design, confirm 

reliability and validity of adapted measurement variables, and to examine effectiveness of 

manipulations.  The fictitious brand name WEIGHTOFF was chosen to control for brand loyalty 

effects.  The manipulated advertisements were created as composites of the weight loss 

advertisements collected and analyzed through content analysis. The pretests, pilot studies, and 

main studies were all conducted with a significance level of 0.05. The next section contains a 

discussion of the pretests and pilot studies and changes made based upon the results.  

 

Pretest 1: Proximity of Reward   

 Originally, this pretest was conducted to select two manipulations: one to represent near 

temporal proximity and one to represent distant temporal proximity. However, the content 
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analysis data showed that more than 92.5% of advertisements which contain any temporal weight 

loss statement in the caption also contain the other two operationalized visceral cues. 

Furthermore, there was little variation in time frame for the weight loss ads in the sample. Hence, 

it appears that a more appropriate manipulation is the presence or absence of a statement of 

temporal proximity. The goal of the pretest was adjusted to select the best temporal weight loss 

statement for the temporal proximity of weight loss condition. 

Proximity of reward is a manipulated independent variable with two levels: inclusion of a 

temporal weight loss statement and exclusion of a temporal weight loss statement. 

Undergraduate student subjects read temporal weight loss statements in this between subjects 

design pretest. Each subject read a temporal weight loss statement containing a numerical 

expression of weight loss in a specific time frame. The amount of the weight loss is held at a 

constant 30 lbs. Thirty pounds was selected since it was the average amount of weight loss used 

in the content analysis sample of weight loss advertisements containing a statement of temporal 

proximity in the caption. The temporal locality of the communicated weight loss reward was 

varied to find the most appropriate wording to achieve the best results (see Appendix B). But, it 

was anticipated that phrasing such as �lose 30 lbs in 30 days� will be viewed as more temporally 

proximate than �lose 30 lbs in 60 days�. Phrasing in terms of weeks vs. days is also anticipated 

to effect the manipulation. Consistent with TVI, it is anticipated that advertisements stating 

weight loss in terms of days, e.g., �30 lbs in 15 days� will be seen as more temporally proximate. 

ANOVA was used to examine differences between subjects responding to eight different 

variations of losing 30 lbs which ranged from losing 30 lbs in 15 days to losing 30 lbs in 16 

weeks.  P-values associated with differences in vividness are for one-tail tests. Four variations of 

days and four variations of weeks were used. One hundred five subjects rated the temporal 
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weight loss statements based upon the perceived proximity of weight loss. Using a between 

subjects design, each subject evaluated only one temporal statement. The measure was an 

average of three 7-point items that rated the temporal weight loss statement: �near/far�, 

�close/distant�, and �immediate/far-away� (α = 0.96). These items were coded so that a high 

number indicates distant temporal proximity. Also included was a one-item yes/no question 

asking the subjects �does the weight loss statement seem realistic?�  This was included to assess 

the level of believability for losing 30 lbs in the proposed timeframes.  

The results of the temporal proximity pretest were somewhat muddled and showed that 

there is no consistent view of the temporal proximity of losing 30 lbs.  Significant differences (F 

(1, 19) = 8.515; p = 0.004) existed between the extreme manipulations: �30 lbs in 15 days� (µ = 

3.07) and �30 lbs in 16 weeks� (µ = 5.21). However, an unexpected significant difference (F (1, 

24) = 5.256; p = 0.016) also existed between two less extreme manipulations: �30 lbs in 12 

weeks� (µ = 3.91) and �30 lbs in 16 weeks� (µ = 5.21). The days (µ = 4.05) vs. weeks (µ = 4.55) 

manipulation did show that days are viewed as closer in temporal proximity than weeks but the 

difference was not significant at the 0.05 level (F (1, 103) = 1.501; p = 0.111). No significant 

differences existed between any of the other manipulations.   
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TABLE 4.1 

Temporal Proximity of Weight Loss Pretest 

Manipulation N µ σ F p 
Days 51 4.05 1.69 1.501 0.111 

Weeks 54 4.44 1.59   
Temporal Pretest: Means and Standard Deviations 

30lbs in 15 days 30lbs in 4 weeks 

N µ σ N µ σ 
10 3.07 1.85 16 4.44 1.65 
30lbs in 30 days 30lbs in 8 weeks 

N µ σ N µ σ 
14 4.12 1.67 12 4.42 1.75 
30lbs in 60 days 30lbs in 12 weeks 

N µ σ N µ σ 
15 4.38 1.58 15 3.91 1.37 
30lbs in 120 days 30lbs in 16 weeks 

N µ σ N µ σ 
12 4.39 1.59 11 5.21 1.51 

 
TABLE 4.2 

Realistic Perceptions for Temporal Proximity of Weight Loss 

 Number of Subjects 
Time Frame Realistic Not Realistic Total 

30 lbs in 4 Weeks 2 14 16 
30 lbs in 8 Weeks 7 5 12 
30 lbs in 12 Weeks 10 4 14 
30 lbs in 16 Weeks 7 4 11 
30 lbs in 30 Days 1 12 13 
30 lbs in 60 Days 6 5 11 
30 lbs in 15 Days 3 6 9 
30 lbs in 120 Days 6 9 15 

Total 42 59 101 
 

Next, perceptions about how realistic losing 30lbs in the proposed timeframes were 

analyzed. Losing 30 lbs in 30 days was rated by the subjects as the least realistic (7.7% thought it 
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was realistic) while losing 30 lbs in 12 weeks was seen as the most realistic (71.4% thought it 

was realistic). Losing 30 lbs in four weeks was also seen a relatively unrealistic with only 12.5% 

rating it as realistic.  

Based on these results, 30 lbs in 30 days was primarily selected for the pilot studies but 

was selected with caution. The one pound per day ratio is used by some of the more questionable 

weight loss products. While it is desired that the temporal statement to be on the edge of reason it 

appears that undergraduate business students with higher levels of persuasion knowledge may 

already associate the use of this ratio with those attempting to deceive. If this is the case then 

manipulation effects may be negated. Accordingly, if the pilot studies confirm this skepticism 

then the temporal statement of 30 lbs in 30 days will be replaced by the temporal statement 30 

lbs in 60 days which was rated as believable by 54.5% of subjects. These temporal statements 

were selected based upon three criteria. First, these two temporal statements were the two most 

prevalent in the weight loss advertisement sample with 17.0% of the advertisements containing a 

statement of approximately 30 lbs in 60 days and 6.7% containing a statement of approximately 

30 lbs in 30 days. Second, days was seen as more temporally proximate than weeks. And third, 

these statements were rated as on or beyond the edge of believability which is desired for the 

purposes of this study. 

 

Pretest 2: Visual Prime 

 Visual prime is a manipulated independent variable and has two levels: inclusion of 

before/after photos and exclusion of before/after photos.  Before/after photos consist of supposed 

photos of weight loss product users before they tried the product and photos of the users after 

they achieved desired results via the weight loss product. Albeit there often appears to be blatant 
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doctoring of photos (e.g., before photos people often slouch, push their gut out, wear no make-

up, and appear pale while in the after photos they stand up straight, suck their gut in, wear full 

make-up, and are tan) the use of before/after photos is a mainstay of weight loss advertising 

(FTC 2005). The goal of this pretest is to select the before/after photo which best emulates the 

weight loss industry and shows a substantial disparity in hedonic appeal between the before and 

after photo that rests on the edge of believability. 

From the content analysis, the sample of 196 weight loss advertisements with before/after 

photos was used as a basis for choosing the desired model characteristics and pose. In the sample 

of advertisements, 84.3% contained women in the before/after photos. Consequently, all 

before/after photos selected for the pretest were of women. For the poses in the photos, 88.8% of 

the before/after photos in the advertisements had a utilitarian slice of life pose in the before 

photos and a provocative glamour model pose in the after photos. Of the after photos, 70.9% 

showed more than 50% skin and 60.7% showed the individuals in the after photos in a bikini. In 

addition, 94.9% of the before/after photos displayed unkempt hair in the before photos and 

professionally styled hair in the after photos. Finally, 61.2% showed the individual with no tan in 

the before photo and tanned in the after photo.  

 Several steps were taken to select the before/after photos used for the experiments. First, 

more than 50 photos were examined to select the before photos. These photos were then reduced 

to 12 before photos based upon attractiveness, pose, and closeness in age to our target subjects. 

The goal was to get before photos of people in slice of life poses. The after photos showed 

individuals who appeared approximately 30 lbs lighter while matching the physical 

characteristics of the people in before photos they were paired with. The goal was to get the best 

match and to have the individual in the after photo in a more provocative pose with the 
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appearance enhancements of tanning, bikini, and professionally styled hair. The selection process 

for the photos was done to eliminate effects from exposure to previously used before/after photos 

and to get the desired pose in the before/after photo.  

Emulating the weight loss industry, the before photos selected for the pretest showed the 

overweight individuals with unkempt hair and no tan in a utilitarian slice of life pose. And the 

after photos showed thin tanned individuals with professionally styled hair provocatively posed 

in a bikini. The photos were next evaluated by 10 academics based upon attractiveness of the 

before/after photos and believability of the transformation. The photos were reduced to four sets 

to be used in the pretest. 

ANOVA was used to examine differences between subjects responding to the four 

variations of visual priming.  Reported p-values are for one-tail tests. Seventy-five undergraduate 

subjects evaluated the before/after photo sets on dimensions of attractiveness and believability. 

Using a between subjects design, each subject evaluated one before/after photo set. The 

attractiveness measure was an average of three 7-point items that rated the photos: 

�unattractive/attractive�, �unappealing/appealing�, and �undesirable/desirable� (before photos: α 

= 0.95; after photos: α = 0.96). These items were coded so that a high number indicates greater 

attractiveness. The believability measure was an average of three 7-point items that rated the 

transformation between the photos: �unlikely/likely�, �doubtful/credible�, and 

�implausible/plausible� (α = 0.95). These items were coded so that a high number indicates 

greater believability. 
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TABLE 4.3 

Attractiveness Ratings of Before/after Photos 

ANOVA 
Photo Set # Attractiveness N µ σ F p 

1 Before Photo 17 4.059 1.391 18.884 0.000 
  After Photo   5.843 0.965   
2 Before Photo 19 2.596 1.294 62.281  0.000  
  After Photo   5.754 1.170   
3 Before Photo 19 4.421 1.427  15.220 0.000  
  After Photo   5.982 1.245   
4 Before Photo 19 3.228 1.212  70.738  0.000 
 After Photo  6.105 0.868   

 
The goal of this pretest was to match before/after photos that appeared somewhat realistic 

but also exhibited considerable enhancement of hedonic appeal in the after photo. The results 

show that Photo Set 4 showed the most significant difference in attractiveness 

between the before/after photo (F (1, 36) = 70.738; p = 0.000). Photo Set 3 showed 

the least difference in attractiveness between the before/after photo (F (1, 38) = 15.220; p = 

0.000). Photo Set 4 (µ = 3.667) also was rated as the second most believable transformation 

with Photo Set 3 (µ = 3.281) rated as the most believable. Based upon the combined 

ratings of attractiveness and believability, Photo Set 4 was chosen for the main study 

(See Appendix B for pretest instrument). 

TABLE 4.4 

Before/after Photo Transformation Believability 

Photo set # N µ σ 
Photo Set 1 17 3.098 1.653 
Photo Set 2 19 2.825 1.932 
Photo Set 3 19 3.667 1.536 
Photo Set 4 19 3.281 1.371 
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Pretest 3: Vividness of Reward 

 Vividness of reward is a manipulated independent variable with two levels: vivid text 

(customer testimonial) and non-vivid text (product information). Customer testimonials used in 

the study consist of fictitious people who provide their story about how the weight loss product 

changed their life. Based upon the initial assessment of weight loss advertisements collected, a 

typical customer testimonial consists of a model, similar to the target audience, telling a story 

about how after experience repeated failure prior to using the endorsed product. Once they 

started using the endorsed product then they begin experiencing results like never before, 

changing their lives and boosting their energy level, confidence, and self-esteem while making 

them more appealing to the desired sex. As in the selection of before/after photos, the sample of 

advertisements from the content analysis was used as a basis for the customer testimonial design. 

The goal of this pretest was to establish the disparity in vividness between the vivid text 

manipulation and the non-vivid text manipulation. 

  In the content analysis, 206 of the advertisements contained a customer testimonial. Of 

these customer testimonials, 74.3% had a statement of weight loss achievement, 38.8% had an 

ego-boost appeal, 35.9% had a sexual appeal, and 17.9% had a miracle weight loss appeal. Based 

upon these parameters, the following customer testimonial was designed: 

�Before WEIGHT OFF I tried nearly everything under the sun but failed to lose 
weight. With the WEIGHT OFF product I experienced IMMEDIATE results! I lost 
a total of 29, YES, 29 pounds!!! Before I started this product I weighed 155 lbs 
and in the first eight weeks I was back to 126 lbs which is what I weighed before I 
had my two kids. WOW! It was so easy! I now get noticed everywhere I go. It feels 
great to have my sexy body back. Now I love shopping for new sexy clothes!  
Thanks so much for such a great product and for helping me look and feel 
GREAT!� 
 
Stephanie, Dallas, TX 
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The non-vivid product testing information consisted of statements about how the 

effectiveness of the WEIGHTOFF product is backed through research. The following wording 

was used for the non-vivid condition: 

�WEIGHT OFF provides results by boosting your metabolism and curbing your 
appetite. WEIGHT OFF is documented through an independent series of double-
blind clinical tries.� 
  
�Current therapeutic research has shown that WEIGHT OFF is more effective 
than diet and exercise alone. WEIGHT OFF was proven to produce reductions in 
bodyweight and fat-mass even without changes in diet or exercise.� 

 
While the non-vivid product testing information may be seen as more factual in nature it is void 

of any descriptive vivid wording dramatizing the effects of the fictitious WEIGHT OFF product. 

It is anticipated that the customer testimonial will be rated as more vivid than the product testing 

information.  

TABLE 4.5 

Vividness of Reward Pretest 

 
Manipulation N µ σ F p 

Customer Testimonial 21 4.524 1.081 8.735 0.003 
Product Testing Information 20 3.438 1.269   

 
 ANOVA was used to examine differences between subjects responding to the vivid and 

non-vivid conditions.  The reported p-value is for a one-tail test. Forty-one undergraduate student 

subjects rated the vividness of either the customer testimonial or product testing information on a 

four item (α = 0.87) scale adapted from Krishnamurthy and Mita (1999). The vividness measure 

was an average of four 7-point items that rated the text: �abstract/concrete�, �dull/vivid�, 

�vague/clear�, and �not imageful/imageful� (α = 0.82). These items were coded so that a high 

number indicates greater vividness. The results showed that the customer testimonial (µ = 4.524) 

was rated as significantly more vivid (F (1, 39) = 8.735; p = 0.003) than the product testing 
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information (µ = 3.438). Hence, the vividness of reward manipulation produced the desired 

results and was maintained for use in the main study. 

 

Pilot Study I: Proximity of Reward, Visual Priming, and Vividness of Reward 

 The first experiment focuses on the thought processes of those exposed to visceral cues in 

weight loss advertising and the main effects of each visceral cue on subjects� thoughts, buying 

impulse, affective reaction, performance expectations, and goal commitment. This investigation 

provides a foundation for the power visceral influences can have on consumers� attention and 

purchasing decisions related to a reward. This initial pilot study is one of two pilot studies 

conducted to assess the effectiveness of procedures, ad design, questionnaire design, and 

manipulations.  

 

Study Design 

Pilot Study I is a 2 (Proximity of Weight Loss Reward: Temporal Weight Loss 

Headline; Non-temporal Weight Loss Headline) x 2 (Visual Prime: Before/after Photos; No 

Before/after Photos) x 2 (Vividness of Reward: Vivid Text, Non-vivid Text) full factorial 

between subjects design. Experimental advertisements were constructed as a composite 

advertisement based on the content analysis and pretesting. Advertisements were one page and 

full color. The top of the advertisement contained the main headline. In the before/after photos 

condition the photos were placed on the left directly below the headline. The customer 

testimonial or product testing information was placed to the right of the photos or stretched 

across the page when the photos were absent. The bottom of the advertisement contained filler 
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information and disclaimers held constant across all advertisements. (refer to Appendix B for 

questionnaire) This pilot study addresses H4-H30. 

 Proximity of weight loss reward, visual prime, and customer testimonial are all 

manipulated variables. Proximity of reward was manipulated between inclusion of a temporal 

weight loss headline and exclusion of a weight loss headline. The temporal weight headline read 

�PICTURE YOURSELF��LOSING WEIGHT FAST! LOSE AS MUCH AS 30 LBS IN ONLY 30 

DAYS!� The main temporal headline was also accompanied by a sub-headline in the center of the 

page which read �LOSE 30 LBS FAST WITH WEIGHT OFF!� The non-temporal headline read 

�LOSE WEIGHT WITH WEIGHT OFF� and was accompanied by a sub-headline in the center of 

the page which read �TAKE OFF POUNDS WITH WEIGHT OFF�.  In the temporal condition, 

the wording �PICTURE YOURSELF� was used as often seen in weight loss advertising. As 

found by Loewenstein (2005), the use of this or similar wording helps facilitate the emotions 

generated via the visceral cues by instructing viewers to imagine themselves receiving the 

reward while in the presence of the visceral stimuli. 

Visual prime is manipulated between the inclusion of before/after photos and the 

exclusion of before/after photos. Vividness of reward was manipulated as the inclusions of a 

vivid customer testimonial versus non-vivid product testing information. The dependent 

variables include buying impulse, attitude toward the product, purchase intention, attitude 

towards the advertisement, expected product effectiveness, and weight loss goal commitment.  

 

Sample and Procedure 

 Pilot Study I was conducted on 129 undergraduate students at a major Southwestern 

University. Subjects were assigned to experimental conditions where they each viewed one of 
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the manipulated advertisements and responded to the attached questionnaire. Eighty-five percent 

of the subjects were between the age of 18 and 25. Fifty-six percent of the subjects were male 

and 44% were female. Eighty-seven percent of the subjects were single and the rest were married 

(12%) or divorced (.9%). Approximately 78% of the subjects were Caucasian, 8.6% were 

African American,  5.2% were Asian , 3.4% were Hispanic, 3.4% were multi-racial, and 0.9% 

were Native American.  Forty-five percent of the subjects reported household earnings under 

$20k annually while 21.7% earn between $20,001 and $40k, 5.2% earn between $40,001 and 

$60k, 11.3% earn between $60,001 and $80k, 12.2% earn between $80,001 and $100k, and 4.3% 

earn more than $100k. Twenty-two percent of the subjects feel they are overweight. 

 Each subject received a booklet which contained a consent form, instructions, an 

advertisement, and a questionnaire. Following the consent form, the instructions for participation 

read as follows:  

�This study is designed to assess participants� reactions to advertisements. The 
purpose of this study is to develop a better understanding of consumers� 
processing of information provided in advertising. A preproduction version of an 
advertisement for a weight loss product has been obtained for the study. Please 
take a couple of minutes to view the advertisement. When viewing the 
advertisement, please attempt to examine the advertisement carefully and in the 
same manner you would if you saw it in a magazine. After viewing the 
advertisement, please take a few minutes to record your responses to the 
questions provided in the questionnaire. When responding to questions please 
take time to read the instructions for each section and record your answers with 
accuracy and care. All questions concern your thoughts and feelings. There is no 
right or wrong answer.� 

 
 As suggested by Yi (1990), the subjects were told that they were viewing a preproduction 

version of an advertisement, the goal of the study was to assess reactions to advertisements, and 

that they should examine the advertisement in the same manner they would if they saw it in a 

magazine. The subjects were also verbally instructed to read the consent form and instructions, 
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examine the advertisement as if they were seeing it in a magazine, and to flip the advertisement 

over and immediately complete the questionnaire. Subjects were told that there was no time limit 

for viewing the advertisements. They were instructed to spend the same amount of time as they 

would if they were examining the advertisement in a magazine. Subjects were reminded that 

when there were not right or wrong answers and that all responses concern their thoughts and 

feelings.   

The questionnaire began with a thought listing exercise. Following Wheeler, Petty, and 

Bizer (2005), 10 separate boxes were placed on the page. Subjects were asked to place each 

individual thought in a separate box. The thought listing exercise was followed by the dependent 

variables: buying impulse, attitude toward the product, purchase intention, attitude toward the 

advertisement, expected product effectiveness, and goal commitment.  After the dependent 

measures, subjects responded to demographic items and two manipulations checks. The first 

manipulation check asked it the advertisement viewed contained photos and the second 

manipulation check asked if the headline contained numbers. 

 

Dependent Variables 

The inclusion of multiple dependent variables provides numerous opportunities for 

hypotheses to be supported. The inclusion of multiple dependent variables does carry a potential 

penalty.  If some measures yield support while others do not, the results may be difficult to 

explain. However, since this relatively novel theory can provide a significant contribution that 

spans academic boundaries, it is important to leave few stones unturned. This study sheds light 

on how visceral influences affect information processing of advertisements. 
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Dependent variables were measured and adapted from previous research. Buying Impulse 

(α = 0.86) is measured using three 7-point Likert scale items from Beatty and Ferrell (1998). 

Anchors range from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7).  Beatty and Ferrell�s (1998) 

original scale contained five items. The factor analysis results for this pilot study show two of the 

items dropping off on to a second factor. Cronbach�s alpha for all five items is 0.65. The items �I 

really did not consider the consequences of making the purchase� and �I reacted without much 

hesitation� appear to be more of a post-purchase evaluation of the buying impulse experience 

while the other three items deal more with the intensity of the urge to purchase. Since the 

primary interest is in measuring the intensity of the urge to purchase, these two items were 

removed and the other three were retained. Item loadings for the three items ranged from 0.86 to 

0.91. 

TABLE 4.6 

Buying Impulse Factor Analysis and Reliability 

Varimax Rotated Component Matrix 1 2 
1. I found it hard to resist the product in the ad. 0.906   
2. I felt a spontaneous urge to buy the product. 0.896   
3. I felt I wouldn't be able to get it off my mind until I bought it 0.866   
4. I reacted without much hesitation   0.876 
5. I really did not consider the consequences of making the purchase   0.833 

Cronbach�s α 0.650 
 

Attitude toward the Product (α = 0.94) was measured with five 7-point semantic 

items from Spears and Singh (2004). The items were coded so that a high number indicates more 

positive attitude toward the product. Item loadings ranged from 0.88 to 0.96. Purchase Intention 

(α = 0.93) was measured with five 7-point semantic items from Spears and Singh (2004). 

The items were coded so that a high number indicates greater purchase intention. Item loadings 

ranged from 0.81 to 0.95. Attitude toward the Advertisement (α = 0.90) was measured with three 
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7-point semantic items from Fisher and Dube (2005). The items were coded so that a high 

number indicates more positive attitude toward the advertisement. Item loadings ranged from 

0.90 to 0.93. Expected Product Effectiveness (7 items, α = 0.94) was measured with six 7-point

Likert scale items based on Voss, Parasuraman, and Grewal (1998). The items were coded 

so that a high number indicates greater expected effectiveness.  Item loadings ranged from 0.85 

to 0.92. Goal Commitment (α = 0.84) was measured using five 7-point Likert items from 

Klein et al. (2001). Anchors range from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7). Item loadings 

ranged from 0.68 to 0.88. Three of the five items are reverse coded. 

TABLE 4.7 

   Pilot Study I Dependent Variable Reliability 

Dependent Variable Source Previous α Pilot I α  
Buying Impulse* Beatty and Ferrell (1998) 0.74 0.86 
Attitude toward Product Spears and Singh (2004) 0.97 0.94 
Purchase Intention Spears and Singh (2004) 0.97 0.93 
Attitude toward Advertisement Fisher and Dube (2005) 0.80 0.90 
Expected Product Effectiveness Voss et al. (1998) 0.90 0.94 
Goal Commitment Klein et al. (2001) 0.74 0.84 
* Previous α for buying impulse is assessed on five items. Pilot I α  is for three items 
adapted for this study 

 
 

Manipulation Checks 

 Proximity of reward, visual prime, and vividness of reward are all manipulation 

variables. For the vividness of reward manipulation, Pretest 3 established the customer 

testimonial as significantly more vivid than the product testing information (F (1, 37) = 8.735, p 

= 0.003). Manipulation checks were included for proximity of reward and visual prime. For 

proximity of reward, subjects were asked if the headline in the weight loss advertisement 

contained numbers. Of the 129 subjects, 64 viewed the temporal headline and 65 viewed the 
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non-temporal headline. One hundred twenty-one (93.8%) subjects passed the manipulation check and 

8 subjects failed it. Three subjects who failed the manipulation check were assigned to the temporal 

condition and five subjects failed it for the non-temporal condition. The eight subjects who failed 

the manipulation check were removed from further analysis.  

For the visual prime manipulation, participants were asked if the advertisement they 

viewed contained a before/after photo. Of the remaining 121 subjects, 117 (96.7%) subjects 

passed the manipulation check. Four subjects failed the manipulation check, of which three 

subjects failed for the photos condition and one subject failed who for the without photos 

condition. The four subjects were removed from further analysis. Removal of the 12 subjects 

failing the manipulation checks resulted in 117 useable questionnaires. 

 

Hypotheses Testing                                                                                                                                                    

 H4-H6, H13-H15, H22-H24 are all associated with the thought listing. While hypotheses� 

testing for these hypotheses was not performed in this pilot study, the thoughts were analyzed to 

determine if any improvements to the thought listing exercise were warranted. Of particular 

concern is the placement of the thought listing exercise at the beginning of the questionnaire. It 

appears that the subjects are primed to list critical responses which may be confounding the 

results to the measurement items. Since visceral appeals target emotions and not cognition, 

placing a thought listing exercise at the beginning may shift subjects from a hot visceral state to a 

more cold cognitive state. When examining the thoughts listed, more than 80% of the subjects� 

thoughts were negative and more than 50% of subjects elaborated on each individual thought.  

To reduce the potential of any cognitive priming effects two adjusts were made to the 

thought listing exercise. First, the thought listing exercise was moved after the measurement 
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items to the second page of the questionnaire. Second, to capture a broader range of feelings and 

thoughts the instructions were modified. The original instructions asked subjects to �Please 

describe all thoughts you had while reading the advertisement. List each individual thought in a 

separate box.�  Borrowing from Kirmani and Zhu (2007), the instructions were modified and 

now read �Please describe all thoughts, feelings, or impressions you had while reading the 

advertisement. List each individual thought, feeling, or impression in a separate box.� 

To test H7-H12 (proximity of reward), H16-H21 (visual prime), and H25-H30 (vividness 

of reward) a 2 (Proximity of Weight Loss Reward: Temporal Weight Loss Headline; Non-

temporal Weight Loss Headline) x 2 (Visual Prime: Before/after Photos; No Before/after Photos) 

x 2 (Vividness of Reward: Vivid Text, Non-vivid Text) MANOVA was run on buying impulse, 

attitude toward the product, purchase intention, attitude toward the advertisement, expected 

product effectiveness, and goal commitment. Goal commitment was not significantly correlated 

with the other dependent variables and was excluded from multivariate tests of significance. All 

reported p-values are for one-tail tests of the directional hypotheses. 

TABLE 4.8 

   Pilot I MANOVA 
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Multivariate Tests   

Independent Variables Wilk�s λ F p η2   
Proximity of Reward 0.945 1.275 0.140 0.055   
Visual Prime 0.950 1.152 0.169 0.050  
Vividness of Reward 0.971 0.653 0.330 0.029   
ANOVA: Proximity of Reward Manipulation µ F p η2 
Buying Impulse Temporal 1.75 1.416 0.118 0.010 
  Non-temporal 1.95       
Attitude toward Product Temporal 2.99 3.501 0.032 0.022 
  Non-temporal 3.41       
Purchase Intention Temporal 1.71 4.962 0.014 0.042 
  Non-temporal 2.20       
Attitude toward Advertisement Temporal 3.22 1.986 0.080 0.011 
  Non-temporal 3.49       
Expected Product Effectiveness Temporal 2.82 3.041 0.042 0.019 
 Non-temporal 3.15    
Goal Commitment Temporal 3.48 0.034 0.428 0.000 
  Non-temporal 3.53       

ANOVA: Visual Prime Manipulation µ F p η2 
Buying Impulse B/A Photos 1.85 0.036 0.429 0.000 
  No Photos 1.85       
Attitude toward Product B/A Photos 3.49 1.919 0.085 0.028 
  No Photos 3.02       
Purchase Intention B/A Photos 1.93 0.039 0.423 0.000 
  No Photos 1.98       
Attitude toward Advertisement B/A Photos 3.48 0.160 0.345 0.006 
  No Photos 3.28       
Expected Product Effectiveness B/A Photos 3.00 0.085 0.386 0.000 
 No Photos 2.98    
Goal Commitment B/A Photos 3.57 0.215 0.332 0.002 
  No Photos 3.46       
ANOVA: Vividness of Reward Manipulation µ F p η2 
Buying Impulse Vivid 1.94 0.766 0.203 0.008 
  Non-vivid 1.75       
Attitude toward Product Vivid 3.37 1.249 0.133 0.017 
  Non-vivid 3.00       
Purchase Intention Vivid 1.98 0.036 0.426 0.000 
  Non-vivid 1.93       
Attitude toward Advertisement Vivid 3.44 0.235 0.315 0.006 
  Non-vivid 3.25       
Expected Product Effectiveness Vivid 3.01 0.000 0.492 0.001 
 Non-vivid 2.96    
Goal Commitment Vivid 3.51 0.015 0.452 0.000 
  Non-vivid 3.49       
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Proximity of Reward 

For the main effects of temporal proximity of weight loss, there was not multivariate 

significance (Wilk�s λ (5, 110) = 0.945; p = 0.140). The univariate results show that the inclusion 

(exclusion) of the temporal proximity headline in the weight loss advertisement had a significant 

relationship with attitude toward the product (F (1, 113) = 3.501; p = 0.032) purchase intention 

(F (1, 113) = 4.962; p = 0.014), and expected product effectiveness (F (1, 113) = 3.041; p = 

0.042).  Inclusion (exclusion) of a statement of temporal proximity was not significantly 

associated with buying impulse (F (1, 113) = 1.416; p = 0.118), attitude toward the advertisement 

(F (1, 113) = 1.986; p = 0.080), and goal commitment (F (1, 115) = 0.034; p = 0.428). However, 

none of the hypotheses are supported since the means are higher for the non-temporal statement 

across all of the dependent variables except for goal commitment which has relatively equal 

means. These results suggest that subjects� skepticism of the statement �lose 30 lbs in 30 days� 

found in pretest one is confirmed. These results are compared with the results for the visual 

prime and vividness of reward results to verify that the appropriate conclusion has been reached.   

 

Visual Prime 

For the main effects of the visual prime, there was not multivariate significance (Wilk�s λ 

(5, 110) = 0.950; p = 0.168). Univariate results show no significant differences in buying impulse 

(F (1, 113) = 0.036; p = 0.429), attitude toward the product (F (1, 113) = 1.919; p = 0.085), 

purchase intention (F (1, 113) = 0.039; p = 0.423), attitude toward the advertisement (F (1, 113) 

= 0.160; p = 0.345), expected product effectiveness (F (1, 113) = 0.085; p = 0.386), and goal 

commitment (F (1, 115) = 0.215; p = 0.332). Except for goal commitment, all means were in the 

predicted direction with the larger mean associated with the inclusion of the before/after photos. 
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This suggests that the results may have been weakened by the negative reaction to 

advertisements containing the temporal headline. 

 

Vividness of reward 

 For the vividness of reward manipulation, there was not multivariate significance (Wilk�s 

λ (5, 110) = 0.971; p = 0.330). Univariate results show no significant differences in buying 

impulse (F ( 1, 113) = 0.766; p = 0.203), attitude toward the product (F (1, 113) = 1.249; p = 

0.133), purchase intention (F (1, 113) = 0.036 p = 0.426), attitude toward the advertisement (F 

(1, 113) = 0.235; p = 0.315); expected product effectiveness (F (1, 113) = 0.000; p = 0.492), and 

goal commitment (F (1, 115) = 0.015; p = 0.452). Again, the means were all in the correct 

direction (except for goal commitment) with the larger mean associated with inclusion of the 

customer testimonial.  

To further substantiate temporal proximity as the problem variable the means were 

compared for the advertisement manipulations temporal only, photos only, and testimonial only. 

These were the advertisements which from the eight variations that contained each isolated 

variable. TABLE 4.9 indicates that the mean for temporal statement is consistently the lowest 

across all dependent variables. When contrasting advertisements with temporal proximity and 

advertisements with both the before/after photo, the advertisements with only before/after photos 

and the customer testimonial resulted in significantly higher attitudes toward the product (F (1, 

32) = 4.039; p = .027), purchase intentions (F (1, 32) = 4.773; p = 0.018), and expected product 

performance (F (1, 32) = 3.986; p = 0.027). Hence, subject skepticism of the temporal statement 

�lose 30 lbs in 30 days� appears to be counteracting the effects of the other two variables. The 

higher levels of skepticism regarding this timeframe is likely due to the higher levels of 
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persuasion knowledge that undergraduate business students have compared to more typical 

targets of these advertisements. The temporal statement is subsequently replaced with �lose 30 

lbs in 60 days� for all ensuing analysis. This statement was rated as believable by slightly more 

than 50% of subjects in Pretest 1. Furthermore, it was the most used temporal statement (17%) 

in the sample of advertisements collected for the content analysis. 

TABLE 4.9 

   Pilot Study I Mean Comparison 

Dependent Variable Manipulation µ σ 
Buying Impulse Temporal Only 1.50 1.27 
 Testimonial Only 2.18 1.22 
  Photos Only 2.13 1.45 
Attitude toward Product Temporal Only 2.44 1.15 
 Testimonial Only 3.32 1.62 
  Photos Only 3.58 1.53 
Purchase Intentions Temporal Only 1.44 0.79 
 Testimonial Only 2.02 0.95 
  Photos Only 2.05 1.41 
Attitude toward Advertisement Temporal Only 2.98 0.96 
 Testimonial Only 3.67  
  Photos Only 3.50 0.97 
Expected Product Effectiveness Temporal Only 2.44 0.96 
 Testimonial Only 2.81 1.33 
  Photos Only 3.06 1.21 
Goal Commitment Temporal Only 4.24 1.45 
 Testimonial Only 4.79 1.10 
  Photos Only 4.83 1.76 
Lowest mean in bold 

 
 

Summary of Pilot Study I: Modifications for the Main Study 

 Based upon Pilot Study I the following modifications were made. First, buying impulse 

was reduced to a 3-item scale after two items were dropped that captured post-purchase 
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evaluations. Second, the thought listing exercise was moved to after the measurement items to 

ensure that the measurement items are not affected by any priming of cognitions. Furthermore, 

the instructions for the thought listing exercise were modified to capture feeling and impressions 

in addition to thoughts. Third, the temporal statement �lose 30 lbs in 30 days� was replaced by 

the less skeptically viewed �lose 30 lbs in 60 days� to reduce the impact of subject skepticism 

regarding the 30 day timeframe. Finally, the average effect size (η2 = 0.043) associated with Pilot 

Study I indicates that a sample size of approximately 190 subjects results in a power above 

0.90 (Kirk 1995). Hence, a sample size of approximately 190 subjects was solicited for the main 

study. 

 

Pilot Study II: Visceral Influence and Involvement with Body Weight 

 The second experiment tests the simultaneous effects of the three visceral cues and 

involvement on thoughts, subject buying impulse, affective reaction, produce expectations, and 

goal commitment. This investigation is important because it shows how involvement with a 

reward can strengthen the effect of the visceral factor. This pilot study was used to further 

improve procedures, ad design, questionnaire design, and manipulation effectiveness for the 

subsequent main experiments. 

 

Study Design 

          Pilot Study II is a 2 (B: Low; High) x 2 (Visceral Cues: Included; Excluded) full factorial 

between subjects design.   Experimental advertisements were constructed in the same manner as 

Pilot Study I. The top of the advertisement contained the main headline with a sub-headline in 

the center of the page. In the before/after photos condition the photos were placed on the left 
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directly below the headline. The customer testimonial/product testing information was placed to 

the right of the photos or stretched across the page when the photos were absent. The bottom of 

the advertisement contained filler information and disclaimers held constant across all 

advertisements (refer to appendix B for questionnaire). This pilot study addresses H31-H57. 

Visceral cues is a manipulated independent variable and is a compilation of the three 

visceral cues: proximity of reward, visual prime, and vividness of reward.  In the visceral 

condition all three visceral cues were included and in the non-visceral condition all three of the 

visceral cues were excluded.  The visceral condition included a temporal weight loss headline, 

before/after photos, and a customer testimonial. As discussed in Pilot Study I, the main 

temporal weight loss headline was changed to �PICTURE YOURSELF��LOSING WEIGHT 

FAST! LOSE AS MUCH AS 30 LBS IN ONLY 60 DAYS!� The other two visceral cues were 

unchanged from Pilot Study I. 

 

Sample and Procedure 

 This pilot study was conducted on 62 undergraduate students at a major Southwestern 

University. Participants were assigned to experimental conditions where they each viewed one 

manipulated advertisements and responded to the attached questionnaire. Eighty percent of the 

subjects were between the age of 18 and 25. Fifty-five percent of the subjects were male and 

45% were female. Eighty-seven percent of the subjects were single and the rest were married 

(13%). Approximately 65% of the subjects were Caucasian, 12.2% were African American,  

7.3% were Asian , 5.5% were Hispanic, 5.5% were multi-racial, and 3.6% were Native 

American.  Thirty-five percent of the subjects reported household earnings under $20k annually 

while 32.7% earn between $20,001 and $40k, 9.1% earn between $40,001 and $60k, 5.5% earn 
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between $60,001 and $80k, 9.1% earn $80,001 and $100k, and 9.1% earn more than $100k. 

Eighteen percent of the subjects feel they are overweight. 

 Each subject received a booklet which contained a consent form, instructions, an 

advertisement, and a questionnaire. Following the consent form, the instructions for participation 

read as follows:  

�This study is designed to assess participants� reactions to advertisements. The 
purpose of this study is to develop a better understanding of consumers� 
processing of information provided in advertising. A preproduction version of an 
advertisement for a weight loss product has been obtained for the study. Please 
take a couple of minutes to view the advertisement. When viewing the 
advertisement, please attempt to examine the advertisement carefully and in the 
same manner you would if you saw it in a magazine. After viewing the 
advertisement, please take a few minutes to record your responses to the 
questions provided in the questionnaire. When responding to questions please 
take time to read the instructions for each section and record your answers with 
accuracy and care. All questions concern your thoughts and feelings. There is no 
right or wrong answer.� 

 
The subjects were told that they were viewing a preproduction version of an advertisement, the 

goal of the study was to assess reactions to advertisements, and that they should examine the 

advertisement in the same manner they would if they saw it in a magazine. The subjects were 

also verbally instructed to read the consent form and instructions, examine the advertisement as 

if they were seeing it in a magazine, and to flip the advertisement over and immediately 

complete the questionnaire. Subjects were told that there was no time limit for viewing the 

advertisements. They were instructed to spend the same amount of time as they would if they 

were examining the advertisement in a magazine. Subjects were reminded that when there were 

not right or wrong answers and that all responses concern their thoughts and feelings.   

The questionnaire began with the measured dependent variables followed by concern for 

appearance measure and thought listing exercise. As in Pilot Study I, 10 separate boxes were 
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placed on the page. Subjects were asked to place each individual thought, feeling or impression 

in a separate box. After the thought listing exercise, subjects responded to demographic items 

and two manipulations checks. The first manipulation check asked it the advertisement viewed 

contained photos and the second manipulation check asked if the headline contained numbers. 

 

Dependent Variables 

Dependent variables included buying impulse (α = 0.74; item loadings range = 0.82 to 

0.83), attitude toward the product (α = 0.91; item loadings range = 0.73 to 0.92), purchase 

intention (α = 0.91; item loadings range = 0.78 to 0.92), attitude toward the advertisement (α = 

0.84; item loadings range = 0.86 to 0.91), expected product effectiveness (α = 0.93; item 

loadings range = 0.73 to 0.90), and goal commitment (α = 0.82; item loadings range = 0.73 to 

0.85). See Pilot Study I for a more in depth description of the dependent variables. 

  

Manipulation Checks 

 For the visceral manipulation, manipulation checks were included for proximity of 

reward and visual prime. For proximity of reward, subjects were asked if the headline in the 

weight loss advertisement contained numbers. Of the 62 subjects, 32 viewed the visceral 

advertisement and 30 viewed the non-visceral advertisement. Fifty-six (90.3%) subjects passed 

the manipulation check and six subjects failed it. Four subjects failed the manipulation check for 

the visceral condition and two subjects failed it for the non-visceral condition. The six subjects 

who failed the manipulation check were removed from further analysis. Next, participants were 

asked if the advertisement they viewed contained a before/after photo.  Fifty-five out (98.2%) of 

the remaining 56 subjects passed the photo manipulation check. The seven subjects who failed 
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either the temporal or photo manipulation check were removed from further analysis. Removal 

of the subjects failing the manipulation checks resulted in 55 useable questionnaires.  

  

Independent Variables 

The measured independent variable, involvement with body weight, uses items from 

previous research. Involvement with body weight (α = 0.82) is measured with four 7-point 

Likert items from Netermeyer, Burton, and Lichtenstein (1998). Anchors range from strongly 

disagree (1) to strongly agree (7). This scale captures an individual�s level of concern for their 

appearance. The scale was then divided into two groups based upon a median split: low 

involvement with body weight (1.00-4.49) and high involvement with body weight (4.50-7.00). 

As a result, 24 subjects were classified as high involvement and 31 subjects were classified as 

low involvement.  

TABLE 4.10 

Concern for Appearance Scale 

1. The way I look is extremely important to me 
2. I am very concerned about my physical appearance 
3. I would feel embarrassed if I was around people and did not look my best 
4. Looking my best is worth the effort 
Anchors: Strongly Disagree (1), Strongly Agree (7) 
Source: Netermeyer, Burton, and Lichtenstein (1998); α = 0.85 

 
 

Hypotheses Testing 

 H31-H33, H40-42, H49-H51 all deal with the thought listing exercise and a complete 

analysis is not performed in this pretest. The responses to the thought listing exercise were 

examined to identify any problem areas. First, placing the thought listing after the measurement 

variables has reduced the average number of responses by subjects. While getting the maximum 
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number of responses provides benefits, the risk of priming cognition before the measurement 

variables is too great. Second, a similar pattern has emerged in both Pilot Study I and Pilot 

Study II. Over 50% of the subjects have made comments about the filler information while less 

than 15% of subjects have made any comments regarding information in the vividness of reward 

manipulation. When evaluating the advertisement layout, the larger filler text appears to be 

capturing more attention than the smaller font used for the customer testimonial/product testing 

information text. These results are consistent with Pieters and Wedel (2004) who found that 

increases in text size increased net gain in attention.  

To direct subjects� attention away from the filler information and towards the 

manipulated information two modifications were made for the main study.  First, the customer 

testimonial/product testing information was moved from the right of the before/after photos to 

the much larger area below the photos previously allocated for the filler information. The filler 

information now occupies the smaller space to the right of the photos. Second, the font size of 

the filler information was reduced to 12-point font while to font size of the customer 

testimonial/product testing information was increased to 18-point font. These modifications were 

made for both experiments in the main study. 

To test hypotheses H34-H39, H43-H48, and H52-H57 a 2 (Involvement with Body 

Weight: Low; High) x 2 (Visceral Cue: Yes; No) MANOVA was run with the dependent 

variables buying impulse, attitude toward the product, purchase intention, attitude toward the 

advertisement, and expected product effectiveness. Goal commitment was not significantly 

correlated with the other dependent variables and was excluded from multivariate tests of 

significance. All reported p-values are for one-tail tests of the directional hypotheses. 
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Visceral cues 

 For the main effects of the visceral cues, there was overall multivariate significance 

(Wilk�s λ (5, 49) = 0.676; p = 0.001). The univariate results show that the inclusion (exclusion) 

of the visceral cues in the weight loss advertisement had a significant relationship with buying 

impulse (F (1, 53) = 4.579; p = 0.019), attitude toward the product (F (1, 51) = 13.325; p = 

0.001), and attitude toward the advertisement (F (1, 51) = 6.302; p = 0.008). Univariate results 

show the visceral cues manipulation did not product significant differences in purchase intention 

(F (1, 51) = 0.088; p = 0.384), expected product effectiveness (F (1, 51) = 0.709; p = 0.201), or 

goal commitment (F (1, 53) = 0.008; p = 0.464).  

TABLE 4.11 

Pilot Study II MANOVA for Visceral Cues Main Effects 

Multivariate Tests 
Independent Variable Wilk�s λ F p η2   

Visceral Cues 0.676 4.688 0.001 0.324   
ANOVA: Visceral Cues 

Dependent Variables Manipulation µ F p η2 
Buying Impulse Visceral 2.05 4.579 0.019 0.084
 Non-visceral 1.57    
Attitude toward Product Visceral 4.09 13.325 0.001 0.209
 Non-visceral 3.09    
Purchase Intention Visceral 1.88 0.088 0.384 0.005
 Non-visceral 1.80    
Attitude toward Advertisement Visceral 3.91 6.302 0.008 0.108
 Non-visceral 3.19    
Expected Product Effectiveness Visceral 3.06 0.709 0.201 0.014
 Non-visceral 3.33    
Goal Commitment Visceral 3.73 0.008 0.464 0.000
  Non-visceral 3.76       

 
Except for expected product performance and goal commitment, all of the means were in 

the correct direction with the larger mean associated with the visceral condition and the lower 
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mean associated with the non-visceral condition. The modifications made based upon Pilot Study 

I appear to have produced more desirable results for the main effects of the visceral cues. 

Based upon the results for the main effects, support was found for hypotheses H34, H35, and 

H37. In this pilot study support was not found for the main effects hypothesized in H36, H38, 

and H39.  

 

Visceral cues and involvement with body weight 

 The main effect of concern for appearance produced a significant multivariate effect 

(Wilk�s λ = (5, 45) 0.746; p = 0.014). Univariate results show that concern for appearance was 

only significantly associated with attitude toward the product (F (1, 51) = 4.362; p = 0.021). 

When isolating subjects with high concern for appearance, the inclusion (exclusion) of visceral 

cues produced multivariate significance (Wilk�s λ (5, 45) = 0.616; p = 0.047). Univariate results 

for subjects with high concern for appearance show that inclusion (exclusion) of visceral cues 

produced significant differences in buying impulse (F (1, 51) = 3.345; p = 0.040), attitude toward 

the product (F (1, 51) = 9.272; p = 0.003), and attitude toward the advertisement (F (1, 51) = 

6.576; p = 0.009). There were no significant differences for purchase intention (F (1, 51) = 

0.849; p = 0.185), expected product effectiveness (F (1, 51) = 0.171; p = 0.420), and goal 

commitment (F (1, 53) = 0.025; p = 0.438).  
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TABLE 4.12 

  Pilot Study II MANOVA for Involvement with Body Weight Main Effects 

Multivariate Tests 
Independent Variable Wilk�s λ F p η2 

Concern for Appearance (CA) 0.746 2.615 0.014 0.254 
ANOVA: Concern for Appearance 

Dependent Variables   F p η2 
Buying Impulse 0.006 0.469 0.000 
Attitude toward Product 4.362 0.021 0.079 
Purchase Intention 1.705 0.099 0.032 
Attitude toward Advertisement 0.495 0.243 0.010 
Expected Product Effectiveness 1.167 0.143 0.022 
Goal Commitment 0.207 0.325 0.004 
 
Except for expected product effectiveness and goal commitment, all of the means were in 

the correct direction with the larger mean associated with the high concern for appearance/ 

visceral condition and the lower means associated with the high concern for appearance/non-

visceral condition. Based upon the results of the effects produced by visceral cues for subjects 

with high concern for appearance, support was found for the hypotheses H43, H44, and H46 

while H45, H47, and H48 were not supported. 

 For the subjects with low concern for appearance, the inclusion (exclusion) of visceral 

cues did not produce multivariate significance (Wilk�s λ (5, 45) = 0.949; p = 0.463). Univariate 

results show that for subjects with low concern for appearance, inclusion (exclusion) of visceral 

cues produced no significant differences for buying impulse (F (1, 51) = 0.564; p = 0.230), 

attitude toward the product (F (1, 51) = 0.363; p = 0.276), purchase intention (F (1, 51) = 0.003; 

p = 0.480), attitude toward the advertisement (F (1, 51) = 0.119; p = 0.366), expected product 

performance (F (1, 51) = 0.220; p = 0.321), and goal commitment (F (1, 53 ) = 0.006; p = 0.468). 

Since the inclusion (exclusion) of visceral cues produced not significant differences for subjects 

with low concern for appearance hypotheses H52-H57 were supported. 
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TABLE 4.13 

 Pilot Study II MANOVA for Visceral Cues * High/Low Involvement with Body Weight 

Multivariate Tests
Independent Variables Wilk�s λ F p η2   

Visceral Cues * High CA 0.616 2.247 0.047 0.384  
Visceral Cues * Low Involvement 0.949 0.271 0.463 0.051   

ANOVA: High Concern for Appearance*Visceral Cues 
Dependent Variables Manipulation µ F p η2 

Buying Impulse Visceral 2.12 3.345 0.040 0.132
 Non-visceral 1.49    
Attitude toward Product Visceral 3.85 9.272 0.003 0.297
 Non-visceral 2.69    
Purchase Intention Visceral 2.27 0.849 0.185 0.037
 Non-visceral 1.83    
Attitude toward Advertisement Visceral 3.87 6.576 0.009 0.230
 Non-visceral 3.00    
Expected Product Effectiveness Visceral 2.92 0.171 0.420 0.008
 Non-visceral 3.08    
Goal Commitment Visceral 4.30 0.025 0.438 0.001
  Non-visceral 4.39       

ANOVA: Low Concern for Appearance*Visceral Cues 
Dependent Variables Manipulation µ F p η2 

Buying Impulse Visceral 1.94 0.564 0.230 0.019
 Non-visceral 1.69    
Attitude toward Product Visceral 3.75 0.363 0.276 0.012
 Non-visceral 3.48    
Purchase Intention Visceral 1.91 0.003 0.480 0.000
 Non-visceral 1.89    
Attitude toward Advertisement Visceral 3.58 0.119 0.366 0.004
 Non-visceral 3.42    
Expected Product Effectiveness Visceral 3.22 0.220 0.321 0.008
 Non-visceral 3.03    
Goal Commitment Visceral 4.32 0.006 0.468 0.000
  Non-visceral 4.35       

 
 

American Academy of Advertising Dissertation Competition Feedback 

 This dissertation recently won the American Academy of Advertising (AAA) dissertation 

competition. Besides being selected as a winner, another great result from the competition was 

the wonderful feedback from the three reviewers.  
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While using the concern for appearance scale as a surrogate for involvement with body 

weight produced some desired results there is concern that this measure is too narrowly focused 

on vanity and is not a robust measure of involvement with body weight.  All three reviewers 

from (AAA) expressed this concerned about the involvement with body weight measure since a 

more robust measure exists. As a result of their feedback, Oliver and Bearden�s (1985) 

involvement with body weight (α = 0.85) scale has been added as the primary measure of 

involvement with body weight for the main study. Involvement with body weight is measured 

with five 7-point Likert items. Anchors range from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree 

(7). Items are coded so that high numbers indicate greater involvement. Two items are reverse 

coded. Concern for appearance is still included in the main study�s questionnaire but it is 

anticipated that the involvement with body weight scale will prove to be a more robust measure 

of involvement with body weight.  

Reviewers also suggested capturing subject skepticism at the end of the questionnaire 

since it is likely that undergraduate business students will rate higher on persuasion knowledge 

than the typical targets of weight loss advertising. In response, an ad skepticism scale from 

Kirmani and Zhu (2007) was added for the main study. Ad skepticism (α = 0.83) measured with 

three semantic items on a semantic differential scale rates an advertisement: 

�unbelievable/believable�, �not truthful/truthful�, and �deceptive/nondeceptive�. These items are 

reverse coded so that higher numbers indicate greater deceptiveness. Skepticism is included as a 

control variable and captures subject skepticism of the entire advertisement. Dispositional 

skepticism is not anticipated to affect the impact of the visceral cues unlike the cue induced 

skepticism of the temporal statement used in Pilot Study I. 
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TABLE 4.14 

Involvement with Body Weight Scale 

1. I never worry about my weight* 
2. My weight is a concern in my life 
3. I worry about my weight more than most people 
4. I never think about my weight* 
5. I am always seeking information on weight control ideas 
Items with * are reverse coded 
Source: Oliver and Bearden (1985); α = 0.85 

 
 

Summary of Pilot II Modifications for Main Study 

 As a result of Pilot Study II, the following modifications were made for the main 

experiments. First, the testimonial/product testing information was moved directly below the 

before/after photos and the font was increased to enhance the likelihood that subjects focus on 

this information rather than the filler information. Second, the involvement with body weight 

scale from Oliver and Bearden (1985) has been added as the primary measure of involvement 

with body weight. Third, skepticism towards the advertisement has been added as a control 

variable. Fourth, 7% failed the temporal manipulation check in Pilot Study I and 10% failed it 

in Pilot Study II. To strengthen this manipulation the main headline is increased to 28-point 

font. Finally, the average effect size (η2= 0.096) for Pilot Study II indicate that a sample size of 

approximately 55 subjects is need to achieve power of 0.90 (Kirk 1995). Therefore, a sample size 

of more than 55 subjects was solicited for the main study. It is anticipated that these 

modifications will strengthen the results of the main studies. 
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  Experiment 1: Consumer Response to Visceral Cues 

Study Design 

Experiment 1 assesses consumer response to the three visceral cues and addresses H4-

H30. Experiment 1 is a 2 (Proximity of Weight Loss Reward: Temporal Weight Loss 

Headline; Non-temporal Weight Loss Headline) x 2 (Visual Prime: Before/after Photos; No 

Before/after Photos) x 2 (Vividness of Reward: Vivid Text, Non-vivid Text) full factorial 

between subjects design. Experimental advertisements were constructed as composite 

advertisements based on the content analysis, pretesting, and pilot studies. Advertisements were 

one page and full color. The color of the main text was black and the color of the headlines was 

maroon. The background color faded from white to bright orange. The top of the advertisement 

contained the main headline. In the before/after photos condition the photos were placed on the 

left directly below the headline. The vivid customer testimonial/non-vivid product testing 

information was placed directly below the photos and stretched across the page with 18-point 

font. An image of orange diet pills was placed in the lower right corner of the page and held 

constant across all advertisements. The space to the left of the before/after photos contained filler 

information. This filler information was double-spaced in 12-point font and stretched across the 

advertisement when before/after photos were absent. The filler information was constant across 

all advertisements and read as follows: 

�WEIGHT OFF CAPSULES PROVIDE WEIGHT LOSS IN ONE ORANGE PILL 
A DAY 
  
Lose weight with WEIGHT OFF and experience the benefits.  
  
Effective dissolving liquid gel capsules 
  
Superior ingredients 
  
24 hour formula 
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Available at fine retailers everywhere� 

 
Disclaimers were also placed at the bottom of the advertisement except for results will 

vary which is place to the left center of the page. Disclaimer information, held constant across all 

advertisements, was typed in 6-point font and included the following statements: 

�Statements in this ad have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug 
Administration. Read label before use. Consult doctor before taking. No product 
causes spot reduction. Not intended to cure, prevent, ore treat disease. In an eight 
week study in which all groups followed a diet and exercise plan, subjects using 
the primary ingredients in WEIGHT OFF lost, on average, significantly more 
weight than subjects who were using a placebo (9.53 vs. 5.06 lbs). WEIGHT OFF 
is patent-pending.� 

 
 The three visceral cues proximity of weight loss reward, visual prime, and vividness of 

reward are all manipulated variables. Proximity of reward was manipulated between inclusion of 

a temporal weight loss headline and inclusion of a non-temporal weight loss headline. The 

temporal weight headline read �PICTURE YOURSELF��LOSING WEIGHT FAST! LOSE AS 

MUCH AS 30 LBS IN ONLY 60 DAYS!� The main temporal headline was also accompanied by a 

sub-headline in the center of the page which read �LOSE 30 LBS FAST WITH WEIGHT OFF!� 

The non-temporal headline read �LOSE WEIGHT WITH WEIGHT OFF� and was accompanied 

by a sub-headline in the center of the page which read �TAKE OFF POUNDS WITH WEIGHT 

OFF�.   

Visual prime is manipulated between the inclusion of before/after photos and the 

exclusion of before/after photos. Vividness of reward was manipulated as the inclusion of vivid 

text in the form of a customer testimonial versus inclusion of non-vivid text in the form of 

product testing information. The vivid customer testimonial read: 

�Before WEIGHT OFF I tried nearly everything under the sun but failed to lose 
weight. With the WEIGHT OFF product I experienced IMMEDIATE results! I lost 
a total of 29, YES, 29 pounds!!! Before I started this product I weighed 155 lbs 
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and in the first eight weeks I was back to 126 lbs which is what I weighed before I 
had my two kids. WOW! It was so easy! I now get noticed everywhere I go. It feels 
great to have my sexy body back. Now I love shopping for new sexy clothes!  
Thanks so much for such a great product and for helping me look and feel 
GREAT!� 
 
Stephanie, Dallas, TX 

 
In contrast, the non-vivid product testing information read: 

�WEIGHT OFF provides results by boosting your metabolism and curbing your 
appetite. WEIGHT OFF is documented through an independent series of double-
blind clinical tries.� 
  
�Current therapeutic research has shown that WEIGHT OFF is more effective 
than diet and exercise alone. WEIGHT OFF was proven to produce reductions in 
bodyweight and fat-mass even without changes in diet or exercise.� 

 
 
Sample and Procedure 

 Experiment 1 was conducted on 190 undergraduate students at a major Southwestern 

University. Participants were assigned to experimental conditions where each subject viewed one 

manipulated advertisements and responded to the attached questionnaire. Ninety percent (171) of 

the subjects were between the age of 18 and 25. Fifty-one percent (97) of the subjects were male 

and 49% (94) were female. Eighty-nine (168) percent of the subjects were single and the rest 

were married (8%) or divorced (2%). Approximately 67% (127) of the subjects were Caucasian, 

8.0% were African American,  12.1% were Asian , 8.0% were Hispanic, 4.0% were multi-racial, 

and 0.6% were Native American.  Forty-four percent (84) of the subjects reported household 

earnings under $20k annually while 15.6% earn between $20,001 and $40k, 9.2% earn between 

$40,001 and $60k, 4.0% earn between $60,001 and $80k, 12.1% earn between $80,001 and 

$100k, and 15.0% earn more than $100k. Twenty-two percent (42) of the subjects rate 

themselves as overweight. 
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 Each subject received a booklet which contained a consent form, instructions, an 

advertisement and a questionnaire. Following the consent form, the instructions for participation 

read as follows:  

�This study is designed to assess participants� reactions to advertisements. The 
purpose of this study is to develop a better understanding of consumers� 
processing of information provided in advertising. A preproduction version of an 
advertisement for a weight loss product has been obtained for the study. Please 
take a couple of minutes to view the advertisement. When viewing the 
advertisement, please attempt to examine the advertisement carefully and in the 
same manner you would if you saw it in a magazine. After viewing the 
advertisement, please take a few minutes to record your responses to the 
questions provided in the questionnaire. When responding to questions please 
take time to read the instructions for each section and record your answers with 
accuracy and care. All questions concern your thoughts and feelings. There is no 
right or wrong answer.� 

 
 The subjects were told that they were viewing a preproduction version of an 

advertisement, the goal of the study was to assess reactions to advertisements, and that they 

should examine the advertisement in the same manner they would if they saw it in a magazine. 

The subjects were also verbally instructed to read the consent form and instructions, examine the 

advertisement as if they were seeing it in a magazine, and to flip the advertisement over and 

immediately complete the questionnaire after viewing the advertisement. Subjects were told that 

there was no time limit for viewing the advertisements. They were instructed to spend the same 

amount of time as they would if they were actually examining the advertisement in a magazine. 

Subjects were reminded that when there were not right or wrong answers and that all responses 

concern their own thoughts and feelings.   

The questionnaire began with the measured dependent variables followed by the thought 

listing exercise. Ten separate boxes were placed on the page. Subjects were asked to place each 

individual thought, feeling or impression in a separate box. After the thought listing exercise, 

subjects responded to the ad skepticism measure, demographic items, and two manipulations 
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checks. The first manipulation check asked if the advertisement viewed contained photos and the 

second manipulation check asked if the headline contained numbers. 

 

Dependent Variables 

There are three dependent variables associated with the thought listing exercise: number 

of total thoughts, reward thoughts, and non-reward thoughts. Number of total thoughts is the 

total number of distinguishable thoughts listed by each subject. Reward thoughts are defined as 

thoughts about desires to personally achieve weight loss (e.g., �I would really love to lose weight 

that quickly�), negative thoughts about one�s appearance (e.g., �The weight loss ad made me feel 

bad about my own weight�) and positive thoughts associated with any of the three visceral cues 

(e.g., �Wow! She really looks great after losing weight�). Non-reward thoughts are defined as 

suspicion thoughts (e.g., �I don�t trust that weight loss product, it doesn�t appear safe�), 

skepticism thoughts (e.g., I don�t believe the claims made in the advertisement) and thoughts 

about disclaimer information (e.g., 30 lbs is misleading, the disclaimer states that subjects lost 10 

lbs on average). 

Measured dependent variables were measured and adapted from previous research. 

Buying Impulse (α = 0.87) was measured using three 7-point Likert scale items from Beatty 

and Ferrell (1998). Anchors range from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7).  Item loadings 

for the three items ranged from 0.88 to 0.93. Attitude toward the Product (α = 0.93) was 

measured with five 7-point semantic items from Spears and Singh (2004). The items were 

coded so that a high number indicates more positive attitude toward the product. Item loadings 

ranged from 0.83 to 0.93. Purchase Intention (α = 0.97) was measured with five 7-point 

semantic items from Spears and Singh (2004). The items were coded so that a high number 
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indicates greater purchase intention. Item loads ranged from 0.90 to 0.97. Attitude toward the 

Advertisement (α = 0.93) was measured with three 7-point semantic items from Fisher and 

Dube (2005). The items were coded so that a high number indicates more positive attitude 

toward the advertisement. Item loadings ranged from 0.91 to 0.96. Expected Product 

Effectiveness (α = 0.95) was measured with six 7-point Likert scale items based on Voss, 

Parasuraman, and Grewal (1998). The items were coded so that a high number indicates greater 

expected effectiveness.  Item loadings ranged from 0.86 to 0.93. Goal Commitment (α = 0.83) 

was measured using five 7-point Likert items from Klein et al. (2001). Anchors range from 

strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7). Item loadings ranged from 0.70 to 0.84. Three of the 

five items are reverse coded. 

TABLE 4.15 

  Experiment 1 Dependent Variable Reliability 

Dependent Variables Number of Items α 
Buying Impulse 3 0.871 
Attitude toward the Product 5 0.931 
Purchase Intention 5 0.970 
Attitude toward the Ad 3 0.931 
Product Effectiveness 6 0.953 
Goal Commitment 5 0.831 

 
 
 
Manipulation Checks and Confounds 

 Manipulation checks were included for proximity of reward and visual prime. For 

proximity of reward, subjects were asked if the headline in the weight loss advertisement 

contained numbers. Of the 190 subjects, 99 viewed the temporal headline and 91 viewed the 

non-temporal headline. One hundred seventy-six (92.6%) subjects passed the manipulation 

check and fourteen subjects failed it. Eleven subjects failing the manipulation check were 
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assigned to the temporal condition and three subjects failing it were assigned to the non-temporal 

condition. The fourteen subjects who failed the manipulation check were removed from further 

analysis.  

For the visual prime manipulation, participants were asked if the advertisement they 

viewed contained before/after photos. Of the 176 remaining subjects, 95 viewed advertisements 

containing before/after photos and 81 viewed advertisements without before/after photos. One 

hundred seventy-four (98.9%) subjects passed the manipulation check and two subjects 

failed it. The two subjects failing the manipulation check viewed advertisements containing 

before/after photos. The two subjects were removed from further analysis. Removal of the 16 

subjects failing the manipulation checks resulted in 174 useable questionnaires. 

Ad skepticism was measured as a potential confounding variable. Subjects were divided 

into high (1- 2.99) and low skepticism (3.00-7.00) groups based upon a median split. As a result, 

97 subjects were assigned to the high skepticism group while 75 subjects were assigned to the 

low skepticism group. MANOVA was run on the interaction between ad skepticism and the three 

manipulated variables across all dependent variables. For subjects� thoughts, multivariate tests 

showed that the interactions between ad skepticism and proximity of reward (Wilk�s Lambda (3, 

166; = 0.976; p = 0.259), between ad skepticism and visual prime (Wilk�s Lambda (3, 166; = 

0.995; p = 0.832), and between ad skepticism and vividness of reward (Wilk�s Lambda (3, 166; 

= 0.972; p = 0.190) were not significant at the 0.05 level. For the measured dependent variables, 

multivariate tests showed that the interactions between ad skepticism and proximity of reward 

(Wilk�s Lambda (6, 163; = 0.976; p = 0.259), between ad skepticism and visual prime (Wilk�s 

Lambda (6, 163; = 0.962; p = 0.374), and between ad skepticism and vividness of reward 

(Wilk�s Lambda (6, 163; = 0.954; p = 0.258) were not significant at the 0.05 level. Univariate 
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results show that ad skepticism does not significantly interact at the 0.05 level with the three 

manipulations across any of the dependent variables. P-values for univariate results range from 

0.100 to 0.939. Overall, it does not appear that varying degrees of ad skepticism has any 

confounding effects on the results produced by the manipulations.  
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TABLE 4.16 

Ad Skepticism Confound Check 

Multivariate Tests: Subjects� Thoughts 
Independent Variables Wilk�s λ p η2 

Proximity of Reward*Skepticism 0.976 0.259 0.024
Visual Prime*Skepticism 0.995 0.932 0.005
Vividness of Reward*Ad Skepticism 0.972 0.190 0.028

Multivariate Tests: Measured Dependent Variables 
Proximity of Reward*Skepticism 0.974 0.632 0.026
Visual Prime*Skepticism 0.962 0.374 0.038
Vividness of Reward*Ad Skepticism 0.954 0.258 0.046

ANOVA: Temporal Proximity of Weight Loss*Ad Skepticism 
Dependent Variables F p η2 

Buying Impulse 0.010 0.921 0.000
Attitude toward Product 0.086 0.769 0.001
Purchase Intention 0.636 0.426 0.004
Attitude toward Ad 0.018 0.894 0.000
Perceived Product Effectiveness 0.850 0.358 0.005
Goal Commitment 2.543 0.113 0.015
Total Thoughts 0.829 0.364 0.005
Reward Thoughts 1.654 0.200 0.010
Non-Reward Thoughts 0.000 0.983 0.000

ANOVA: Before/after Photos*Ad Skepticism 
Dependent Variables F p η2 

Buying Impulse 2.326 0.129 0.014
Attitude toward Product 0.174 0.677 0.001
Purchase Intention 0.961 0.328 0.006
Attitude toward Ad 0.179 0.673 0.001
Perceived Product Effectiveness 0.264 0.608 0.002
Goal Commitment 1.931 0.166 0.011
Total Thoughts 0.063 0.802 0.000
Reward Thoughts 0.414 0.521 0.002
Non-Reward Thoughts 0.396 0.530 0.002

ANOVA: Customer Testimonial * Ad Skepticism 
Dependent Variables F p η2 

Buying Impulse 1.600 0.208 0.009
Attitude toward Product 0.046 0.831 0.000
Purchase Intention 0.373 0.542 0.002
Attitude toward Ad 2.299 0.131 0.014
Perceived Product Effectiveness 0.006 0.939 0.000
Goal Commitment 0.032 0.858 0.000
Total Thoughts 2.028 0.156 0.012
Reward Thoughts 0.625 0.430 0.004
Non-Reward Thoughts 2.730 0.100 0.016
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Hypotheses Testing: Subject�s Thoughts                                                                                                                    

Hypotheses H4-H6, H13-H15, and H22-H24 deal with the effects of visceral cues on 

subjects� number of total thoughts, reward thoughts, and non-reward thoughts. Following 

Kirmani and Zhu (2007), thoughts were coded by two independent coders. Inter-rater reliability 

between the coders for total thoughts was 0.908. For the categorical placement of thoughts, inter-

rater reliability was 0.846. Disagreements between coders were resolved through discussion. 

To test hypotheses H4-H6 (proximity of reward), H13-H15 (visual prime), and H22-H24 

(vividness of reward) a 2 (Proximity of Weight Loss Reward: Temporal Weight Loss Headline; 

Non-temporal Weight Loss Headline) x 2 (Visual Prime: Before/after Photos; No Before/after 

Photos) x 2 (Vividness of Reward: Vivid Text, Non-vivid Text) MANOVA was run on number 

of total thoughts, number of reward thoughts and number of non-reward thoughts. All reported p-

values are for one-tail t-tests. 

 

Hypotheses H4-H6: Proximity of Reward 

H4: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke fewer (more) total thoughts among subjects. 
 
H5: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke more (fewer) reward thoughts among subjects. 
 
H6: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke fewer (more) non-reward thoughts among 
subjects. 
 
For the main effects of proximity of weight loss there was not multivariate significance 

(Wilk�s λ (3, 170) = 0.990; p = 0.326). Univariate results show that the inclusion (exclusion) of 

the statement of temporal proximity in the weight loss advertisement had a non-significant 

relationship with number of total thoughts (F (1, 172) = 0.008; p = 0.464), number of reward 
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thoughts (F (1, 172) = 1.539; p = 0.108), and non-reward thoughts (F (1, 172) = 0.210; p = 

0.324).   

When temporal proximity of weight loss was included in the headline, the mean number 

of reward thoughts were greater than for the non-temporal headline (H5; µtemporal = 0.47, µnon-

temporal = 0.30). The difference in means was in the predicted direction but not significant at the 

0.05 level. The difference in means for number of total thoughts (H4; µtemporal = 2.32, µnon-temporal = 

2.29) and number of non-reward thoughts (H6; µtemporal = 1.66, µnon-temporal = 1.79) were not 

significantly different at the 0.05 level. Results do not show support for H4, H5 and H6.  

TABLE 4.17 

Proximity of Reward Effects on Subject�s Thoughts  
 

Multivariate Test 
Independent Variable Wilk�s λ F p η2     

Proximity of Reward 0.990 0.547 0.326 0.010   
ANOVA: Proximity of Reward 

 Dependent 
Variables Manipulation N µ σ F p η2 Hypotheses 

All Thoughts  Temporal 88 2.32 1.81 0.008 0.464 0.000 H4 Not  
  Non-temporal 86 2.29 2.17       Supported  
Reward  Temporal 88 0.47 0.90 1.539 0.108 0.009 H5 Not  
Thoughts Non-temporal 86 0.30 0.84       Supported  
Non-reward  Temporal 88 1.66 1.78 0.210 0.324 0.001 H6 Not  
Thoughts  Non-temporal 86 1.79 2.00       Supported  

 
 

Hypotheses H13-H15: Visual Prime 

 H13: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke fewer (more) total thoughts among subjects. 
 
H14: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke more (fewer) reward thoughts among subjects. 
 
H15: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke fewer (more) non-reward thoughts among subjects 
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For the main effects of before/after photos there was multivariate significance (Wilk�s λ 

(3, 170) = 0.909; p = 0.000). Univariate results show that inclusion (exclusion) of before/after 

photos in the weight loss advertisement had a significant relationship with number of reward 

thoughts (F (1, 172) = 8.321; p = 0.002) and number of non-reward thoughts (F (1, 172) = 8.921; 

p = 0.002). Univariate results showed a non-significant relationship with number of total 

thoughts (F (1, 172) = 1.749; p = 0.094).   

When before/after photos were included in the advertisement, the mean number of 

reward thoughts (H14; µb/a photos = 0.56, µno photos = 0.19) was greater than when the before/after 

photos were excluded.  Additionally, when before/after photos were included in the 

advertisement, the mean number of non-reward thoughts (H15; µb/a photos = 1.33, µno photos = 2.17) 

was less than when the photos were excluded. The inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos 

did result in a difference in means for number of total thoughts (H13; µb/a photos = 2.12, µno photos = 

2.52). However, despite the difference in means occurring in the predicted direction it was not 

significant at the 0.05 level. Results show support for H14 and H15 but not for H13. 

TABLE 4.18 

Visual Prime Effects on Subject�s Thoughts 
 

Multivariate Test 
Independent Variable Wilk�s λ F p η2     

Visual Prime 0.909 5.668 0.000 0.091   
ANOVA: Visual Prime 

Dependent 
Variables  Manipulation N µ σ F p η2 Hypotheses

All Thoughts B/A Photos 93 2.12 1.99 1.749 0.094 0.010 H13 Not  
  No Photos 81 2.52 1.98        Supported 
Reward  B/A Photos 93 0.56 1.05 8.321 0.002 0.046 
Thoughts  No Photos 81 0.19 0.55       

H14 
Supported 

Non-reward  B/A Photos 93 1.33 1.73 8.921 0.002 0.049 
Thoughts  No Photos 81 2.17 1.97       

H15 
Supported 
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Hypotheses H22-H24: Vividness of Reward  

H22: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke fewer (more) total thoughts among subjects. 
 
H23: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke more (fewer) reward thoughts among subjects. 
 
H24: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke fewer (more) non-reward thoughts among subjects 
 
For the main effects of the customer testimonial there was multivariate significance 

(Wilk�s λ (3, 170) = 0.909; p = 0.000). Univariate results show that inclusion (exclusion) of the 

customer testimonial in the weight loss advertisement had a significant relationship with number 

of total thoughts (F (1, 172) = 16.214; p = 0.000) and number of non-reward thoughts (F (1, 172) 

= 15.902; p = 0.000). Univariate results showed a non-significant relationship number of reward 

thoughts (F (1, 172) = 0.251; p = 0.309).   

When the customer testimonial was included in the advertisement, the mean number of 

total thoughts was lesser than when the product testing information was included (H22; µcustomer 

testimonial = 1.73, µproduct testing info = 2.90).  Moreover, when the customer testimonial was included in 

the advertisement, the mean number of non-reward thoughts was lesser than when the product 

testing formation was included (H24; µcustomer testimonial = 1.18, µproduct testing info = 2.28). Again, the 

results for number of total thoughts and number of non-reward thoughts were significant at the 

0.05 level. Inclusion of the customer testimonial did not result in a significantly greater number 

of reward thoughts than inclusion of product testing information (H23; µcustomer testimonial = 0.35, 

µproduct testing info = 0.42). Results show support for H22 and H24 while support was not shown for 

H23.  
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TABLE 4.19 

Vividness of Reward Effects on Subject�s Thoughts  
 

Multivariate Test 
 Independent Variable Wilk�s λ F p η2     

Vividness of Reward 0.909 5.670 0.000 0.091   
ANOVA: Vividness of Reward 

 Dependent 
Variables Manipulation N µ σ F p η2 Hypotheses

All Thoughts Vivid 88 1.73 1.55 16.214 0.000 0.086 
  Non-vivid 86 2.90 2.22       

H22 
Supported 

Reward  Vivid 88 0.35 0.79 0.251 0.308 0.000 H23 Not  
Thoughts Non-vivid 86 0.42 0.95       Supported  
Non-reward  Vivid 88 1.18 1.47 15.902 0.000 0.085 
Thoughts Non-vivid 86 2.28 2.10       

H24 
Supported 

 
 
 
Amalgamation of Visceral Cues and Effects on Thoughts 

 While no hypotheses were included for the interaction of the three visceral cues it is 

anticipated that the together have a much more potent effect. In Experiment 2, the combined 

effects of the three visceral cues are examined. To develop an initial understanding of the 

combined effects, combinations of the visceral cues were examined and contrasted in Experiment 

1 as follows.  

Univariate results show that when temporal proximity of weight loss and the before/after 

photo were both in the advertisement the number of reward thoughts (F (1, 172) = 2.765; p = 

0.049) was significantly greater and the number of non-reward thoughts (F (1, 172) = 5.920; p = 

0.008) was significantly less than when either were excluded. Next, when both temporal 

proximity of weight loss and the customer testimonial were included in the advertisement 

number of reward thoughts (F (1, 172) = 2.780; p = 0.048) was significantly greater and number 

of non-reward thoughts (F (1, 172) = 3.871; p = 0.025) was significantly less than when either 
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were excluded. Third, when the before/after photo and customer testimonial were both present in 

the advertisement there were significantly less number of total thoughts (F (1, 172) = 4.215; p = 

0.021) and number of non-reward thoughts (F (1, 172) = 7.949; p = 0.003) than when either were 

excluded.  

Finally, when temporal proximity of weight loss, the before/after photo, and the customer 

testimonial were all in the advertisement there were significantly more reward thoughts (F (1, 

172) = 5.374; p = 0.011) and significantly fewer non-reward thoughts (F (1, 172) = 4.228; p = 

0.021) than when any of the three were not included. These results suggest that the visceral cues 

have stronger effects in combinations than when included independently. Of particular 

importance is the significance of number of reward thoughts and non-reward thoughts for the 

contrast between all three visceral cues together vs. all other combinations. This reveals that the 

three cues together appear to have the strongest effect. 

 

Hypotheses Testing: Buying Impulse, Affective Reaction, Intentions, Product Expectations, and 

Goal Commitment 

To test hypotheses H7-H12 (proximity of reward), H16-H21 (visual prime), and H25-

H30 (vividness of reward) a 2 (Proximity of Weight Loss Reward: Temporal Weight Loss 

Headline; Non-temporal Weight Loss Headline) x 2 (Visual Prime: Before/after Photos; No 

Before/after Photos) x 2 (Vividness of Reward: Vivid Text, Non-vivid Text) MANOVA was run 

on buying impulse, attitude toward the product, purchase intention, attitude toward the 

advertisement, expected product effectiveness, and goal commitment. All correlations for these 

dependent variables were significant at the 0.05 level. Goal commitment was not significantly 
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correlated with any of the other dependent variables at the 0.05 level and was excluded from 

multivariate tests. All reported p-values are for one-tail tests of the directional hypotheses.  

 

Hypotheses H7-H12: Proximity of Reward  

H7: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke stronger (weaker) buying impulse among 
subjects. 
 
H8: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the 
product among subjects. 
 
H9: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke greater (lesser) purchase intention by subjects. 
 
H10: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the 
advertisement among subjects. 
 
H11: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke greater (lesser) perceptions of product 
effectiveness among subjects. 
 
H12: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke greater (lesser) weight loss goal commitment 
among subjects. 

 

For the main effects of temporal proximity of weight loss, there was not multivariate 

significance (Wilk�s λ (5, 168) = 0.959; p = 0.107). Univariate results show that the inclusion 

(exclusion) of the statement of temporal proximity in the headline had a significant relationship 

with buying impulse (F (1, 172) = 6.208; p = 0.007).  Inclusion (exclusion) of a statement of 

temporal proximity was not significantly associated with attitude toward the product (F (1, 172) 

= 1.370; p = 0.122), purchase intention (F (1, 172) = 2.252; p = 0.067) attitude toward the 
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advertisement (F (1, 172) = 0.728; p = 0.197), expected product effectiveness (F (1, 172) = 

1.677; p = 0.098) and goal commitment (F (1, 172) = 0.401; p = 0.263).   

TABLE 4.20 

Proximity of Reward Effects on Buying Impulse, Affective Reaction, Intentions, Product 
Expectations, and Goal Commitment 

 
Multivariate Test 

 Independent Variable Wilk�s λ F p η2     
Proximity of Reward 0.959 1.433 0.107 0.041   

ANOVA: Proximity of Reward 
 Dependent 
Variables  Manipulation N µ σ F p η2 Hypotheses

Buying  Temporal 88 2.31 1.29 6.208 0.007 0.035 
Impulse Non-temporal 86 1.86 1.12       

H7 
Supported 

Attitude toward  Temporal 88 3.62 1.35 1.370 0.122 0.008 H8 Not  
Product  Non-temporal 86 3.38 1.37       Supported  
Purchase  Temporal 88 2.57 1.63 2.252 0.067 0.013 H9 Not  
Intention Non-temporal 86 2.21 1.46       Supported  
Attitude toward  Temporal 88 3.58 1.45 0.728 0.197 0.004 H10 Not  
Advertisement  Non-temporal 86 3.38 1.46       Supported  
Expected 
Product  Temporal 88 3.26 1.36 1.677 0.098 0.010 H11 Not  
Effectiveness  Non-temporal 86 2.99 1.36       Supported  
Goal  Temporal 88 4.66 1.35 0.401 0.263 0.002 H12 Not  
Commitment Non-temporal 86 4.79 1.19       Supported  

 
When temporal proximity of weight loss was included in the headline, subjects felt a 

stronger buying impulse (H7; µtemporal = 2.31, µnon-temporal = 1.86). The difference in means was in 

the predicted corresponding direction and was significant at the 0.05 level. The inclusion of 

temporal proximity of weight loss in the headline also produced the predicted differences in 

means for the dependent variables attitude toward the product (H8; µtemporal = 3.62, µnon-temporal = 

3.38), purchase intention (H9; µtemporal = 2.57, µnon-temporal = 2.21), attitude toward the 

advertisement (H10; µtemporal = 3.58, µnon-temporal = 3.39), and expected product effectiveness (H11; 

µtemporal = 3.26, µnon-temporal = 2.99). However, the differences in means were not significant at the 
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0.05 level. The difference in means for the variable goal commitment (H12; µtemporal = 4.66, µnon-

temporal = 4.79) was not in the predicted direction nor was it significant. The results show support 

for H7 while support was not found for H8-H12.  

 

Hypotheses H16-H21: Visual Prime  

H16: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke stronger (weaker) buying impulse among subjects. 
 
H17: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the product among subjects. 

 
H18: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke greater (lesser) purchase intention among subjects. 
 
H19: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the advertisement among subjects. 
 
H20: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke greater (lesser) perceptions of product effectiveness among subjects. 
 
H21: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke greater (lesser) weight loss goal commitment among subjects. 

 
For the main effects of the inclusions (exclusion) of before/after photos, there was 

multivariate significance (Wilk�s λ (5, 168) = 0.871; p = 0.000). Univariate results show 

significant differences in buying impulse (F (1, 172) = 17.663; p = 0.000), attitude toward the 

product (F (1, 172) = 19.487; p = 0.000), purchase intention (F (1, 172) = 15.960; p = 0.000), 

attitude toward the advertisement (F (1, 172) = 9.995; p = 0.001), and expected product 

effectiveness (F (1, 172) = 7.161; p = 0.005). Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos was not 

significantly associated with weight loss goal commitment (F (1, 172) = 0.449; p = 0.252).  

When before/after photos were included in the advertisement, subjects felt a stronger 

buying impulse (H16; µb/aphotos = 2.44, µno photos = 1.69), had a more positive attitude toward the 
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product (H17; µb/a photos  = 3.91, µno photos  = 3.04), had stronger purchase intentions (H18; µb/a photos 

= 2.81, µno photos  = 1.91), had more positive attitudes toward the advertisement (H19; µb/a photos = 

3.80, µno photos = 3.12), and greater expected product effectiveness (H20; µb/a photos =3.38, µno photos 

= 2.84). The differences in means for these variables were in the predicted corresponding 

direction and were significant at the 0.05 level. Contrary to prediction, the inclusion of the 

photos did not significantly increase subjects� level of weight loss goal commitment (H21; µb/a 

photos = 4.78, µno photos = 4.66).  The results show support for H16-H20 while support was not 

shown for H21. 

TABLE 4.21 

Visual Prime Effects on Buying Impulse, Affective Reaction, Intentions, Product Expectations, 
and Goal Commitment 

 
Multivariate Test 

Independent Variable Wilk�s λ F p η2     
Visual Prime 0.871 4.983 0.000 0.129   

ANOVA: Visual Prime 
 Dependent 
Variables Manipulation N µ σ F p η2 Hypotheses

Buying  B/A Photos 93 2.44 1.36 17.663 0.000 0.093 
Impulse No Photos 81 1.69 0.91       

H16 
Supported  

Attitude toward  B/A Photos 93 3.91 1.37 19.487 0.000 0.102 
Product  No Photos 81 3.04 1.20       

H17 
Supported  

Purchase  B/A Photos 93 2.81 1.71 15.960 0.000 0.085 
Intention No Photos 81 1.91 1.18       

H18 
Supported  

Attitude toward  B/A Photos 93 3.80 1.50 9.955 0.001 0.055 
Advertisement  No Photos 81 3.12 1.32       

H19 
Supported  

Expected 
Product  B/A Photos 93 3.38 1.38 6.811 0.005 0.038 
Effectiveness  No Photos 81 2.84 1.29       

H20 
Supported  

Goal  B/A Photos 93 4.79 1.13 0.449 0.252 0.003 
Commitment No Photos 81 4.66 1.43       

H21 Not  
Supported  
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Hypotheses H25-H30: Vividness of Reward  

H25: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke stronger (weaker) buying impulse among subjects. 

 
H26: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the product among subjects. 
 
H27: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke greater (lesser) purchase intention among subjects. 
 
H28: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the advertisement among 
subjects. 
 
H29: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke greater (lesser) perceptions of product effectiveness among subjects. 
 
H30: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke greater (lesser) weight loss goal commitment among subjects. 

 
For the inclusion (exclusion) of the customer testimonial, there was multivariate 

significance (Wilk�s λ (5, 168) = 0.936; p = 0.024). Univariate results show significant 

differences in buying impulse (F (1, 172) = 11.091; p = 0.000), attitude toward the product (F (1, 

172) = 6.011; p = 0.007), purchase intention (F (1, 172) = 7.377; p = 0.003), and attitude toward 

the advertisement (F (1, 172) = 4.219; p = 0.021). Marginal support was provided for expected 

product effectiveness (F (1, 172) = 2.685; p = 0.051). Results show that the inclusion (exclusion) 

of the customer testimonial did not significantly affect subject�s weight loss goal commitment (F 

(1, 172) = 0.315; p = 0.288).  

When the customer testimonial was included in the advertisement, subjects felt a stronger 

buying impulse (H25; µcustomer testimonial = 2.39, µproduct testing info = 1.78), had a more positive attitude 

toward the product (H26; µcustomer testimonial = 3.75, µproduct testing info = 3.25), had stronger purchase 

intentions (H27; µcustomer testimonial = 2.70, µproduct testing info = 2.07), had more positive attitudes 

toward the advertisement (H28; µcustomer testimonial = 3.70, µproduct testing info = 3.25), and greater 
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expected product effectiveness (H29; µcustomer testimonial = 3.29, µproduct testing info = 2.96). The 

differences in means for these variables were in the predicted corresponding direction and were 

significant at the 0.05 level. Contrary to prediction, the inclusion of the customer testimonial did 

not significantly increase subjects� level of weight loss goal commitment (H30; µcustomer testimonial = 

4.68, µproduct testing info = 4.78).  The results show support for H25-H28 and marginal support for 

H29 while support was not shown for H30. 

TABLE 4.22 

Vividness of Reward Effects on Buying Impulse, Affective Reaction, Intentions, Product 
Expectations, and Goal Commitment 

 
Multivariate Test 

Independent Variables Wilk�s λ F p η2     
Vividness of Reward 0.936 2.294 0.024 0.064   

ANOVA: Vividness of Reward 
 Dependent 
Variables 

 
Manipulation N µ σ F p η2 Hypotheses

Buying  Vivid 88 2.39 1.40 11.091 0.000 0.061 
Impulse  Non-vivid 86 1.78 0.94       

H25 
Supported 

Attitude toward  Vivid 88 3.75 1.33 6.011 0.007 0.034 
Product  Non-vivid 86 3.25 1.36       

H26 
Supported 

Purchase  Vivid 88 2.70 1.66 7.377 0.003 0.041 
Intention  Non-vivid 86 2.07 1.37       

H27 
Supported 

Attitude toward  Vivid 88 3.70 1.50 4.219 0.021 0.024 
Advertisement Non-vivid 86 3.25 1.38       

H28 
Supported 

Expected 
Product  Vivid 88 3.29 1.41 2.685 0.051 0.015 
Effectiveness  Non-vivid 86 2.96 1.30       

H29 
Marginal 
Support  

Goal  Vivid 88 4.68 1.28 0.315 0.288 0.002 
Commitment Non-vivid 86 4.78 1.27       

H30 Not  
Supported  
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Amalgamation of Visceral Cues and Effects on Buying Impulse, Affective Reaction and 

Intentions 

 Univariate results show that when temporal proximity of weight loss and the before/after 

photo were both in the advertisement subjects had a significantly stronger buying impulse (F (1, 

172) = 12.500; p = 0.000), more positive attitude toward the product (F (1, 172) = 5.489; p = 

0.010), stronger purchase intentions (F (1, 172) = 5.920; p = 0.008), more positive attitude 

toward the advertisement (F (1, 172) = 5.036; p = 0.013), and greater expected product 

effectiveness (F (1, 172) = 4.558; p = 0.017) than when either were excluded. Next, when both 

temporal proximity of weight loss and the customer testimonial were included in the 

advertisement subjects had a significantly stronger buying impulse (F (1, 172) = 13.556; p = 

0.000), more positive attitude toward the product (F (1, 172 = 3.466; p = 0.032), stronger 

purchase intentions (F (1, 172) = 10.432; p = 0.001), and greater expected product effectiveness 

(F (1, 172) = 4.511; p = 0.017) than when either were excluded.  

Third, when the before/after photo and customer testimonial were both present in the 

advertisement subjects had a significantly stronger buying impulse (F (1, 172) = 24.245; p = 

0.000), more positive attitude toward the product (F (1, 194) = 15.832; p = 0.000), stronger 

purchase intentions (F (1, 172) = 18.738; p = 0.000), more positive attitude toward the 

advertisement (F (1, 172) =11.456; p = 0.000), and greater expected product effectiveness (F (1, 

172) = 10.367; p = 0.001) than when either were excluded. Finally, when temporal proximity of 

weight loss, the before/after photo, and the customer testimonial were all in the advertisement 

subjects had a significantly stronger buying impulse (F (1, 172) = 16.179; p = 0.000), more 

positive attitude toward the product (F (1, 172) = 5.003; p = 0.013), stronger purchase intentions 

(F (1, 172) = 12.524; p = 0.000), more positive attitude toward the advertisement (F (1, 172) = 
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3.539; p = 0.031), and greater expected product effectiveness (F (1, 172) = 10.139; p = 0.001) 

than when any of the three were not included.  

Again, these contrasts suggest that the visceral cues have stronger effects in combinations 

than independently. For the dependent variables associated with the supported hypotheses, all 

two-way combinations had stronger effects than when either was excluded and the three-way 

combination had stronger effects than any other combination. This reveals that the three cues 

together appear to have a compounding effect. 

 

Experiment 1: Summary of Results 

 In summary, support was found for 15 of the 27 hypotheses associated with Experiment 

1. Results show support for hypotheses H7, H14-H20, H22, and H24-H28 and marginal 

support for hypotheses H29. Support was not found for hypotheses H4, H5, H6, H8-H12, H13, 

H21, H23, and H30. The inclusion of before/after photos in the weight loss advertisements had 

the strongest effect across the nine dependent variables with support found for seven of the nine 

hypotheses. The inclusion of the customer testimonial had the second strongest effect with 

support found for six of the nine hypotheses and marginal support found for one hypothesis. The 

temporal proximity of weight loss proved to be the weakest of the three manipulations with only 

one of the nine hypotheses supported. Results for temporal proximity of weight loss did show 

correct prediction of the direction for the difference in means for seven of the nine hypotheses. 

Examination of contrasts between amalgamated visceral cues reveal that the three combined 

appear to have the strongest effect. 
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Experiment 2: Visceral Influence and Involvement with Body Weight 

 The second experiment tests the simultaneous effects of the three visceral cues and 

involvement with body weight on consumer thoughts, buying impulse, affective reaction, 

purchase intentions, performance expectations, and goal commitment. This investigation is 

important because it shows the strength of the combined effect of all three visceral cues and how 

involvement with a reward can further strengthen the effects of the visceral cues.  

 

Study Design 

Experiment 2 examines the combined effects of the three visceral cues and the 

interaction of the visceral cues with subject involvement with body weight, addressing H31-H57. 

Experiment 2 is a 2 (Involvement with Body Weight: Low; High) x 2 (Visceral Cues: 

Included; Excluded) full factorial between subjects design. Experimental advertisements were 

constructed in the same manner as Experiment 1. The advertisement was full page and full 

color. The color of the main text was black and the color of the headlines is maroon. The 

background color faded from white to bright orange. The top of the advertisement contained the 

main headline with a sub-headline in the center of the page. In the before/after photos condition 

the photos were placed on the left directly below the headline. The customer testimonial/product 

testing information was placed below the photos on the bottom half of the page. An image of 

orange diet pills was placed in the lower right corner of the page and held constant across all 

advertisements. To the right of the before/after photos was filler information which was pulled 

across the page when the before/after photos were absent. Disclaimers and filler information 

were held constant across all advertisements. This filler information was double-spaced in 12-
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point font and stretched across the advertisement when before/after photos were absent. The 

filler information was constant across all advertisements and read as follows: 

�WEIGHT OFF CAPSULES PROVIDE WEIGHT LOSS IN ONE ORANGE PILL 
A DAY 
  
Lose weight with WEIGHT OFF and experience the benefits.  
  
Effective dissolving liquid gel capsules 
  
Superior ingredients 
  
24 hour formula 
  
Available at fine retailers everywhere� 

 
All disclaimers were placed at the bottom of the advertisement except for results will 

vary which is place to the left center of the page. Disclaimer information, held constant across all 

advertisements, was typed in 6-point font and included the following statements: 

�Statements in this ad have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug 
Administration. Read label before use. Consult doctor before taking. No product 
causes spot reduction. Not intended to cure, prevent, ore treat disease. In an eight 
week study in which all groups followed a diet and exercise plan, subjects using 
the primary ingredients in WEIGHT OFF lost, on average, significantly more 
weight than subjects who were using a placebo (9.53 vs. 5.06 lbs). WEIGHT OFF 
is patent-pending.� 

 
 Visceral cues is a manipulated independent variable and is a compilation of the three 

visceral cues: proximity of reward, visual prime, and vividness of reward.  In the visceral 

condition all three visceral cues are included and in the non-visceral condition all three of the 

visceral cues are excluded.  Therefore, the visceral condition includes a temporal weight loss 

headline, before/after photos, and a customer testimonial. The non-visceral condition includes 

the non-temporal weight loss headline, no before/after photos, and the product testing 

information.  
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First, in the visceral condition the temporal weight headline read �PICTURE YOURSELF 

��LOSING WEIGHT FAST! LOSE AS MUCH AS 30 LBS IN ONLY 60 DAYS!� The main 

temporal headline is also accompanied by a sub-headline in the center of the page which reads 

�LOSE 30 LBS FAST WITH WEIGHT OFF!� In the non-visceral condition, the headline reads 

�LOSE WEIGHT WITH WEIGHT OFF� and is accompanied by a sub-headline in the center of 

the page which reads �TAKE OFF POUNDS WITH WEIGHT OFF�.  Second, the visceral 

condition includes the before/after photos while the non-visceral condition excludes before/after 

photos. And third, the visceral condition includes the customer testimonial which reads: 

�Before WEIGHT OFF I tried nearly everything under the sun but failed to lose 
weight. With the WEIGHT OFF product I experienced IMMEDIATE results! I lost 
a total of 29, YES, 29 pounds!!! Before I started this product I weighed 155 lbs 
and in the first eight weeks I was back to 126 lbs which is what I weighed before I 
had my two kids. WOW! It was so easy! I now get noticed everywhere I go. It feels 
great to have my sexy body back. Now I love shopping for new sexy clothes!  
Thanks so much for such a great product and for helping me look and feel 
GREAT!� 
 
Stephanie, Dallas, TX 

 
In contrast, the non-visceral condition includes the non-vivid product testing information which 

reads: 

�WEIGHT OFF provides results by boosting your metabolism and curbing your 
appetite. WEIGHT OFF is documented through an independent series of double-
blind clinical tries.� 
  
�Current therapeutic research has shown that WEIGHT OFF is more effective 
than diet and exercise alone. WEIGHT OFF was proven to produce reductions in 
bodyweight and fat-mass even without changes in diet or exercise.� 

 

Sample and Procedure 

 Experiment 2 was conducted on 84 undergraduate students at a major southwestern 

university. Participants were assigned to experimental conditions where they each viewed one 
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manipulated advertisements and responded to the attached questionnaire. Eighty-five percent 

(72) of the subjects were between the age of 18 and 25. Fifty-two percent (44) of the subjects 

were female and 47.6% (40) were male. Eighty-seven (73) percent of the subjects were single 

and the rest were married (10.7%) or divorced (2.3%). Approximately 74% (62) of the subjects 

were Caucasian, 8.3% were African American, 10.7% were Asian, 5.9% were Hispanic, and 

1.2% were multi-racial.  Thirty-eight percent (32) of the subjects reported household earnings 

under $20k annually while 25% earn between $20,001 and $40k, 11.9% earn between $40,001 

and $60k, 2.4% earn between $60,001 and $80k, 7.1% earn between $80,001 and $100k, and 

14.3% earn more than $100k. Twenty-one percent (18) of the subjects rate themselves as 

overweight. 

 Each subject received a booklet which contained a consent form, instructions, an 

advertisement, and a questionnaire. Following the consent form, the instructions for participation 

read as follows:  

�This study is designed to assess participants� reactions to advertisements. The 
purpose of this study is to develop a better understanding of consumers� 
processing of information provided in advertising. A preproduction version of an 
advertisement for a weight loss product has been obtained for the study. Please 
take a couple of minutes to view the advertisement. When viewing the 
advertisement, please attempt to examine the advertisement carefully and in the 
same manner you would if you saw it in a magazine. After viewing the 
advertisement, please take a few minutes to record your responses to the 
questions provided in the questionnaire. When responding to questions please 
take time to read the instructions for each section and record your answers with 
accuracy and care. All questions concern your thoughts and feelings. There is no 
right or wrong answer.� 

 
Again, the subjects were told that they were viewing a preproduction version of an 

advertisement, the goal of the study was to assess reactions to advertisements, and that they 

should examine the advertisement in the same manner they would if they saw it in a magazine. 
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The subjects were also verbally instructed to read the consent form and instructions, examine the 

advertisement as if they were seeing it in a magazine, and to flip the advertisement over and 

immediately complete the questionnaire. Subjects were told that there was no time limit for 

viewing the advertisements. They were instructed to spend the same amount of time as they 

would if they were examining the advertisement in a magazine. Subjects were reminded that 

there were not right or wrong answers and that all responses concern their own thoughts and 

feelings.   

The questionnaire began with the measured dependent variables followed by the concern 

for appearance measure, involvement with body weight measure, and thought listing exercise. As 

in Experiment 1, 10 separate boxes were placed on the page. Subjects were asked to place each 

individual thought, feeling or impression in a separate box. After the thought listing exercise, 

subjects responded to demographic items and two manipulations checks. The first manipulation 

check asked it the advertisement viewed contained photos and the second manipulation check 

asked if the headline contained numbers. 

 

Dependent Variables 

Dependent variables include number of total thoughts, number of reward thoughts, non-

reward thoughts, and the measured dependent variables. Measured dependent variables included 

buying impulse (α = 0.90; item loadings ranged from 0.88 to 0.95), attitude toward the product (α 

= 0.92; item loadings ranged from 0.80 to 0.93), purchase intention (α = 0.97; item loadings 

ranged from 0.91 to 0.96), attitude toward the advertisement (α = 0.93; item loadings ranged 

from 0.90 to 0.95), expected product effectiveness (α = 0.94; item loadings ranged from 0.83 to 

0.91), and goal commitment (α = 0.82; item loadings ranged from 0.74 to 0.79).  
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 Manipulation Checks and Confounds 

 For the visceral manipulation, manipulation checks were included for proximity of 

reward and visual prime. For proximity of reward, subjects were asked if the headline in the 

weight loss advertisement contained numbers. Of the 84 subjects, 45 viewed the visceral 

advertisement and 39 viewed the non-visceral advertisement. Eighty-one (96.4%) subjects 

passed the manipulation check and three subjects failed it. Two subjects failed the temporal 

manipulation check for the visceral condition and one failed it for the non-visceral condition. 

Next, participants were asked if the advertisement they viewed contained a before/after photo.  

Of the remaining 81 subjects, eighty (98.7%) subjects passed the photo manipulation check. The 

subject who failed the photo manipulation check failed it for the non-visceral condition. The four 

subjects who failed either the temporal or photo manipulation check were removed from further 

analysis. Removal of the subjects failing the manipulation checks resulted in 80 useable 

questionnaires. 

Ad skepticism was measured as a potential confounding variable. Subjects were divided 

into high (1- 3.33) and low skepticism (3.34-7.00) groups based upon a median split. As a result, 

42 subjects were assigned to the high skepticism group while 38 subjects were assigned to the 

low skepticism group. MANOVA was run on the interaction between ad skepticism and the 

manipulated visceral cues across all dependent variables. For subjects� thoughts, multivariate 

tests showed that the interactions between ad skepticism and visceral cues (Wilk�s Lambda (3, 

74); = 0.962; p = 0.412) was not significant. For the measured dependent variables, multivariate 

tests showed that the interactions between ad skepticism and visceral cues (Wilk�s Lambda (6, 

71); = 0.961; p = 0.817) was not significant. Univariate results show that ad skepticism does not 

significantly interact with visceral cues across any of the dependent variables (p-values for all 
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other univariate results range from 0.089 to 0.916). Varying levels of ad skepticism is not 

anticipated to have any confounding effects on the visceral cues manipulation. 

TABLE 4.23 

 Ad Skepticism* Visceral Cues Confound Check 
 

MANOVA: Ad Skepticism * Cues Interaction 
Multivariate Tests: Subjects� Thoughts 

Independent Variables Wilk�s λ p η2 
Visceral Cues*Ad Skepticism 0.962 0.412 0.038 

Multivariate Tests: Measured Dependent Variables 
Visceral Cues*Ad Skepticism 0.961 0.817 0.039 

ANOVA: Ad Skepticism*Visceral Cues 
Dependent Variables F p η2 

Buying Impulse 0.043 0.836 0.001 
Attitude toward Product 1.083 0.301 0.014 
Purchase Intention 0.011 0.916 0.000 
Attitude toward Ad 0.080 0.778 0.001 
Perceived Product Effectiveness 1.689 0.198 0.022 
Goal Commitment 0.054 0.817 0.001 
Total Thoughts 0.155 0.695 0.002 
Reward Thoughts 2.968 0.089 0.038 
Non-Reward Thoughts 0.046 0.830 0.001 

 
 
 
Independent Variables 

Two measures of involvement with body weight were included in Experiment 2. The 

first measure, concern for appearance, was previously used in Pilot Study II. The second 

measure, Oliver and Bearden�s (1985) involvement with body weight scale was included as 

potentially better performing more robust measure of involvement with body weight. Concern 

for appearance (α = 0.80; item loadings range from 0.67 to 0.90) was measured with four 7-point

Likert items from Netermeyer, Burton, and Lichtenstein (1998). Anchors ranged from 

strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7). This scale captures an individual�s level of concern 
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for their appearance. The scale was then divided into two groups based upon a median split: low 

concern for appearance (1.00-4.99) and high concern for appearance (5.00-7.00). As a result, 52 

subjects were classified as high concern for appearance and 28 subjects were classified as low 

concern for appearance. 

Involvement with body weight (α = 0.86; item loadings ranged from 0.70-0.84) was 

measured with five 7-point Likert items from Oliver and Bearden (1985). Anchors ranged 

from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7). The scale captures an individual�s involvement 

with his/her body weight. The scale was then divided into two groups based upon a median split: 

(low involvement with body weight (1-3.99) and high involvement with body weight (4.00-

7.00). Consequently, 42 subjects were classified as high involvement with body weight and 38 

subjects were classified as low involvement with body weight.  

To determine whether the Oliver and Bearden�s (1985) involvement with body weight 

scale performs better than the initial concern for appearance scale a comparison of the 

MANOVA results was performed. Reported p-values are for one-tail tests. For subjects� 

thoughts, the main effects of concern for appearance did not show multivariate significance 

(Wilk�s λ (3, 74) = 0.997; p = 0.485) nor was there multivariate significance for the interaction 

between concern for appearance and visceral cues (Wilk�s λ (3, 74) = 0.987; p = 0.407). For the 

measured dependent variables, the main effects of concern for appearance did not show 

multivariate significance (Wilk�s λ (6, 71) = 0.971; p = 0.454) nor was there multivariate 

significance for the interaction between concern for appearance and visceral cues (Wilk�s λ (3, 

74) = 0.941; p = 0.311).Univariate results show that main effect of concern for appearance had a 

non-significant relationship with all of the dependent variables (p-values ranged from 0.111 to 

0.437). Furthermore, univariate results for the overall interaction between concern for 
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appearance and visceral cues had a non-significant relationship with all dependent variables (p-

values ranging from 0.061 to 0.408). Crosstabulation between concern for appearance and 

perceptions of being overweight show that there is no relationship (χ2 = 0.001; p = 0.977). Sixty-

five percent of subjects who thought they were overweight also had high concern for appearance.  

For subjects� thoughts, the main effects of involvement with body weight did not show 

multivariate significance (Wilk�s λ (3, 74), = 0.949; p = 0.135) but there was multivariate 

significance for the interaction between involvement with body weight and visceral cues (Wilk�s 

λ (3, 74) = 0.898; p = 0.023). For the measured dependent variables, the main effects of 

involvement with body weight did show multivariate significance (Wilk�s λ (6, 71), = 0.856; p = 

0.039) and there was multivariate significance for the interaction between involvement with 

body weight and visceral cues (Wilk�s λ (6, 71) = 0.803; p = 0.007). Univariate results show that 

main effect of involvement with body weight was significantly related to buying impulse (p = 

0.05) and purchase intention (p = 0.000) with all other p-values ranging from 0.148 to 0.423. 

Univariate results show that the overall interaction between involvement with body weight and 

visceral cues was significant across eight of the nine dependent variables with p-values ranging 

from 0.000 to 0.080. Crosstabulation between involvement with body weight and perceptions of 

being overweight show that there is a significant relationship (χ2 = 14.993; p = 0.000). Ninety-

four percent of subjects who felt they were overweight also had high involvement with body 

weight. Furthermore, another 41% of subjects who did not feel they were overweight also had a 

high involvement with body weight. As suggested by the American Academy of Advertising 

dissertation competition reviewers, Oliver and Bearden�s (1985) involvement with body weight 

scale performed considerably better than the concern for appearance scale as a measure of 
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involvement with body weight. Consequently, the concern for appearance scale was replaced by 

the involvement with body weight scale in all subsequent hypotheses testing. 

 

Hypotheses Testing: Visceral Cues, Involvement with Body Weight, and Subjects� Thoughts 

H31-H33, H40-42, and H49-H51 deal with the effects of visceral cues and involvement 

with body weight on subjects� number of total thoughts, reward thoughts, and non-reward 

thoughts. Following Kirmani and Zhu (2007), thoughts were coded independently by two 

independent coders. Inter-rater reliability between the coders for total thoughts was 0.938. For 

the categorical classification of thoughts, inter-rater reliability was 0.880. All disagreements 

were resolved through discussion. To test hypotheses H31-H33, H40-H42, and H49-H51 a 2 

(Involvement with Body Weight: Low; High) x 2 (Visceral Cue: Yes; No) MANOVA was run 

on number of total thoughts, number of reward thoughts, and number of non-reward thoughts. 

All reported p-values are for one-tail t-tests. 

 

Hypotheses H31-H33: Visceral Cues 

H31: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising will 
evoke fewer (more) total thoughts among subjects. 
 
H32: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising will 
evoke more (fewer) reward thoughts among subjects. 
 
H33: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising will 
evoke fewer (more) non-reward thoughts among subjects. 

 
For the main effects of visceral cues there was multivariate significance (Wilk�s λ (3, 76) 

= 0.812; p = 0.000). Univariate results show that the inclusion (exclusion) of visceral cues in the 

weight loss advertisement had a significant relationship with number of total thoughts (F (1, 78) 
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= 3.456; p = 0.034), number of reward thoughts (F (1, 78) = 11.086; p = 0.000) and number of 

non-reward thoughts (F (1, 78) = 9.858; p = 0.001).   

When visceral cues were included in the weight loss advertisement, the mean number of 

total thoughts was lesser than for the non-visceral condition (H31; µvisceral = 2.12, µnon-visceral = 

2.92). The mean number of reward thoughts (H32; µvisceral = 0.70, µnon-visceral = 0.11) for the 

visceral condition was greater than for the non-visceral condition. Finally, the mean number of 

non-reward thoughts (H33; µvisceral = 1.16, µnon-visceral = 2.51) was greater for the non-visceral 

condition than the visceral condition. The effect of visceral cues on number of total thoughts, 

number of reward thoughts, and number of non-reward thoughts resulted in the predicted 

differences. Subjects in the visceral condition had fewer total thoughts, fewer non-reward 

thoughts, but more reward thoughts. Therefore, support was found for H31, H32, and H33.  

TABLE 4.24 

Visceral Cues Effect on Subject�s Thoughts 
 

Multivariate Test 
Independent Variable Wilk�s λ F p η2     

Visceral Cues 0.812 5.859 0.000 0.188   
ANOVA: Visceral Cues 

 Dependent 
Variables Manipulation N µ σ F p  η2 Hypotheses

All  Visceral 43 2.12 1.69 3.455 0.024 0.042 
Thoughts Non-visceral 37 2.92 2.17    

H31 
Supported 

Reward  Visceral 43 0.70 1.01 11.086 0.000 0.124 
Thoughts Non-visceral 37 0.11 0.39       

H32 
Supported 

Non-reward  Visceral 43 1.16 1.53 9.857 0.001 0.112 
Thoughts Non-visceral 37 2.51 2.29       

H33 
Supported 
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Hypotheses H40-H42: Visceral Cues and High Involvement with Body Weight  

H40: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke fewer (more) total thoughts among 
subjects. 
 
H41: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke more (fewer) reward thoughts among 
subjects. 
 
H42: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke fewer (more) non-reward thoughts among 
subjects. 
 
For the main effects of involvement with body weight there was not multivariate 

significance (Wilk�s λ (3, 74) = 0.949; p = 0.135). Univariate results show that involvement with 

body weight had a non-significant relationship with number of total thoughts (F (1, 76) = 0.066; 

p = 0.398), number of reward thoughts (F (1, 76) = 2.235; p = 0.069), and number of non-reward 

thoughts (F (1, 76) = 0.214; p = 0.322).  In contrast, when examining the effects of the visceral 

cues for subjects with high involvement with body weight there is multivariate significance 

(Wilk�s λ (3, 38) = 0.573; p = 0.000). Univariate results show for subjects with high involvement 

with body weight the visceral cues produced significant results for number of total thoughts (F 

(1, 40) = 5.859; p = 0.010), number of reward thoughts (F (1, 40) = 13.414; p = 0.000), and 

number of non-reward thoughts (F (1, 40) = 14.744; p = 0.000) 

When subjects were highly involved with body weight and exposed to advertisements 

with visceral cues, the mean number of total thoughts (H40; µhigh involvement-visceral = 1.65, µhigh 

involvement-non-visceral = 3.18) and the mean number of non-reward thoughts (H42; µhigh involvement-visceral 

= 0.55, µhigh involvement-non-visceral = 2.82)  was less than when subjects were highly involved with 

body weight and exposed to advertisements without visceral cues.  When subjects were highly 

involved with body weight and exposed to advertisements with visceral cues, the mean number 
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of reward thoughts (H41; µhigh involvement-visceral = 1.00, µhigh involvement-non-visceral = 0.09) was greater 

than when subjects were highly involved with body weight and exposed to advertisements 

without visceral cues. As predicted, subjects highly involved with body weight who viewed 

advertisements with visceral cues had significantly fewer total thoughts and non-reward thoughts 

but significantly more reward thoughts than subjects highly involved with body weight who 

viewed advertisements without visceral cues. Therefore, hypotheses H40-H42 are supported. 

TABLE 4.25 

Visceral Cues*Involvement with Body Weight Overall Interaction Effects on Subject Thoughts 

Multivariate Test 
 Independent Variables Wilk�s λ F p η2 

Visceral Cues*Involvement 0.898 2.805 0.023 0.102 
ANOVA 

 Dependent Variables F p η2 
All Thoughts 3.081 0.042 0.039 
Reward Thoughts 3.019 0.043 0.038 
Non-reward Thoughts 4.964 0.015 0.061 

 
TABLE 4.26 

High Involvement with Body Weight*Visceral Cues Effects on Subjects� Thoughts 

Multivariate Test 

 Independent Variables 
Wilk�s 
λ F p η2     

Visceral Cues*High Involvement 0.573 9.446 0.000 0.427     
ANOVA: Visceral Cues*High Involvement with Body Weight 

 Dependent 
Variables Manipulation N µ σ F p η2 Hypotheses

All  Visceral 20 1.65 1.49 5.859 0.020 0.128 H40  
Thoughts Non-visceral 22 3.18 2.44    Supported 
Reward  Visceral 20 1.00 1.08 13.414 0.001 0.251 H41  
Thoughts Non-visceral 22 0.09 0.43    Supported 
Non-reward  Visceral 20 0.55 0.89 14.272 0.001 0.220  H42 
Thoughts Non-visceral 22 2.82 2.50    Supported 
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Hypotheses H49-H51: Visceral Cues and Low Involvement with Body Weight  

H49: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in number of total thoughts 
among subjects. 
 
H50: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in number of reward 
thoughts among subjects. 
 
H51: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in number in number of non-
reward thoughts among subjects. 

 
When examining the effects of the visceral cues for subjects with low involvement with 

body weight there was not multivariate significance (Wilk�s λ (3, 34) = 0.956; p = 0.334). 

Univariate results show for subjects with low involvement with body weight the visceral cues 

produced non-significant results for number of total thoughts (F (1, 36) = 0.000; p = 0.492), 

number of reward thoughts (F (1, 36) = 1.532; p = 0.112), and number of non-reward thoughts (F 

(1, 36) = 0.369; p = 0.273) 

TABLE 4.27 

Low Involvement with Body Weight*Visceral Cues Effects on Subjects� Thoughts 
 

Multivariate Test 
Independent Variables Wilk�s λ F p η2   

Visceral Cues*Low Involvement 0.956 0.525 0.334 0.044   
ANOVA: Visceral Cues* Low Involvement with Body Weight 

Dependent 
Variables Manipulation N µ σ F p η2 Hypotheses

All  Visceral 23 2.52 1.78 0.000 0.492 0.000 
Thoughts Non-visceral 15 2.53 1.69       

H49 
Supported 

Reward  Visceral 23 0.43 0.89 1.532 0.112 0.041 
Thoughts Non-visceral 15 0.13 0.35       

H50 
Supported 

Non-reward  Visceral 23 1.70 1.77 0.369 0.274 0.010 
Thoughts Non-visceral 15 2.07 1.94       

H51 
Supported 
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When subjects had low involvement with body weight and were exposed to 

advertisements with visceral cues, the mean number of total thoughts (H49; µlow involvement-visceral = 

2.52, µlow involvement-non-visceral = 2.53) and the mean number of non-reward thoughts (H51; µlow 

involvement-visceral = 1.70, µlow involvement-non-visceral = 2.07) was lesser than when subjects had low 

involvement with body weight and exposed to advertisements without visceral cues.  When 

subjects had low involvement with body weight and exposed to advertisements with visceral 

cues, the mean number of reward thoughts (H40; µlow involvement-visceral = 0.43, µlow involvement-non-visceral 

= 0.13) was greater than when subjects were highly involved with body weight and exposed to 

advertisements without visceral cues. As predicted, subjects with low involvement with body 

weight who viewed advertisements with visceral cues did not have significantly fewer total 

thoughts and non-reward or significantly more reward thoughts than subjects with low 

involvement with body weight who viewed advertisements without visceral cues. Therefore, 

hypotheses H49-H51 are supported. 

FIGURE 4.1 

Visceral Cues and Subjects� Thoughts 
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Hypotheses Testing: Buying Impulse, Affective Reaction, Intentions, Product Expectations, and 

Goal Commitment 

To test hypotheses H34-H39, H43-H48, and H52-H57 a 2 (Involvement with Body 

Weight: Low; High) x 2 (Visceral Cues: Included; Excluded) MANOVA was run with the 

dependent variables buying impulse, attitude toward the product, purchase intention, attitude 

toward the advertisement, and expected product effectiveness. Goal commitment was not 

significantly correlated with the other dependent variables at the 0.05 level and was excluded 

from multivariate tests of significance. All reported p-values are for one-tail tests of the 

directional hypotheses. 

 

Hypotheses H34-H39: Visceral Cues 

H34: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising will 
evoke stronger (weaker) buying impulse among subjects. 

 
H35: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising will 
evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the product among subjects. 
 
H36: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising will 
evoke greater (less) purchase intention by subjects. 
 
H37: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising will 
evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the advertisement among subjects. 
 
H38: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising will 
evoke greater (less) perceptions of product effectiveness among subjects. 
 
H39: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising will 
evoke greater (less) weight loss goal commitment among subjects. 
 
For the main effects of the visceral cues, there was overall multivariate significance 

(Wilk�s λ (5, 72) = 0.733; p = 0.000). The univariate results show that the inclusion (exclusion) 

of the visceral cues in the weight loss advertisement had a significant relationship with buying 
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impulse (F (1, 76) = 13.041; p = 0.000), attitude toward the product (F (1, 76) = 19.939; p = 

0.000), purchase intention (F (1, 76) = 17.666; p = 0.000), attitude toward the advertisement (F 

(1, 76) = 8.622; p = 0.002), and expected product effectiveness (F (1, 76) = 10.093; p = 0.001). 

Univariate results show the visceral cues manipulation did not product significant differences in 

goal commitment (F (1, 78) = 0.196; p = 0.329).  

When visceral cues were included in the weight loss advertisement, the means for buying 

impulse (H34; µvisceral = 2.64, µnon-visceral = 1.66, attitude toward the product (H35; µvisceral = 4.12, 

µnon-visceral = 2.89), purchase intention (H36; µvisceral = 3.00, µnon-visceral = 1.83), attitude toward the 

advertisement (H37; µvisceral = 4.05, µnon-visceral = 3.16), and expected product effectiveness (H38; 

µvisceral = 3.76, µnon-visceral = 2.87) were significantly greater for the visceral condition than the 

non-visceral condition. There was no significant difference for goal commitment (H39; µvisceral = 

4.57, µnon-visceral = 4.72). As predicted, the effect of visceral cues had a positive effect on buying 

impulse, attitude toward the product, purchase intention, attitude toward the advertisement, and 

expected product effectiveness. Support for the positive effectives of visceral cues on goal 

commitment was not found. Hence, support was found for hypotheses H34-H38 while support 

was not found for H39. 
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TABLE 4.28 

Visceral Cues Effects on Buying Impulse, Affective Reaction, Intentions, Product Expectations, 
and Goal Commitment 

 
Multivariate Tests 

Independent Variable Wilk�s λ F p η2 
Visceral Cues 0.733 5.233 0.000 0.267 

ANOVA: Visceral Cues  
 Dependent 
Variables Manipulation N µ σ F p η2 Hypotheses

Buying  Visceral 43 2.64 1.55 13.041 0.000 0.146 
Impulse Non-visceral 37 1.66 0.92       

H34 
Supported 

Attitude 
toward  Visceral 43 4.12 1.19 19.939 0.000 0.208 
Product Non-visceral 37 2.89 1.30       

H35 
Supported 

Purchase  Visceral 43 3.00 1.78 17.666 0.000 0.189 
Intention Non-visceral 37 1.83 1.00       

H36 
Supported 

Attitude 
toward  Visceral 43 4.05 1.27 8.622 0.002 0.102 
Advertisement Non-visceral 37 3.16 1.36      

H37 
Supported 

Expected 
Product  Visceral 43 3.76 1.22 10.093 0.001 0.117 
Effectiveness Non-visceral 37 2.87 1.31       

H38 
Supported 

Goal  Visceral 43 4.57 1.18 0.196 0.329 0.003 
Commitment Non-visceral 37 4.72 1.27    

H39 Not  
Supported  

 
 
 
Hypotheses H43-H48: Visceral Cues and High Involvement with Body Weight 

H43: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke stronger (weaker) buying impulse among 
subjects. 
H44: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the 
product among subjects. 
 
H45: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues evoke greater (lesser) purchase intention among 
subjects. 
 
H46: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the 
advertisement among subjects. 
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H47: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke greater (lesser) perceptions of product 
effectiveness among subjects. 
 
H48: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke greater (lesser) weight loss goal 
commitment among subjects. 
 
For the main effects of involvement with body weight there was multivariate significance 

(Wilk�s λ (5, 72) = 0.856; p = 0.022). Univariate results show that the main effect of involvement 

with body weight had a significant relationship with purchase intention (F (1, 76) = 11.194; p = 

0.000) and a marginally significant relationship with buying impulse (F (1, 76) = 2.655; p = 

0.054). Involvement with body weight was not significantly associated with attitude toward the 

product (F (1, 76) = 1.108; p = 0.148), attitude toward the advertisement (F (1, 76) = 0.038; p = 

0.423), expected product effectiveness (F (1, 76) = 1.061; p = 0.153), and goal commitment (F 

(1, 78) = 0.096; p = 0.379).   

TABLE 4.29 

High Involvement with Body Weight* Visceral Cues Multivariate Tests 
 

Multivariate Tests 
 Independent Variables Wilk�s λ F p η2 

Involvement with Body Weight 0.856 1.996 0.039 0.144 
Visceral Cues*Involvement 0.829 2.975 0.009 0.171 
Visceral Cues* High Involvement 0.505 7.064 0.000 0.495 
Visceral Cues*Low Involvement 0.833 1.279 0.149 0.167 

 
When examining the effects of the visceral cues for subjects with high involvement with 

body weight there was multivariate significance (Wilk�s λ (5, 37) = 0.505; p = 0.000). Univariate 

results show for subjects with high involvement with body weight the visceral cues produced 

significant results for buying impulse (F (1, 40) = 19.927; p = 0.000), attitude toward the product 

(F (1, 40) = 16.998; p = 0.000), purchase intention (F (1, 40) = 28.496; p = 0.000), attitude 
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toward the advertisement (F (1, 40) = 10.882; p = 0.001), and expected product effectiveness (F 

(1, 40) = 18.895; p = 0.000). There was not univariate significance for goal commitment (F (1, 

40) = 1.046; p = 0.156). 

When subjects were highly involved with body weight, visceral cues had a significant 

positive effect on buying impulse (H43; µhigh involvement-visceral = 3.35, µhigh involvement-non-visceral = 

1.48), attitude toward the product (H44; µhigh involvement-visceral = 4.49, µhigh involvement-non-visceral = 

2.85), purchase intention (H45; µhigh involvement-visceral = 4.05, µhigh involvement-non-visceral = 1.83), attitude 

toward the advertisement (H46; µhigh involvement-visceral = 4.35, µhigh involvement-non-visceral = 2.98), and 

expected product performance (H47; µhigh involvement-visceral = 4.28, µhigh involvement-non-visceral = 2.80). 

For subjects highly involved with body weight, visceral cues had a non-significant positive effect 

on goal commitment (H48; µhigh involvement-visceral = 4.88, µhigh involvement-non-visceral = 4.55).   

As predicted, subjects highly involved with body weight who viewed advertisements with 

visceral cues had significantly stronger buying impulses (H43), more positive attitudes toward 

the product (H44), greater purchase intentions (H45), more positive attitudes toward the 

advertisement (H46), and greater expected product performance (H47). Subjects highly involved 

with body weight did not have significantly greater weight loss goal commitment when exposed 

to visceral cues. As a result, hypotheses H43-H47 were supported while hypothesis H48 was not 

supported. 
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TABLE 4.30  

Visceral Cues*Involvement with Bodyweight Overall Interaction 

ANOVA: Visceral Cues*Involvement with Bodyweight 
 Dependent Variables F p η2 

Buying Impulse 10.125 0.001 0.118 
Attitude toward Product 2.001 0.080 0.026 
Purchase Intention 11.487 0.001 0.131 
Attitude toward Advertisement 2.792 0.049 0.035 
Expected Product Effectiveness 6.468 0.007 0.078 
Goal Commitment 3.203 0.039 0.040 

 

TABLE 4.31 

High Involvement with Body Weight*Visceral Cues Effects on Buying Impulse, Affective 
Reaction, Intentions, Product Expectations, and Goal Commitment 

 
ANOVA: High Involvement with Body Weight * Visceral Cues 

 Dependent 
Variables Manipulation N µ σ F p η2 Hypotheses

Buying  Visceral 20 3.35 1.76 19.927 0.000 0.333  H43 
Impulse Non-visceral 22 1.48 0.83    Supported 
Attitude toward Visceral 20 4.49 1.23 16.998 0.000 0.298  H44 
Product Non-visceral 22 2.85 1.34    Supported 
Purchase  Visceral 20 4.05 1.59 28.496 0.000 0.416 H45  
Intention Non-visceral 22 1.83 1.08    Supported 
Attitude toward Visceral 20 4.35 1.22 10.882 0.001 0.214  H46 
Advertisement Non-visceral 22 2.98 1.44    Supported 
Expected Product Visceral 20 4.28 0.78 18.895 0.000 0.321 H47  
Effectiveness Non-visceral 22 2.70 1.44    Supported 
Goal  Visceral 20 4.88 0.84 1.046 0.156 0.025 H48 Not 
Commitment Non-visceral 22 4.55 1.18       Supported 
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Hypotheses H52-H57: Visceral Cues and Low Involvement with Body Weight 

H52: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in buying impulse among 
subjects. 

 
H53: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in attitudes toward the 
product among subjects. 
 
H54: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in purchase intention by 
subjects. 
 
H55: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in attitudes toward the 
advertisement among subjects. 
 
H56: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in perceptions of product 
effectiveness among subjects. 
 
H57: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in weight loss goal 
commitment among subjects. 
 
When examining the effects of the visceral cues for subjects with low involvement with 

body weight there was not multivariate significance (Wilk�s λ (5, 32) = 0.833; p = 0.149). 

Univariate results show for subjects with low involvement with body weight the visceral cues did 

not produce significant results for buying impulse (F (1, 36) = 0.119; p = 0.367), purchase 

intention (F (1, 36) = 0.343; p = 0.281), attitude toward the advertisement (F (1, 36) = 791; p = 

0.190), expected product effectiveness (F (1, 36) = 0.174; p = 0.340), and goal commitment (F 

(1, 36) = 2.046; p = 0.080). There was univariate significance for attitude toward the product (F 

(1, 36) = 4.857; p = 0.017). 

When subjects had low involvement with body weight, visceral cues had a non-

significant effect on buying impulse (H52; µlow involvement-visceral = 2.03, µlow involvement-non-visceral = 
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1.91), , purchase intention (H54; µlow involvement-visceral = 2.07, µlow involvement-non-visceral = 1.84), attitude 

toward the advertisement (H55; µlow involvement-visceral = 3.80, µlow involvement-non-visceral = 3.42),  

expected product performance (H56; µlow involvement-visceral = 3.30, µlow involvement-non-visceral = 3.12), 

and goal commitment (H57; µlow involvement-visceral = 4.30, µlow involvement-non-visceral = 4.96). For 

subjects with low involvement with body weight, visceral cues had a significant positive effect 

on attitude toward the product (H53; µlow involvement-visceral = 3.80, µlow involvement-non-visceral = 2.95).   

TABLE 4.32 

Low Involvement with Body Weight*Visceral Cues Effects on Buying Impulse, Affective 
Reaction, Intentions, Product Expectations, and Goal Commitment 

 
ANOVA: Low Involvement with Body Weight*Visceral Cues 

Dependent 
Variables Manipulation µ σ F p η2 Hypotheses

Buying  Visceral 2.03 1.04 0.119 0.366 0.003 

 Impulse Non-visceral 1.91 1.02       

H52 
Supported 

  
Attitude toward  Visceral 3.80 1.08 4.857 0.017 0.119 
Product Non-visceral 2.95 1.29       

H53 Not  
 Supported 

Purchase Visceral 2.08 1.40 0.343 0.281 0.009 
Intention Non-visceral 1.84 0.89       

H54 
Supported 

Attitude toward  Visceral 3.80 1.29 0.791 0.190 0.022 

Advertisement Non-visceral 3.42 1.23       

H55 
Supported 

  
Expected Product  Visceral 3.30 1.35 0.174 0.339 0.005 
 Effectiveness Non-visceral 3.12 1.10       

H56 
Supported 

Goal Commitment Visceral 4.30 1.37 2.047 0.080 0.054 
  Non-visceral 4.96 1.40       

H57 
Supported 

 
As predicted, subjects with low involvement with body weight were exposed to visceral 

cues there were no significant differences for buying impulses (H52), purchase intentions (H54), 

attitude toward the advertisement (H55), expected product performance (H56), and goal 

commitment (H57). Subjects with low involvement with body weight did have significantly 
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greater attitudes toward the product when exposed to visceral cues. As a result, hypotheses H52 

and H54-H57 were supported while H53 was not supported. 

 

Experiment 2: Summary of Results 

 In summary, support was found for 24 of the 27 hypotheses associated with Experiment 

2. Results show support for hypotheses H31-H38, H40-H47, H49-H52, and H54-H57. Support 

was not found for H30, H39, or H53. The inclusion (exclusion) of visceral cues produced highly 

significant differences in eight of the nine dependent variables. The difference created by the 

visceral cues was magnified for subjects highly involved with body weight. Hence, the largest 

difference in means existed for subjects highly involved with body weight. In contrast, the 

inclusion (exclusion) of visceral cues produced no significant differences for low involvement 

subjects on eight of the nine dependent variables. 

FIGURE 4.2 

Involvement with Body Weight*Visceral Cues Mean Plot 
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Chapter Summary 

 In chapter 4, two experiments were conducted. The results from the three studies show 

that 39 out of the 54 hypotheses (72%) were supported. The first experiment showed that the 

before/after photos had the strongest effect followed by the customer testimonial and temporal 

proximity of weight loss, respectively. Experiment 2 revealed that the three combined visceral 

cues create a very strong effect which is accentuated for subjects highly involved with body 

weight. TABLE 4.31 provides a comparison of the means across the dependent variables for 

Experiments 1 and 2. In this table it is evident that the three visceral cues together have a 1

much stronger effect than any single visceral cue alone. Again, this effect appears strongest for 

subjects with high involvement with body weight. Chapter 5 subsequently discusses the 

implications, limitations future directions, and conclusion from the encouraging results achieved 

in the three studies.  
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TABLE 4.33 

Comparison of Means for Manipulations 
 

    Experiment 1  Experiment 2 

Dependent Variables 
Proximity 
of Reward

Visual 
Prime 

Vividness 
of Reward 

Visceral 
Cues 

High 
Involvement* 
Visceral Cues

Buying Impulse 2.31 2.44 2.39 2.64 3.35 
 1.86 1.69 1.78 1.66 1.48 
Attitude toward 3.62 3.91 3.75 4.12 4.49 
Product 3.38 3.04 3.25 2.89 2.85 
Purchase Intention 2.57 2.81 2.70 3.00 4.05 
 2.21 1.91 2.07 1.83 1.83 
Attitude toward  3.58 3.80 3.70 4.05 4.35 
Advertisement 3.38 3.12 3.25 3.16 2.98 
Expected Product  3.26 3.38 3.29 3.76 4.28 
Effectiveness 2.99 2.84 2.96 2.87 2.70 
Goal Commitment 4.66 4.79 4.68 4.57 4.88 
 4.79 4.66 4.78 4.72 4.55 
All Thoughts 2.33 2.13 1.73 2.12 1.74 
  2.28 2.54 2.90 3.00 2.95 
Reward Thoughts 0.48 0.58 0.39 0.74 1.05 
 0.31 0.21 0.41 0.14 0.09 
Non-reward Thoughts 1.49 1.25 1.10 1.02 0.53 
 1.65 1.93 2.05 2.41 2.45 
Bold numbers have the greatest difference in means for all manipulations 
Shaded rows represent means for treatments 
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TABLE 4.34 Study II Hypotheses Testing Summary 
 

Hypotheses Results 
H4: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke fewer (more) total thoughts among subjects 

Not 
Supported  

H5: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke more (fewer) reward thoughts among 
subjects 

Not 
Supported 

H6: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke fewer (more) non-reward thoughts among 
subjects. 

Not 
Supported  

H7: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke stronger (weaker) buying impulse among 
subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.00) 

H8: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the 
product among subjects 

Not 
Supported 

H9: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke greater (lesser) purchase intention by 
subjects. 

Not 
Supported  

H10: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the ad 
among subjects. 

Not 
Supported 

H11: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke greater (lesser) perceptions of product 
effectiveness among subjects 

Not 
Supported 

H12: Inclusion (exclusion) of a temporal weight loss claim in the headline of 
weight loss advertising will evoke greater (lesser) weight loss goal commitment 
among subjects. 

Not 
Supported 

H13: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke fewer (more) total thoughts among subjects. 

Not 
Supported 

H14: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke more (fewer) reward thoughts among subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.00) 

H15: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke fewer (more) non-reward thoughts among subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.00) 

H16: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke stronger (weaker) buying impulse among subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.000) 

H17: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the product among subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.000) 

H18: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke greater (lesser) purchase intention among subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.000) 

H19: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the ad among subjects 

Supported 
(p<0.00) 

(table continues) 
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Table 4.34 (continued) 
H20: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke greater (lesser) perceptions of product effectiveness among subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.00) 

H21: Inclusion (exclusion) of before/after photos in weight loss advertising will 
evoke greater (lesser) weight loss goal commitment among subjects. 

Not 
Supported 

H22: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke fewer (more) total thoughts among subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.000) 

H23: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke more (fewer) reward thoughts among subjects. 

Not 
Supported 

H24: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke fewer (more) non-reward thoughts among subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.000) 

H25: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke stronger (weaker) buying impulse among subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.000) 

H26: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the product among subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.00) 

H27: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke greater (lesser) purchase intention by subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.00) 

H28: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the ad among subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.03) 

H29: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke greater (lesser) perceptions of product effectiveness among subjects 

Supported 
(p=0.05) 

H30: Inclusion (exclusion) of a customer testimonial in weight loss advertising 
will evoke greater (lesser) weight loss goal commitment among subjects. 

Not 
Supported 

H31: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising 
will evoke fewer (more) total thoughts among subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.03) 

H32: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising 
will evoke more (fewer) reward thoughts among subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.000) 

H33: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising 
will evoke fewer (more) non-reward thoughts among subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.00) 

H34: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising 
will evoke stronger (weaker) buying impulse among subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.000) 

H35: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising 
will evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the product among subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.000) 

H36: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising 
will evoke greater (less) purchase intention by subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.000) 

H37: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising 
will evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward the ad among subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.00) 

H38: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising 
will evoke greater (less) perceptions of product effectiveness among subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.00) 

H39: Inclusion (exclusion) of all three visceral cues in weight loss advertising 
will evoke greater (less) weight loss goal commitment among subjects. 

Not 
Supported 

H40: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing 
ads with (without) visceral cues will evoke fewer (more) total thoughts among 
subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.03) 

(table continues) 
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Table 4.34 (continued) 
H41: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing 
ads with (without) visceral cues will evoke more (fewer) reward thoughts 
among subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.001) 

H42: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads with 
(without) visceral cues will evoke fewer (more) non-reward thoughts among subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.001) 

H43: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing 
ads with (without) visceral cues will evoke stronger (weaker) buying impulse 
among subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.000) 

H44: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing 
ads with (without) visceral cues will evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward 
the product among subjects 

Supported 
(p<0.000) 

H45: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing 
ads with (without) visceral cues evoke greater (lesser) purchase intention 
among subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.000) 

H46: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing 
ads with (without) visceral cues will evoke more (less) positive attitudes toward 
the ad among subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.00) 

H47: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing 
ads with (without) visceral cues will evoke greater (lesser) perceptions of 
product effectiveness among subjects. 

Supported 
(p<0.000) 

H48: A high level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing 
ads with (without) visceral cues will evoke greater (lesser) weight loss goal 
commitment among subjects 

Not 
Supported 

H49: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in number of total 
thoughts among subjects. 

Supported 
(p>0.49)  

H50: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in number of reward 
thoughts among subjects. 

Supported
 (p>0.11) 

H51: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in number in number of 
non-reward thoughts among subjects. 

Supported
 (p>0.27) 

H52: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in buying impulse among 
subjects. 

Supported
 (p>0.36) 

H53: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in attitudes toward the 
product among subjects. 

Not 
Supported  
(p<0.05) 

H54: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in purchase intention by 
subjects. 

Supported 
(p>0.28)    

H55: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in attitudes toward the ad 
among subjects 

Supported 
(p>0.19)   

(table continues) 
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Table 4.34 (continued) 
H56: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in perceptions of product 
effectiveness among subjects. 

Supported 
(p>0.33)   

H57: A low level of involvement with body weight among subjects viewing ads 
with (without) visceral cues will evoke no difference in weight loss goal 
commitment among subjects 

Supported 
(p>0.08)   
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 This chapter is organized into the following sections. In the first section, research 

questions and goals of the dissertation are reviewed. In the second section, answers for each of 

the research questions are discussed based upon the findings generated from Study I and Study 

II. The third section discusses theoretical, public policy, and managerial implications of the 

findings. The fourth section discusses limitations while the fifth section discusses future 

research. Finally, the sixth section discusses the overall conclusions from the series of studies 

conducted in this dissertation. 

 

Research Questions 

1. Do visceral cues in weight loss advertising occur and interrelate in accordance with TVI? 

2. Does the evocation of higher levels of visceral influence lead consumers to focus more on 

information related to the certain components of an advertisement? 

3. Do visceral cues in advertising evoke greater visceral influence causing consumers to 

make decisions, lacking cognitive deliberation, based upon gut reactions to the visceral 

cues, thus positively impacting their affective reaction?  

4. Is there another variable (level of involvement) which may moderate the effect visceral 

cues have on consumer response to an advertisement?  

 

Research Question 1 

Do visceral cues in weight loss advertising occur and interrelate in accordance with TVI? 

To answer this question a content analysis of 337 weight loss advertisements was performed 
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using TVI as a theoretical basis for developing items coded in the analysis. Analysis of the coded 

variables uncovered the prevalence and interrelationships among the three visceral cues: 

proximity of reward (temporal proximity of weight loss), visual prime (before/after photos), and 

vividness of reward (customer testimonial).  

The results support the use of proximity of reward statements in weight loss 

advertisements. As shown in the results, a high percentage of the advertisements used some 

combination of speed, amount of weight loss, and timeframe with the full combination of speed, 

timeframe, and weight loss pounds used most frequently. Even when only weight loss pounds 

was included in the headline there were other variables exposed in exploratory analysis that were 

indicative of a temporal proximity appeal. When only weight loss pounds was included in the 

headline (vs. inclusion speed or time), advertisements typically doubled the amount of weight 

lost, doubled the number of exclamation points, and used time pressure wording like call today, 

act now, call now, or start today.  

Approximately 66% of the advertisements used some type of proximity of reward 

expression to indicate the closeness in temporal proximity of weight loss. The results indicate 

that weight loss advertisers� are attempting to communicate weight loss achievement in a manner 

that leads to consumer perceptions of nearness in time for weight loss reward achievement.  

Often, the timeframe communicated indicates weight loss achievement in a more proximate 

timeframe than medically proven as feasible or safe. If an individual is obese they can anticipate 

safely loosing a maximum of three to five pounds per week. In the sample, the most common 

weight loss figures were 30 lbs in approximately 60 days and 30 lbs in approximately 30 days. 

The weight loss advertisements appear to market the medical community�s maximum figure as 

achievable by anyone who uses their products. 
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Next, the temporal proximity of weight loss reward was further enhanced by the use of 

before/after photos. The overwhelming majority (77%) of temporal weight loss headlines were 

accompanied by before/after photos. This finding reinforces the use of before/after photos as a 

visual prime. The before/after photos provide sensory appeal to consumers. Sensory appeal can 

occur through sight, smell, sound, or feeling of a desired object or reward. This study provides 

initial evidence that a picture can serve as sensory appeal while the majority of research on 

sensory appeals have focused on the smell and feel of desired objects. The sensory appeal of the 

photos likely results from the disparity in hedonic appeal between the before/after photos. 

Typical before photos include pictures of the person overweight, in a slice of life pose, showing 

50% or less skin, with no tan, and unkempt hair. In contrast, the after photo include pictures of 

the person after losing a substantial amount of weight loss in a glamour model pose, dressed in a 

bikini, tanned, with professionally made-up hair.  

A particularly interesting finding is that the majority of the photos were of women. More 

than 66 advertisements were from magazines targeting men yet only 17 before/after photos were 

of men only. This finding is consistent with findings related to sexual appeals in advertisements. 

Riechart and Lambiase (2003) found that less than 8% of advertisements with sexual appeals 

contained men. The hedonic portrayals of individuals in after photos emphasize physical 

attractiveness and sexuality through the glamour model pose. The glamour model pose has been 

used throughout recent history to depict feminine sexuality of women and still photos have been 

a big reason for the perceptions of sexuality for such famous models as Marilyn Monroe (Benzel 

2003). It is only fitting that such a style of photography is used in weight loss advertising to 

amplify the hedonic appeal of losing weight.  
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Accompanying more than half of the before/after photos was a sexual appeal in the 

advertisement�s caption. Ninety-seven percent of the sexual appeals were either sexual 

attractiveness or sex-esteem type appeals. This finding is also consistent with research on the 

targeting of consumers� sexual desires. Riechart and Lambiase (2003) found that advertisements 

which target women�s sexual desires tend to focus on sexual attractiveness and sex-esteem while 

advertisements targeting men�s sexual desires tend to focus on sexual behavior. The majority of 

the advertisements were from magazines targeting women which explain the frequency of sexual 

attractiveness and sex-esteem appeals in the caption. All together, it is apparent that the inclusion 

of before/after photos augmented by the manipulation of the before/after photos and the 

inclusion of sexual appeals are used as sensory appeal to increase the hedonic appeal of weight 

loss and stir up consumers� desires. 

Finally, temporal weight loss headlines were also frequently accompanied by customer 

testimonials. More than 78% of advertisements including temporal weight loss headlines also 

included at least one customer testimonial. The most frequently used customer testimonial 

emphasized weight loss achievement. These were statements from a past user of the product 

about their success with the product (e.g., �I lost only 28 lbs in four weeks�). The second most 

frequently used customer testimonial was about the ego/self-esteem boost the person felt after 

losing the weight. Sexual appeals were the third most frequently used type of customer 

testimonial. Other types of testimonials included testimonials about experiencing an energy boost 

from the weight loss, achieving miracle weight loss, achieving weight loss effortlessly, and 

achieving weight loss without modifying eating behavior.  

While the weight loss achievement/miracle weight loss testimonials emphasizes the 

amount of weight loss or the speed of weight loss, ego/self-esteem boosts, sexual appeals, 
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effortless appeals, and gluttony appeals included in customer testimonials emphasize the hedonic 

appeal of weight loss achievement.  As described by Loewenstein (1996) vividness of reward is 

used to intensify immediate emotions associated with reward achievement. It appears that the 

appeals used in customer testimonials are aimed at increasing consumers� desires to achieve 

weight loss by either emphasizing the weight loss reward itself or the hedonic benefits of 

achieving weight loss with the advertised product.  

Based upon the content analysis, the answer to Question 1 is a resounding yes. The 

results from the content analysis reveal the prevalence of the visceral cues and their interrelations 

in weight loss advertising. Using TVI as a theoretical basis, the dissertation established that 

temporal weight loss headlines are frequently used in weight loss advertising and are almost 

always accompanied by before/after photos and customer testimonials. Furthermore, the 

before/after photos and customer testimonials appear to target consumers� hedonic desires. In 

particular, these cues frequently target consumers� inner drive states and pleasurable desires thus 

increasing the relative desirability and hedonic appeal of weight loss. From the advertiser intent 

perspective, it appears that some weight loss advertisers� target consumers with visceral cues and 

anticipate that consumers will give into their desires and serve their aggressive impulses by 

purchasing their product. Hence, it is plausible that weight loss advertisers use visceral cues to 

knowingly place consumers at a psychological disadvantage. 

 

Research Question 2  

Does the evocation of higher levels of visceral influence lead consumers to focus more on 

information related to reward components of an advertisement? First, to answer this question an 

experiment was conducted on 176 subjects using the manipulated independent variables 
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proximity of reward, visual prime, and vividness of reward. The findings show that subjects had 

significantly more reward thoughts when advertisements contained before/after photos. This 

suggests that before/after photos have an attention-narrowing effect.  

While the result was not significant (p < 0.11), temporal proximity of weight loss also 

increased the number of reward thoughts. The lack of significance for temporal proximity may 

have resulted due to the higher level of persuasion knowledge of the undergraduate subjects or 

the manipulation itself. Pretest 1 showed that student subjects were relatively skeptical of 

weight loss timeframes promising 30 lbs in 60 days or less. Another explanation is that the most 

optimal timeframe for the weight loss proximity was not chosen. The continuum of proximity of 

weight loss reward may result in an inverted U-shaped pattern for consumer response. Weight 

loss that is too close in proximity may be perceived as too unbelievable while weight loss too 

distant in proximity is unappealing. Extensive testing is needed to determine the potential 

optimal level of temporal proximity for weight loss. Finally, results from Mischel (1974) and Li 

(2008) suggest that the effectiveness of the temporal proximity appeal may be contingent upon 

sensory contact. Without sensory contact, the temporal appeal may be relatively ineffective in 

generating a visceral response. Overall, these results show that proximity of weight loss reward 

had a modest positive effect on subjects� number of reward thoughts while the visual prime 

providing sensory contact had a substantial positive effect on subjects� number of reward 

thoughts.  

For non-reward thoughts, the customer testimonial had the strongest suppressing effect 

while before/after photos also caused substantial reduction in subjects� number of non-reward 

thoughts. While the before/after photos simultaneously increased reward thoughts and reduced 

non-reward thoughts, the customer testimonial was the most effective suppressor of non-reward 
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thoughts. The power to suppress non-reward thoughts likely results from the emotional intensity 

of the positive affect created through the vivid customer testimonial. While the customer 

testimonial was not shown to increase reward thoughts it appears to inhibit any cognitive 

objections consumers might have when evaluating claims made in weight loss advertisements.  

Experiment 2 examined the simultaneous effect of all three visceral cues (proximity of 

reward, visual prime, and vividness of reward). The results show that the combined effects of the 

visceral cues appear much more powerful at increasing reward thoughts and decreasing non-

reward thoughts than any visceral cue alone. When all three visceral cues were included, the 

average number of reward thoughts was substantially greater than when the visceral cues were 

absent. Furthermore, the inclusion of all three visceral cues led to nearly a 60% reduction in the 

average number of non-reward thoughts. These results exhibit the power of combined visceral 

cues to not only increase the attention focused on the reward but also reduce the attention 

focused on the non-reward aspects of an advertisement. Based on the results from the two 

experiments, the answer to Question 2 is yes; visceral cues do lead consumers to focus more 

attention toward reward components of an advertisement.  

 

Research Question 3 

Do visceral cues in advertising evoke greater visceral influence causing consumers to 

make decisions, lacking cognitive deliberation, based upon gut reactions to the visceral cues, 

thus positively impacting their affective reaction? To answer this question, subjects viewed 

advertisements with the manipulated visceral cues and responded to questionnaire items 

concerning buying impulse, attitude toward the product, attitude toward the advertisement, 

purchase intention, expected product effectiveness, and goal commitment. To begin, proximity 
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of reward (temporal proximity of weight loss), visual prime (before/after photos), and vividness 

of reward (customer testimonial) all are associated with a stronger buying impulse among 

subjects. Furthermore, experimental results indicate that buying impulse is much stronger when 

the visceral cues are combined. This suggests that the three visceral cues do lead to more 

impulsive reactions.  

In addition to the stronger buying impulse, subjects also had fewer total thoughts when 

the customer testimonial was included in the advertisement. This result was also found when all 

three visceral cues were combined in Experiment 2 and suggests that the hedonic appeals (e.g., 

sexual, ego-boost) used in the customer testimonials are primarily responsible for suppressed 

cognition. The customer testimonial was associated with both fewer total thoughts and fewer 

non-reward thoughts. In addition, the before/after photos were also associated with significantly 

fewer non-reward thoughts. Results in Experiment 2 shows that the suppressing powers of the 

customer testimonial and before/after photos are further enhanced when all three visceral cues 

are combined.  

When examining the affective reaction, the before/after photo and the customer 

testimonial were both associated with more positive attitudes toward the product and attitudes 

toward the advertisement. Furthermore, the combination of the three visceral cues had a strong 

positive effect on both attitude toward the product and attitude toward the advertisement. In 

addition to the attitudinal measures, purchase intention, expected product effectiveness, and goal 

commitment were also captured.  The before/after photo, customer testimonial, and combination 

of all three visceral cues were associated with stronger purchase intentions and greater expected 

product effectiveness while temporal proximity of weight loss did not significantly affect 

purchase intentions and expected product effectiveness.  The before/after photo had the strongest 
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positive effect on expected product performance. This finding is consistent with McKee et al. 

(2006) who found that depictions of stronger body images in cigarette commercials leads to 

stronger beliefs of cigarettes as an appetite suppressant. 

None of the visceral cue manipulations in Experiments 1 or 2 had a significant effect 

on goal commitment. This result can be explained by the dispositional nature of goal 

commitment. Goal commitment is defined by a willingness to put forth effort towards goal 

attainment, the persistence to pursue the goal over time, and unwillingness to abandon a goal 

(Klein et al. 2001; Hollenbeck and Klein 1987). This definition implies that goal commitment is 

more a component of an individual�s unique personality traits rather than a variable that can 

easily be manipulated via external cues. 

Answering Research Question 3, the results of this dissertation suggest that visceral 

cues do produce a reduction in cognitive response, a stronger buying impulse, and a stronger 

affective reaction. While certain cues had stronger effects than others, the combination of 

temporal proximity of weight loss, before/after photo, and customer testimonial had the most 

substantial effect on cognitive response, buying impulse and affective reaction. In addition, the 

combined visceral cues also had a strong effect on purchase intention and expected product 

effectiveness. This insinuates that the overall reaction to the visceral cues not only leads to a 

stronger buying impulse and affective reaction but this reaction carries over to actual purchase 

intentions and leads to inflated perceptions of product efficacy. While decision making research 

has shown that visceral influences shape predictions and attribution of past, future, and other�s 

behavior this study shows that heightened levels of visceral influence also have an effect on not 

only perceptions of an individual�s behavior, but also perceptions of future product performance. 

In accordance, it is conceivable that consumers� are placed at a cognitive disadvantage when 
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encountering visceral cues and this cognitive disadvantage can conceivably lead them to hold 

false beliefs. 

 

Research Question 4 

Is there another variable (level of involvement) which may moderate the effect 

advertising cues have on consumer response to an advertisement? To answer this question 

subjects viewed advertisements with (without) visceral cues and responded to the thought listing 

exercise and a measure of involvement with body weight along with the dependent measures 

buying impulse, attitude toward the product, purchase intentions, attitude toward the 

advertisement, expected product effectiveness, and goal commitment. Results show that for 

subjects with high involvement with body weight the inclusion of visceral cues in the 

advertisement led to fewer total thoughts, more reward thoughts, and fewer non-reward thoughts. 

In addition, the inclusion of visceral cues produced a stronger buying impulse, more positive 

attitude toward the product, greater purchase intentions, more positive attitude toward the 

advertisement, and greater expected product effectiveness. As in Experiment 1, substantial 

differences were not produced for the dependent variable goal commitment. Again, this is likely 

due to the dispositional nature of goal commitment.  

While the visceral cues produced significant differences in responses for the subjects with 

high involvement with body weight, the visceral cues did not produce the same differences for 

the subjects with low involvement with body weight.  For subjects with low involvement with 

body weight, the visceral cues produced a substantial positive difference only in attitude toward 

the product.  While this result was unanticipated, it may reflect the power of the visceral cues to 

produce differences in attitudes toward a product/brand even for subjects having low 
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involvement with body weight. As predicted, subjects� low involvement with body weight 

negated visceral cue effects on total thoughts, reward thoughts, non-reward thoughts, buying 

impulse, purchase intention, attitude toward the advertisement, and expected product 

effectiveness. While as predicted there was no difference in goal commitment for subjects with 

low involvement with body weight this result can be more attributed to the dispositional nature 

of goal commitment rather than the lack of effect for the visceral cues on the subjects.  

The results show that as posited in Research Question 4, level of involvement does 

moderate the effect of visceral cues. Subjects with high involvement with body weight were 

much more susceptible to the effects of the visceral cues than subjects with low involvement 

with body weight. These results indicate that consumers� who are highly involved with their 

body weight, regardless of whether or not they actually are overweight, are more vulnerable to 

the use of visceral cues than average consumers. In addition, visceral cues may still shape 

attitudes toward weight loss products and brands among consumers� with low involvement with 

body weight. This may influence the future weight loss decisions of some consumers who move 

from the low involvement group to the high involvement group due to weight gain. In all, high 

levels of involvement with weight loss appear to increase vulnerability to visceral cues. 

 

Theoretical, Public Policy and Managerial Implications 

 This research offers some interesting implications for theory, public policy, and 

managers. From a theoretical perspective this research makes several distinguishable 

contributions. First, this study is one of the first to investigate visceral cues in advertising and 

show that visceral cues contribute to more rapid-affective responses. This research provides a 

foundation for future investigations on visceral cues in advertising. Second, this is one of the first 
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studies to identify and show the effectiveness of a visual image as a form of sensory contact. 

While other studies have provided effective sensory contact through sight of the actual reward, 

smell of the actual reward, and touching of the actual reward, this study shows that a visual 

depiction of the reward can be an effective form of sensory contact in advertising. Such a finding 

lends support for the investigation of visual primes in other advertising contexts. Third, the 

results of this study confirm Loewenstein�s (1996) premonition that priming cues have the 

strongest visceral effect. In Experiment 1, the visual prime had the most robust effects across 

the dependent variables. Fourth, this study shows that the rapid-affective reaction created by 

visceral cues in advertising also leads to greater purchase intentions and heightened perceptions 

of expected product effectiveness. While the establishment of the rapid-affective reaction is an 

important finding, the effect the visceral cues have on purchase intention and evaluations about 

future product performance are equally important. These findings establish the effect that 

visceral cues can not only have on internal reactions but also the effects on subsequent behavior 

and product evaluation. Fifth, this study shows that the power of visceral cues are relatively 

unaffected by ad skepticism. This finding emphasizes the strength of visceral influences even 

among subjects with greater awareness of advertisers� intentions. Finally, this research is one of 

first to simultaneously use content analysis to establish advertiser intent and experimental design 

to assess consumer response. The combined methodologies aided in evaluating visceral cues 

from both ends of the spectrum and in creating a more theoretical sound and practically 

significant research platform.  

This study makes several contributions to public policy. First, this study shows that 

consumers may be vulnerable to visceral cues in weight loss advertising. The simultaneous 

inclusion of temporal proximity of weight loss headlines, before/after photos, and customer 
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testimonials are shown in this study to generate a rapid-affective response among participants. In 

addition, vulnerability does not appear to vanish with higher levels of ad skepticism. This 

suggests that attempts at increasing consumer knowledge about effective means of weight loss 

may not reduce the vulnerability of consumers. The experiments in this dissertation were 

conducted on undergraduate business students. Despite the higher levels of persuasion 

knowledge these subjects have over the common consumer, the visceral cues still proved 

effective in creating a more rapid-affective response. In essence, the current strategies 

implemented by the FTC to increase consumer knowledge may be ineffective in helping 

consumers distinguish legitimate and illegitimate means of weight loss. Future validation of the 

findings from this study may help reshape the foundation upon which the FTC bases its 

regulation. 

Next, the most vulnerable consumers appear to be those with a high level of involvement 

with their body weight. These results suggest that not only are people who are overweight and in 

a state of desperation vulnerable but also people who are highly concerned with their body 

weight even though they are not overweight. Consumers� who are concerned about keeping their 

thin appearance or who have disorders such as bulimia or anorexia may be highly vulnerable to 

visceral cues in weight loss advertising. For consumers with eating disorders, the use of diet pills 

may be further compounding the problems they face.  

 For the average consumer trying to drop a few pounds, these results show that visceral 

cues may be distracting them from more meaningful weight loss mechanisms. In turn, prevalent 

susceptibility to visceral cues in weight loss advertising may be contributing to the healthcare 

crisis and costing consumers and the medical profession enormous amounts of money. Despite 

the rapid increase in weight loss products, obesity continues to rise and be a detriment to 
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people�s health. If as posited here, consumers continue to purchase weight loss products with 

empty promises, based upon a rapid-affective response to visceral cues, then consumers may be 

putting their health and wallets at further risk. While illegitimate weight loss products are not a 

primary reason people continue to struggle with their weight, they may be contributing to the 

obesity problem as a result of clever tactics used by weight loss advertisers to direct consumers� 

attention towards their product and away from more proven methods of weight loss (e.g., 

behavioral modification).   

 From a managerial standpoint, this study also makes contributions. Recent evidence has 

pointed towards a change in society towards a more instant-response culture of individuals who 

anticipate having to make decisions quickly (Bell et al. 2007). While our investigation focuses on 

the negative aspects of visceral cues, visceral cues may be used in a more positive manner to 

target consumers in the growing instant-response culture. This research shows managers how a 

rapid-affective response can be generated and may explain why some tried and true methods of 

targeting consumers are becoming less effective. In today�s more rapid-affective culture, 

consumers� tend to make more decision based upon the perceptions they have of themselves 

(Bell et al. 2007). Hence, a model of rapid-affective behavior examines purchasing behavior by 

not asking what someone thinks about a product but what but how a person defines him/herself. 

For managers in the weight loss industry, whose intent is to provide consumers with 

effective methods of weight loss, this research helps them determine whether or not their own 

advertising campaigns aiding consumers� in the fight against obesity. Visceral cues have the 

power to potentially create an emotionally charged buying impulse. Consequently, it is not 

surprising that some of the more legitimate weight loss firms (e.g., nutrisystem) are using 

visceral cues with the same frequency as some of the more illegitimate weight loss firms. In 
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essence these firms are fighting competitive fire with fire. However, visceral cues also have the 

power to prevent consumers� from distinguishing legitimate claims from illegitimate claims. 

Hence, is the use of visceral cues by legitimate weight loss firms further compounding the 

problem and adding more fuel to the flame? Using the results from this research, managers of 

legitimate weight loss firms must approach the issue from the perspective of their stakeholders. 

From one point of view they have an obligation to maximize the financial return. From another 

point of view, they have an obligation to their customers to use tactics that help them in their 

fight against obesity. The best solution for legitimate firms may be to use visceral cues to 

persuade consumers to partake in healthier lifestyles in addition to the use of weight loss aids. 

However, more research is needed to validate this assertion.  

Building upon potential positive effects, visceral cues may be effective in shifting 

consumers� behaviors from those which are detrimental to society to behaviors which are more 

beneficial to society. Visceral cues may prove effective in anti-drug campaigns, environmental 

campaigns, and other campaigns which attempt to increase responsible decision making among 

consumers. Consequently, visceral cues may prove effective for implementing and optimizing 

programs aimed at social change.  

 

Limitations 

 In spite of the merits of this research, it is not without its limitations. First, while over 

1400 advertisements were initially collected from more than 54 media sources to acquire a 

representative sample of weight loss advertisements, the advertisement collection for the content 

analysis was not comprehensive. Second, since the primary goal of this research was theory 

testing, undergraduate student subjects were used in the experiments. Consequently, any 
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generalizations made from the research should be interpreted with caution. Third, there was a 

lack of experiment control for the pretests, pilot, and main studies. All pretests and studies were 

conducted with undergraduate students during regular class time. Pretests and studies were 

conducted in different classrooms during the semester. Consequently, class rosters were 

examined in advance to select classes without overlapping students. In the event a student had 

prior exposure to any part of the series of pretests or studies the student was asked to simply 

place an X on the front of the blank questionnaire and turn it back in. As a result, six out of eight 

subjects deemed to potentially have had prior exposure, turned in uncompleted questionnaires 

marked with an X. While these measures were taken to ensure there was minimal overlap, due to 

anonymity of subjects, there is no guarantee that one or two students who had prior exposure did 

not participate in more than one study for this dissertation. 

Fourth, the manipulations can be strengthened. In particular, the temporal proximity of 

weight loss manipulation has the most potential for strengthening. Pretest and experimental 

results suggest that there may be an optimal combination of speed, weight, and time that elicits 

the strongest visceral influence. In addition, only the full combination of speed, weight, and time 

was pretested. It may be that other combinations, such as speed and weight (e.g., lose 30 lbs fast) 

are most effective since the timeframe is ambiguous and determined only by the advertisement 

viewer�s own interpretation of speed. In addition, the weight loss quantity of 30 lbs was held 

constant across all pretests, pilot studies, and main studies. Another amount of weight may have 

produced better results when paired with the timeframes. Also, temporal statements using 

alternative weight loss expressions such as inches (e.g., lose 5 inches in 60 days), clothing sizes 

(e.g., lose 4 dress sizes in 60 days), and percentages (lose 300% more weight in 60 days) were 

not examined.  
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For the visual prime manipulation, only before and after photos were examined. The use 

of an after only photo may also serve as an effective visual prime. The before/after photo 

manipulation consisted of before/after photos vs. no before/after photos. Another form of the 

manipulation consisting of the visual prime image (before/after photo) vs. non-visual prime 

image (a photo of the diet pill bottle) was not explored. For the vividness of reward 

manipulation, a customer testimonial using several hedonic appeals was used. Using an 

individual type of hedonic appeal in the customer testimonial (e.g., ego-boost, sexual 

attractiveness, sexual behavior, or gluttony) may elicit a stronger or weaker visceral response. In 

addition, while the customer testimonial was considered significantly more vivid than the 

product testing information, the vividness of the customer testimonial could be further enhanced.  

Finally, the main study used a self-reported measure of involvement with body weight. A 

manipulated form of involvement may also be used as an effective measure of involvement with 

body weight. For instance, having subjects imagine themselves as overweight may be an 

effective involvement with body weight prime. In addition, other forms of involvement were not 

explored. For instance, situational involvement can be manipulated through advertisement 

indicators of a gift or free supply.  

 

Future Research 

This research offers some exciting theoretical and practical implications which can be 

built upon through future research. First, while proximity of reward, visual prime, and vividness 

of reward were explored, other visceral cues may exist. For instance, TVI indicates that rewards 

or goals that can be obtained in a more effortless manner can lead to a strong visceral impulse. 

An in depth examination of effortlessness in the context of weight loss may further show 
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heightened levels of visceral influence. Future research should also examine variations of the 

visceral cues used in this study to determine if certain variations product more effective results. 

For example, certain types of hedonic appeals in customer testimonials or certain types of visual 

primes may prove to be more effective than others. Moreover, certain combinations of visceral 

cues may prove to be more effective than others. For example, Li (2008) found that sensory 

appeals can lead individuals to be more presented-oriented. This finding may explain why 

temporal proximity of weight loss was relatively ineffective alone but relatively effective when 

paired with the before/after photo and/or customer testimonial. The effectiveness of proximity of 

reward expressions in advertising may be contingent upon accompanying visceral cues. 

Second, visceral cues should be explored in other advertising contexts. Weight loss is a 

relatively emotionally charged topic. Visceral cues may be ineffective for other products which 

have lesser emotional appeal (e.g., car tires). If so, for what product/services, in addition to 

weight loss, do visceral cues produce stronger buying impulses and affective reactions? The 

answer to this question may reveal why certain products/services are more frequently marketed 

using visceral cues than others. For instance, similar patterns of identifiable visceral cues can be 

found in get rich quick products, pharmaceutical products, beauty products, and even 

automobiles. However, the marketing of a wide range of products through TV infomercials often 

incorporating vivid customer testimonials, video of the product working miraculously, and time 

pressure tactics (e.g., limited time only) indicating that visceral cues may work for a wide range 

of product/service categories.  

Third, more research in needed concerning proximity of reward. Variations of temporal 

proximity other than used in this study or other types of proximity of reward (e.g., closeness in 

space) may prove to be more effective and may vary depending on the context. Furthermore, for 
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temporal proximity there may be an optimal timeframe for any given product/service which 

yields optimal levels of visceral influence. Fourth, future research should examine the 

simultaneous effects of manipulated or other forms of involvement and visceral cues. A broader 

examination of involvement will solidify the context specific results found in this study which 

examined the simultaneous effects of involvement with body weight and visceral cues.  

In addition, other moderators or mediators should be examined to develop a better 

understanding of other factors which may strengthen or weaken visceral cues effects. For 

example, researchers should examine how consumers� regulatory focus (Higgins 1987) affects 

susceptibility to visceral cues. Regulatory focus theory argues for two distinct self-regulation 

strategies. Promotion focus stresses the pursuit of gains (or the avoidance of non-gains) and 

ambitions toward ideals; Prevention focus stresses the avoidance of losses (or the pursuit of non-

losses) and the completion of obligations (Lee and Aaker 2004). Promotion focused people who 

are enticed by gains may be more susceptible to visceral cues than prevention focused people 

who are more concerned with loss avoidance. Self-regulatory resource theory is another theory 

which may further aid in explaining susceptibility to visceral cues. Vohs and Faber (2007) found 

that depletion of self-regulatory resources can lead to a stronger buying impulse. Hence, a person 

who has depleted self-regulatory resources may be more susceptible to visceral cues. 

Fifth, future research should examine whether visceral cues are more effective when used 

in certain mediums. For instance, the interactivity of the internet or the entertainment aspect of 

television advertising may further enhance the effects of visceral cues. As well, research on the 

manipulation of visceral influence by sales professionals may explain customer attributions 

about decision-making and why certain sales professionals are more effective in generating a 

quick sale. Sixth, future research should examine visceral cues using additional dependent 
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variables. For instance, future research should investigate how visceral cues affect recall and 

recognition, actual buying behavior, and other common metrics.  

Additionally, researchers should examine the effects of visceral cues on more objective 

dependent measures. Six of the nine dependent measures in this study were self-reported 

measures. Specifically, buying impulse can be measured more objectively following Vohs ad 

Farber (2007). Subsequent research should examine the effects of visceral cues on physiological 

dependent variables such as measures of brain activity, skin conductance tests, facial muscular 

responses (EMG), and heart rate. Furthermore, the tracking of subjects� eyes can help determine 

where, when, and how long consumers examine visceral cues in advertisements. Finally, future 

research should examine various consumer demographics to see if certain consumers are more 

susceptible to visceral cues. Older and younger consumers may have lower levels of self-control 

thus they may be at the highest risk to visceral cues. In essence, visceral cues may explain why 

older and younger consumer cohorts have been traditionally the most susceptible groups to 

scams.  

 

Conclusion 

 In summary, the dissertation offers new insight into the use of visceral cues in the context 

of weight loss advertising. From the advertisers� intent perspective, it appears that many weight 

loss advertisers� are placing and arranging visceral cues in advertisements to generate a rapid-

affective response. From the consumer perspective, the placement of visceral cues in 

advertisements is associated with a more rapid-affective response and leads to higher purchase 

intentions and valuation of their product�s effectiveness. In brief, the dissertation shows that it is 

a definite possibility that consumers are being placed at a psychological disadvantage when 
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viewing weight loss advertisements. Furthermore, this psychological disadvantage conceivably 

leads consumers to hold false beliefs. Future research is needed to further explore the 

implications of visceral cues, to solidify the implications discussed in this dissertation, and to 

establish the depth of harm potentially caused to consumers as a result of visceral cues used to 

market what the FTC has defined as illegitimate weight loss products. 
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APPENDIX 
 

CONTENT ANALYSIS CODING
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Content Analysis Coding Sheet 
 
Advertisement # ______ Judge #______    
Ad Medium:     1.Magazine       2.Newspaper       3.Direct Mail       4.   In-store promotion/flyer 
 
Section 1: Please indicate whether the words FAST, RAPID, IMMEDIATE, or ACCELERATED 
occurred in the advertisement�s caption: If other temporal words were used please write in. 
 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Other_________________________ 

 
Section 2: Potential/given weight loss in advertisement caption including weight loss achieved 
by models in ad (Write in amount or range next to appropriate category): -If multiple statements 
take the lowest and highest and record in min/max. Write combinations (lose 5 lbs in 5 days in 
other) 
 
1. Expressed in pounds ____________ If given Min________________ Max______________ 
2. Expressed in inches_____________ If given Min________________ Max______________ 
3. Expressed in time_______________ If given Min________________ Max______________ 
4. Expressed as a percentage________ If given Min________________ Max______________ 
5. Other________________________  If given  Min________________ Max______________ 
6. Not Applicable 
 
Section 3: Appeal Types in Caption. Includes any main/sub-headline(s) and text accompanying 
photographs. Please exclude appeal types in body copy. Circle all that apply.  
 
1. Weight loss achievement (e.g., lose weight fast, lost 10 lbs, Lose 20 lbs in 20 days, lose 10 
inches in 30 days, etc)  
2. Permanent/long-term weight loss 
3. Sales promotion 
4. Effortlessness/easy 
5. Sexual appeal (attractiveness, behavior, sex-esteem) 
6. Ego boost/ Self confidence/Self-esteem 
7. Gluttony (eating all I want/ eating whatever I want/ eating without sacrificing taste) 
8. Secret 
9. Medicalization (treated as medical problem) 
10. Detoxification 
11. Paramedicalization (alternative remedies i.e. all natural, spiritualistic, hypnosis, etc)  
12. Best/most powerful/effective weight loss remedy/ #1 selling 
13. New/innovative/breakthrough weight loss product 
14. Health benefits of weight loss 
15. Other (write in)_______________________________________________________ 
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Section 4: Caption. If Sex Appeal appears in the caption please indicate type. Circle all that 
apply. 
 
1. Sexual attractiveness (e.g., Losing weight will cause others to find me attractive) 
2. Sex proficiency (e.g., Losing weight will lead to better sex) 
3. Sex frequency (e.g., Losing weight will lead to more sex) 
4. Sex-esteem (e.g., Losing weight will make me feel more attractive/sexier)   
5. Not applicable 
 
Section 5: Caption. If Gluttony Appeal appears in the caption please indicate type. Circle all that 
apply. 
 
1. Eating all I want  
2. Eating whatever I want   
3. Eating without sacrificing taste   
4. Not applicable 
 
Section 6: Caption. If Sales Promotion in appears in the caption please indicate type of 
promotional offer (Circle all that apply).  
 
1. Don�t delay/today    
2. Limited time only     
3. Limited supplies     
4. Free supply     
5. Sweepstakes     
6.  Contest     
7. Money-back guarantee          
8. Not applicable 
 
Section 7: Caption. If Sales Promotion/coupon indicate the length of time to participate. 
  
1. Write in_______________________________________________________  
2. Not given   
3. Not applicable  
 
Section 8: Count the number of times the word Secret is used in ad. Write in 
number._________________ 
 
Section 9: Type of Photos (Photos of people in ad). Circle 1, 2, or 3 or both 1 and 2 if both apply. 
 
1. Before/After Photos (photos of people before and after using product/service) 
2. Photos of fit individual/ photos of body parts without indication of before and after 
3. No photos 
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Section 10: Before/After Photo(s)-Model Pose. Circle number one if the described change has 
occurred for at least one model in before/after photos. 
 
1. Utilitarian stance in before photo/ Provocative stance in after photo 
2. No difference in pose between before and after photo 
3. Not applicable  
 
Section 11: Before/After Photo(s)-Model Tanning. Circle number one if the described change 
has occurred for at least one model in the before/after photos.  
 
1. Before photo model has no tan or is less tan/After photo model has a tan or is tanner 
2. No difference in tan between before and after photo      
3. Not applicable 
 
Section 12: Before/After Photo(s)-Hairstyle. Circle number one if the described change has 
occurred for at least one model in the before/after photos. 
 
1. Unkempt or neglected in before photo/ Neat or kempt in after photo 
2. No difference in before and after photo        
3. Not applicable 
 
Section 13: Most Skin Shown in Ad�s Photo(s). Calculate as percentage of visible body/body 
parts.  
 
1. Before Photo 
 a. Small (< 50%) 
 b. Medium (Around 50%) 
 c. Large (Greater than 50%) 
 d. Not applicable 
 
2. After Photo     3. Photo of individual/ individual�s body parts 
 a. Small (< 50%)       a. Small (< 50%) 
 b. Medium (Around 50%)      b. Medium (Around 50%) 
 c. Large (Greater than 50%)      c. Large (Greater than 50%) 
 d. Not applicable      d. Not applicable 
 
Section 14: Is the model in the after photo or in the individual photo in a bikini? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Not applicable 
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Section 15: Before/After Photo- Change in Model(s) Hair Color. Indicate yes if change has 
occurred for at least one of the models in before/after photos. 
 
1. Yes   
2. No   
3. Not applicable    
If yes, is hair color in after blond?   1. Yes 2. No 
 
Section 16: Model(s) Gender. 
 
1. Man   
2. Woman   
3. Both   
4. Not applicable 
 
Section 17: Inclusion of Customer Testimonial 
 
1. Customer testimonial  2. No customer testimonial 
 
Section 18: Total Number of Customer Testimonials (customers only, exclude testimonials by 
non-users, e.g., doctor). 
 
1. Write in here ______  
 
Section 19: Type of Customer Testimonial(s). Please circle all that apply. 
 
1. Sexual attractiveness 
2. Sex-esteem 
3. Sexual behavior 
4. Self-confidence/ego-boost/self-esteem 
5. Effortlessness/easy 
6. Eating whatever I want and losing weight 
7. Eating as much as I want and losing weight 
8. Weight loss achievement (e.g., It only took be 10 weeks to lose 30 lbs) 
9. Miracle weight loss (product works like no other before) 
10. Energy boost 
11. Other_____________________________________________________________________ 
12. Not applicable 
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Section 20: Type of Product. Circle the answer which best represents type of product in ad 
 
1. Weight loss supplement (e.g., pills, liquid formula including drinks) 
2. Weight loss application (e.g., cream, soap, body wrap) 
3. Meals/weight loss regimen (e.g., South Beach Diet meals, Weight Watchers, LA Weight Loss 
Centers) 
4. Surgical procedure (e.g., Lap band, liposuction) 
5. Other (write in) ____________________________________________________________ 
 
Section 21: Product/Brand Name. Write in. _______________________________________ 
 
Section 22:  Results Disclaimer. Circle all that apply. 
 
1. Use with diet and exercise    
2. Not intended to cure, prevent, or treat disease 
3. Statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
4. Results may vary/not typical    
5. Read label before use 
6. Consult doctor before taking    
7. No product causes spot reduction 
8. Other____________________________   
9. No results disclaimer   
 
Section 23:  Number of Exclamation Points. Write in. ______________________ 
 
Section 24: Magazine/Newspaper Name. Write in. ____________________________ 
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Weight Loss Study Coding Guide 
 
Advertisement Number: Each advertisement has a number assigned to it to distinguish it from 
other advertisements in the sample. The number is written on the upper left hand side of the ad 
unless ad layout required that it be placed elsewhere. 
 
Ad Medium: Circle the appropriate one. 
1. Magazine  
2. Newspaper 
3. Direct Mail  
4. In-store promotion/flyer    
 
Section 1: Please indicate whether the words FAST, RAPID, IMMEDIATE, QUICK, or 
ACCELERATED occurred in the advertisement�s caption: If other temporal words were used 
please write in. Please circle yes if any version of the above words is used in the caption (e.g., 
fastest, faster, rapidly, etc.). Caption is defined as an advertisement's headline(s)/sub-headline(s) 
and the text accompanying an illustration or photograph. Body copy is defined as the text of a 
print ad, not including the headline or logo. 
 
1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Other_________________________ 
 
Section 2: Given Weight Loss in Caption. Circle and fill in all that apply. This is the proposed or 
achieved weight loss in an advertisement.  This can be expressed as a general statement- e.g., 
lose weight fast-or as a specific quantity- e.g., lose 10 lbs, or a combination- e.g., lose 10 lbs in 
10 days (in case of a combination please write the combination in the other field). Please circle 
all that apply and write in the statement. Record a minimum and a maximum number if more 
than one statement is given- e.g., when more than one customer testimonial is given. 
 
1. Expressed in pounds ___________ If given  Min________________ Max______________ 
2. Expressed in inches____________ If given  Min________________ Max______________ 
3. Expressed in time_____________  If given  Min________________ Max______________ 
4. Expressed as a percentage_______ If given  Min________________ Max______________ 
4. Other_______________________  If given  Min________________ Max______________ 
5. Not Applicable 
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Section 3: Appeal Types in Headlines/sub-headlines. Circle all that apply.  This section provides 
information on the type of main/sub-headlines used in weight loss advertisements. The 
categories in this section relate only to caption and exclude body copy. Caption is defined as an 
advertisement's headline(s)/sub-headline(s) and the text accompanying an illustration or 
photograph. Body copy is defined as the text of a print ad, not including the headlines or logo.  
 
1. Weight loss achievement- (e.g., lose weight fast, lost 10 lbs, Lose 20 lbs in 20 days, lose 10 
inches in 30 days, etc)- Any caption statement of weight loss in terms potential or actual lost 
pounds, lost inches, percentage of weight/body fat lost, or speed of weight loss (lose weight 
rapidly), etc. 
2. Permanent weight loss- Any caption statement which indicates that weight loss achieved will 
be permanent or long-term 
3. Sales promotion- Any promotional statements made in caption (e.g., don�t delay/today, limited 
time only, limited supplies, free supply, sweepstakes, contest, money-back guarantee) 
4. Effortlessness/easy- Any statement in caption regarding how easy the advertised 
product/service will make it to lose weight 
5. Sexual appeal (attractiveness, behavior, sex-esteem)- Any statement in caption regarding self-
view of attractiveness/sexiness, improved sexual behavior (proficiency or frequency), or one�s 
attractiveness/sexiness as perceived by others.  Typically directly tied to weight loss 
6. Ego boost/ self confidence/self-esteem- Any statement in caption regarding improved ego, self-
confidence, or self-esteem. 
7. Gluttony- (eating all I want/ eating whatever I want/ eating without sacrificing taste) 
8. Secret- Caption which contains the word secret 
9. Medicalization- (treated as medical problem). Statement in caption which indicates that weight 
loss should be treated as a medical problem 
10. Detoxification- (definition: A treatment program designed to purge the body of intoxicating 
substances) - Any statement in caption which indicates that getting rid of toxins in the body will 
lead to weight loss 
11. Paramedicalization- (alternative remedies i.e. all natural, spiritualistic, hypnosis, weight loss 
CD, etc) - Any statement in caption which offers an alternative treatment for weight loss- see 
above examples) 
12. Best/most powerful/effective weight loss remedy/ #1 selling- Any statement in caption where 
boasting statements are made about the product/service and its effectiveness or widespread use. 
13. New/innovative/breakthrough weight loss product- Any statement in caption which indicates 
that the product is novel (e.g., scientific break-through, new, innovative formula, etc.) 
14. Health benefits of weight loss- Any statement in caption which indicates the long-term health 
benefits of losing weight 
15. Other 
(write)______________________________________________________________________ 
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Section 4: Sexual Appeals in Caption. Circle all that apply. This section is a supplement to 
section 2. If a sexual appeal is used in a main/sub-headline, please indicate which type of sexual 
appeal is used or indicate not applicable if no sexual appeal is used in a main or sub-headline. 
 
1. Sexual attractiveness (e.g., Losing weight will cause others to find me attractive) 
2. Sex proficiency (e.g., Losing weight will lead to better sex) 
3. Sex frequency (e.g., Losing weight will lead to more sex) 
3. Sex-esteem (e.g., Losing weight will make me feel more attractive/sexier) 
 
Section 5: Gluttony Appeals in Caption.  This section is a supplement to section 2. If a gluttony 
appeal is used in a main/sub-headline, please indicate which type of gluttony appeal is used or 
indicate not applicable if no gluttony appeal is used in a main or sub-headline. 
 
1. Eating all I want (Eating excessively) 
2. Eating whatever I want (Eating without choice constraints) 
3. Eating without sacrificing taste (Eating without sacrificing pleasure) 
4. Not applicable 
 
Section 6: Sales Promotion in Caption. This section is a supplement to section 2. If a sales 
promotion is used in a main/sub-headline, please indicate which type of sales promotion is used 
or indicate not applicable if no sales promotion is used in a main or sub-headline. Sales 
promotions in ads represent consumer stimulants- These are promotional efforts designed to 
stimulate short-term purchasing behavior.  
 
1. Don�t delay/today/act now- Statement indicating that a person should act immediately    
2. Limited time only    
3. Limited supplies     
4. Free supply- Statement regarding a free supply of the product/food/use of service    
5. Sweepstakes- By purchasing a person is entered into a form of sweepstake 
6. Contest- Some type of contest exists where a person competes for a prize (e.g., losing the most 
weight within a given time frame)     
7. Money-back guarantee- Guarantee that the weight loss remedy will work or money-back  
8. Not applicable 
 
Section 7: Length of Time to Participate. This section is a supplement to section 2. If a sales 
promotion is used in a caption (include coupons embedded in ad), please write in the length of 
time to participate if given or indicate not applicable if no sales promotion is used in caption. 
1. Write in_______________________________________________________  
2. Not given  
3. Not applicable  
 
Section 8: Secret. Please count and write in the number of times the word secret is used in each 
advertisement. 
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Section 9: Type of Photos. Circle both one and two if both apply. Please indicate if the 
advertisement contains before and after photos of an individual, photos of fit individual/body 
parts but no indication of before/after, or no photos of any individuals.  
1. Before/After Photo(s) 
2. Photos of fit individual/ photos of body parts with no indication of before and after 
3. No photos  
 
Section 10: Before/After Photos- Model Pose. If before and after photos are used indicate 
whether there is a difference in the model pose as described. If more than one model in ad circle 
number one if the described change has occurred for at least one of the models. 
 
1. Utilitarian- poor posture stance in before photo/ Provocative- better posture pose in after 
photo. The utilitarian pose shows the individual in an every day life situation while the 
provocative pose emphasizes the sexuality and attractiveness of the model. This category is 
applicable if the model appears posed to make she/he look slimmer or more attractive.  
2. No difference in pose between before and after photo. The model pose in the before and after 
photos are the same. 
3. Not applicable 
 
Section 11: Before/After Photo- Model Tanning. If a before and after photo does the model�s tan 
vary as described below. If the model is tan/tanner in the after photo but un-tanned/less tanned in 
the before photo select number one. If difference in tan is not apparent please select number two. 
If no before/after photo select number three. If more than one model in ad circle number one if 
the described change has occurred for at least one of the models. 
 
4. Before photo model has no tan/ After photo model has a tan 
5. No difference in tan between before and after photo 
6. Not applicable 
 
Section 12: Before/After Photo-Hairstyle. If before/after photos are included in the 
advertisement, does the model�s hair appear professionally styled in the after photo and 
messy/unkempt in the before photo? If so, select number one. If the hair is exactly the same in 
both photos, select number two. If no before/after photo select number three. If more than one 
model is included indicate number one if the described change has occurred for at least one of 
the models. 
 
1. Unkempt or neglected in before photo/ Neat or kempt in after photo 
2. No difference in before and after photo 
3. Not applicable 
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Section 13: Most Skin Shown in ad�s photo(s) as percentage of visible body/body parts. If there is 
a before and after photo, please indicate the amount of skin shown in both the before and after 
photo (categories 1 and 2). If there is a photo of an individual but it is not a before or after photo 
(note: it can be in addition to a before and after photo), please provide the amount of skin shown 
for category 3. If multiple photos of any given category (1, 2, or 3) are provided please evaluate 
the photo with the most skin shown. 
 
1. Before Photo 
 a. Small (< 50%) 
 b. Medium (Around 50%) 
 c. Large (Greater than 50%) 
 d. Not applicable 
 
2. After Photo 
 a. Small (< 50%) 
 b. Medium (Around 50%) 
 c. Large (Greater than 50%) 
 d. Not applicable 
 
3. Photo(s) of individual or individual�s body parts independent of before and after photos or in 
ads without before and after photos  
 a. Small (< 50%) 
 b. Medium (Around 50%) 
 c. Large (Greater than 50%) 
 d. Not applicable 
 
Section 14: Bikini. Is the model in the after photo or in the individual photo in a bikini? Please 
circle yes if the model in the after photo or an individual non-before/after photo is wearing a 
bikini. 
 
4. Yes 
5. No 
6. Not applicable 
 
Section 15: Model Change in Hair Color (before/after photo). If more than one model is 
included in ad indicate yes if the change has occurred for at least one of the models. 
 
1. Yes  2. No  3. Not applicable   If change in hair color is after  

blonde?   1. Yes 2. No 
 
Section 16: Gender. Please select which gender(s) are represented in the photos of each 
advertisement. 
 
1. Man   
2. Woman   
3. Both   
4. Not applicable 
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Section 17: Inclusion of Customer Testimonial in Advertisement 
 
1. Customer testimonial 
2. No customer testimonial 
 
Section 18: Total Number of Customer Testimonials (customers only, exclude testimonials by 
non-users, e.g., doctor who has not used the product). Customer testimonial maybe from a 
celebrity, the average person, or a doctor but only include doctor if ad indicates that the doctor is 
a product/service user. 
 
Write in here ______  
2. Not applicable 
 
Section 19:  Type of Customer Testimonial(s). Please indicate which of the following appear in 
the customer testimonial(s) (may be celebrity, average person, or other user of the product) 
provided in each advertisement. A customer testimonial is a statement from a customer that says 
what they like about a product/service or about the benefits the product/service has provided for 
them. 
 
1. Sexual attractiveness 
2. Sex-esteem 
3. Sexual behavior 
4. Self-confidence/ego-boost/self-esteem 
5. Effortlessness 
6. Eating whatever I want and losing weight 
7. Eating as much as I want and losing weight 
8. Weight loss achievement (e.g., It only took be 10 weeks to lose 30 lbs)  
9. Miracle weight loss (product works like no other before)  
10. Energy boost 
11. 
Other_______________________________________________________________________ 
12. Not applicable 
 
Section 20: Type of Product. Circle the most appropriate category. 
 
1. Weight loss supplement (e.g., pill, liquid formula) 
2. Weight loss application (e.g., cream, soap, body wrap) 
3. Meals/weight loss regimen (e.g., South Beach Diet meals, Weight Watchers, LA Weight Loss 
Centers) 
4. Surgical procedure (e.g., Lap band, liposuction) 
5. Other (write in) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
Section 21: Product/Brand Name (write in). 
_______________________________________________________________ 
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Section 22:  Results Disclaimer. Circle all that apply.  
1. Use with diet and exercise 
2. Not intended to cure, prevent, or treat disease 
3. Statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
4. Results may vary/not typical 
5. Read label before use 
6. Consult doctor before taking 
7. No product causes spot reduction 
 
Section 23:  Number of Exclamation Points (write in): Please count and write in the number of 
exclamation points in the entire advertisement ______________________ 
 
Section 24: Magazine/Newspaper Name (write in). Please write in the name of the magazine or 
newspaper the advertisement came from if applicable_________________________________ 
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